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FOREWORD
This final report presents the results of work performed by
personnel of the Lockheed-Huntsville Research & Engineering Center 	 f
far the Astronautics Laboratory of NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center
	
-	 under Contract NAS8 - 25569, "Thermal Support for Space Shuttle." This 	 w
work was conducted in three phases.
	
^'	 r
The NASA Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) for Phase I	 4
of this contract was Mr. R. R. Fisher, S&E-EP-44. The period of per-
formance for this phase was from February to September of 1970, The
COR for Phase II and Phase III of this work was Dr. K. E. McCoy, S&E -	 j
EP-44. The period of performance for Phase it was from February	 a
1971 through .Tune 1973. The period of performance for Phase III was
from June 1973 through January 1976.
The Lockheed-Huntsville Project Engineer for this contract was
Mr.  William G. Dean.
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Section l
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The primary purpose of this contract was to provide thermal support
in the design of the Thermal Protection System (TPS) for the Space Shuttle
vehicle. The work conducted covered a wide range of problems. However,
these can be grouped generally into three phases:
Phase I: Analyses in support of MSFC' T Point Design' Shuttle configuration:
• Generation of temperature boundaries of the Space
Shuttle +E point design."
• Leading edge and nosecap TPS material investigation.
Phase II: Support of three TPS test facilities as follows:
• MSFC 36 x 36--Inch Panel Radiant Lamp Test Facility
• MSFC Structural/Thermal. Test Facility (STTF), and
• MSFC Hot-Gas OZ/HZ Burner Test Facility.
Phase III: The following tasks were performed during Phase III:
e Hot Gas Facility (HGF) Support
a Guarded Tank Support
• Shuttle External Tank (EZ ) Thermal Design Handbook 	 JI
Support
s 20-Inch LH Tank Test. Support
fi	 2
a Radiant Tests of BX-250 Foam. Panels Support
e. External Tank ET Thermal Protection System (TPS)
Development Support
e 70-Inch LHZ Tank Test Support
f{	 r-
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e MTF/MPTA Flame Bucket Heating Rate Analysis
a Task to Summarize and Document all Test Data
of BX-250 Foam
9 SSME Seal Leaks/Tent Duct.Heating Problem Analysis
s MSFC Hot-Gas Test Facility Modifications Study
r. r AEDC Foam Test Support Task
e Langley BX-250 and CPR-42/Arc-Jet Test.Sopport
Task
4 o Langley CPR-421 Foam Tests in Mach 10 Tunnel
Support
ofe Independent Assessment	 Candidate TPS Materials(for ET)
I Hot Gas Facility (HGF) Testing of Candidate TPSMaterials (Planning)
® Independent Contir.c ng Review of ET Contractor's
TPS Development Efiorts
i
e Review of ET Contractors Document (on analysis
methods for predicting CPR-421 performance from
data).
s Protuberance Heating Review (as related to ET
contractor's instrumentation "island" problem)
. AEDC SRB/TPS Materials Test Support Task
a MSFC Hot Gas Facility Modification/Fabrication
Task, and
e AEDC Tunnel C Tests of CPR-421 Foam Using
36-In.ch Curved Panel Support.
References 1 and 2 summarize the work done on the first two phases.
These were designated as "interim final reports," since the contract was
still in progress at the time of their publication.
Approximately 40 documents were published under Phases I and II
of this contract, wh_i,ch were discussed in the interim reports. This report
J
	 documents the work covered during Phase III.
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Section 2
- TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Since the tasks completed under this contract were documented as they
were accomplished, the method used for this final. report is to present copies
of the various technical reports published. 	 These are presented as appendixes r
in the back of this report.
Any question regarding any of this work may be directed to the Lockheed- F
Huntsville Project Engineer.
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. Section 3
CONCLUSION AND APPRECIATION
Lockheed-Huntsville takes this opportunity and means to express its .	 .
appreciation fo. , the privilege of performing this contract for NASA_-1VISFC.
have. Throughout this contract, we at Lockheed-Huntsville 	 always experienced
excellent working relationships and cooperation from all NASA employees
involved.	 It is felt that this has made it possible for much valuable tech-
nical work to be accomplished.
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Huntsville Research & Engineering Center
Contract NASS-25569 Date July 1974	 Doc. LMSC-HREC TN D390295
DETERMINATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CPR-421 INSULATION
Title: FROM BOILOFF RATE AND TEMPERATURE DATA FROM 20-INCH LH
TANK	 2 .
i
^j rTFOREWORD
Z `^ This report presents the results of a. data analysis task performed by personnel I
of the Lockheed-Huntsville Research & Engineering Center under Contract NAS8-
{ i 25569. The NASA Contracting Officer' s Representative (CORD for this study is f
Dr. Kenneth E. McCoy, EP-44. Q
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
U The LLHZ boiloff rates from the 20-inch LHZ tank and the temperatures at dif-
J ferent depths in the CPR-4.Zl material were available from several tests. 	 These
tests were run by the..NA.SA-MSFC Test Divison. From the boiloff data, the 3
•? heat transfer rate was obtained. The thermal conductivity evaluated for the
material was plotted against its mead. temperature and astraight-line "least
squares" fit of the points was obtained.
	
The resulting curve compared favor-
a
ably with the Upjohn Company thermal conductivity curve for CPR -421 material
which was obtained from NASA-MSFG.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Figure l is a sketch of the 20-inch LH 2 tank lined on the outside with CPR-421
material. The tank was filled to a certain level with LH .
	
It was allowed to
stand for sufficient time in an ambient environment for the thermocouples, em-1
bedded at premeasured. depths in the foam, to reach steady state. values. The
i^
..:. I:LHZ boiloff and the temperature data for all the tests were available and some
f of the typical data arepresented in Table 1. ;.
iv
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" The heat transfer rate through the tank is calculated as follows:
rhhfg 	 Btu
_ q =	 A	 ftZ-hr
where ra
rn = LH2 boiloff rate, lbrn/hr
..- heat	 LH2, BtuAbrnhfg =	 of vaporization of
A	 = wetted area of tank, ft2(obtained from an LH2 level sensor)_
With the heat transfer rate, q, known the thermal conductivity is obtained from I
t	 .
_I K
AX 
	T . - T	 BtuH	 C ft -hr
' where
K	 = thermal conductivity of foam, Stu-in/hr-ft2-°F
a
AX	 = thickness of foam in.
1 TH, TC = temperatures across thickness Ax of foam, °F
i
P_3 The thermal conductivity thus evaluated is tabulated in Table 1 with the average
temperature. The average value taken is that between T H and TC . ^..
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Y
a°
a
n *^ 4 plot (Fig. 2) of the thermal conductivity of the CPR-42.1 material was made
against the mean temperature of the material. A straight line "least
n
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squares" fit of the points was used. As Fig. 2 shows, these data compare
reasonably with a similar Upjohn Company curve obtained from NASA-MSFC.
However, these latest data give a higher conductivity than the Upjohn values.
This is possibly because the latest data contain some effects of penetration
heat leaks from. such items as fill and drain lines, vent pipes, etc. These
hest leaks would tend to raise the heat leak into the tank and LH 2 boiloff
rates, thus indicating a. higher apparent CPR-421 conductivity.
ain Karu
Heat Protect' n y
ct"msW. G. Dean., ProsngineerSpace Shuttle Thermal Support Study
Juan K. Lovin, Supervisor
Thermodynamics & Structures Section
Attach: (1) Table 1(2) Figures 1 and 2
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Table 1
20-INCH LHZ TANK TEST DATA AND 7
OF CPR -421 MATI
w:
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t
Test Plumber Time(sec)
LIHZ
Boiloff(lbm /hr)
Wetted
Height,in
Gyln. Portion
(in.)
AX(in.) TJl{ F)
TG(or)
Taverage( nF).
KBtu-in
(hr-ft2-°F)
274-024 7,614 6.ZI 34.69 5/16 49.6 -31.6 9.0 .Z36
9/16 49.4 -120.6 -35,6 .203
3/4 .50.I -183.2 -66.5 .19.8
1.0 50.5 -423 -186.3 .130
11/16 -31.6 -227. .108
7/16 -120.6 -271, .089
1/4 -183:2 -303. .064
8,480 5.72 32,65 5/16 53.8 -26.7 13.6 .230
9/16 53.8 -113.6 - 29.9 .199
3/4 55.1 -175.8 -60.4 1192
I.0 54.3 -423 -184:4 .124
.11 /16
-26.7 -ZZ5. .103
7/16 -113.6 -268. .084
1/4 -175.8
-3991 .060
Z74-025 3,433 7.58 47.03 5/16 .	 50. -26.2 11.9 .241
9/16 52. -114.2 -31.1 .199
3/4 51,6 -177.1 -62.8 192
1.0 51.3 -423. -185.9 .124
i 1'/16 -26.Z -225, .102
7/16 -1.14.2 -268. .083
1/4 -177.1 -300. ,060
18,114 865 41.57 5/16 60.1 -19.0 20.6 ,293
9/1.6 6:4,2 -110.; -23.3. .238.
3/4 63.0 -175.5 -56,3 .233
1,0 65,0 -423 -179. .152
11/16 -19.0 -22I, IZ6
7/16 -110.7 7267. .104
1/4 -175.5 -Z99. .075
274-026 4,185 6.07 41.00 5/16 43.5 -38.6 2,3 .270
9/16 41.9 -126.0 -42,1 .176
3/4 43.3 -188.6 -72.6 .170
1.0 43.3 -423 -189.6 .113
11/16 -38.6 -231. .094
7/16 -126.0 -275. .077
1/4 -188.6 -305. .056
9,001 5.13 30.52 5/16 54.2 -26.6 13.8 .216
9/16 54..6 -113..9. -Z9.7 .187
3/4 54.9 -174.7 -59.9 .183
1.0 52.0 -423 I	 185,5 ,118
11/16 -26.6 -225 .097
7/16, -113:9 -269 .079
1/4 -174.7 -299 .056
274-027 4,367 7.85 47.68 5/16 68,1 -17.8 25,2 .219
9/16 67.3 -108.4 !	 -20,6 .192
3/4' 67.8 -171.1 -51:7 A B9
1.0 68.6 -423 -177.2 .122
11/16 -17.B -221 .102
7/16 -101 -266 .084
E2
Hoff
n/hr}
Wetted
Height, in
Cyln. Portion(in.) A(in.)
1/4
i.Zl 37.03. 5/16
9/1.6
3/4
1.0
11/16
7/16
1/4
Table 1 {Concluded;
TANK TEST DATA AND TH:
OF CPR-421 MATERI.
I
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CPR -421
^-Materiali
9/16  in.
(
16 in.
Typical,.
/ Thermocouple
k ..--- — 20 in. ----^ /	 Location
3/4 in.
FM
1 in.
\^
( Fig. I - Cross -Sectional Sketch of 20-Inch LH2 Tank Showingr CPR-421 . Materiallnsulation. 1:
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	 Appendix B
Huntsville. Research & Engineering Center
Contract NAS8-25569	 Date July 1974	 DOE. LMSC-HREC TN D390268 	 {
L
Title. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF BX=Z50 FOAM TESTS AT MSFC
FOREWORD
This resort was .written by personnel at the Lockheed -Huntsville Research
& Engineering Center under Contract NASS - 25569. The NASA--MSFC Contracting
^.'	 Officer's Representative (COR) for this study is Dr. Kenneth E. McCoy, S&E
ASTN-PTC. This report documents tests conducted on BX-250 foam by MSFC
in their facilities. Mr. Chuck Verschoore and Mr. Stan Chamberlain were the
I,,.,	 MSFC test project engineers responsible for the tests.
}}1 1.0	 INTRODUCTION
A number of panel, tests of candidate thermal protection system (TPS)
materials for the Space Shuttle External Tank (ET) have been run in the MSFC 4
Hot Gas Facility (HGF). The results of these tests have now been correlated
Ll and analyzed. This report describes the Hot Gas Facility and summarizes and
analyzes the BX-250 foam test results. Also, results from the MSFC Radiant
Heater Facility BX-250 foam tests are presented and discussed.
.Ther,e is no ground test facility in which all the parameters affecting the
TPS performance can be simulated completely. It is therefore .necessary to
r.a Eilook at the degree of simulation achieved and determine the effect this may have a
on predicted flight performance. A discussion of this problem is also presented f
i herein.
f
ct
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^	 2,0 DISCUSSION
2.1 MSFC HOT GAS FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The NASA-MSFC Hot Gas Facility (HGF) consists of a combustion
chamber, throat section, expansion nozzle, test section and diffuser. The
combustion chamber burns either hydrogen and oxygen or hydrogen and air,
at chamber pressures from approximately 65 to 150 psis and oxidizer-to-
fuel (01F) ratios of 13 to 20. The Mach number at the nozzle exit plane is
approximately 4. Materials may be tested in the facility as panels in the
nozzle s'idewalls and diffuser cent.erbody, or as a leading edge mounted on
the front of the centerbody. The tests discussed herein were run as panels
in the nozzle sidewalls. Figure I shows a sketch of the HGF.
Figures 2 and 3 show the calculated flowfield parameters (Mach number,
f	 temperature, pressure, density and velocity.) along the
.
 nozzle boundary layer
edge as a function of distance from the throat. This is for a typical test con-
dition, 80 psia chamber pressure, and 01F =14, burning GOX/H 2 . Additional
i information on the HGF heating rates, pressures, shear, and chemical .species
is given in discussion of extrapolation of the HGF results to flight conditions
3 (Section 4.0).
r^	 2.2 SUMMARY OF TESTS CONDUCTED AND RESULTS OBTAINED
Table 1 presents a summary of the HGF testing of the candidate ET TPS
materials. The test numbers shown are for materials tests only. A number
of calibration tests were also. run which are not shown here. The O/T ratios
shown are mass ratio values. The TPS panels tested were run in the third
nozzle section on the side and top locations as shown in Fig. 1. The panel
sizes were 12 x 17 inches with the I2-inch direction aligned with the flow.
Most of the panel material thicknesses were 0.75 inches. Heating rates and
pressures- were measured during calibration runs using a calibration panel
(r	 as shown in Fig. 4. The calibration panel contained eight calorimeters and
^n
eight pressure taps. The heating rates presented in Table 1 are averaged
JU
:
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over the four values down the panel -centerline. 	 The pressures are averaged
from all eight locations. Two types of recession rates are presented:
(1) based on measured post-test thickness values, and averaged along the
3panel .centerline, and (2).. based on weight-loss data. 	 The recession rates t
are calculated using the total recession and dividing by the total. run time.
No instantaneous recession rates as a function of time during the tests were
measured.	 Various comments are given in. Table 1 for added information
;A where needed.	 It is noted that some test numbers are missing in Table 1. ^r
t Some of these missing tests were aborts, others were calibration runs. No
j data were obtained in somecases for various raisons such as .instrumentation
loss, etc.	 These cases are so indicated in Table 1 by ND (no data).r,t
An attempt was made to measure temperatere within the foam as a fu nc-
tion of time.	 Difficulty was encountered in getting good temperature data due
to conduction in the thermocouple wires, large thermal capacitance of the .wires
i "lIII compared to the foam, and installation problems. 	 Therefore_ these data are not
presented .herein.	 Perhaps these data could be salvaged with more analysis and
pres tinted later.
Most of the panels tested are BX-250 foam since this is the primary 3
Shuttle ET-LH2 tank TPS material. Color movies of the panels were made during
the tests on many runs.	 (These are available for the side panels only since
# the camera is mounted on. the nozzle side directly across from the panel.)
Thes e movies are available from Mr. Stan Chamberlain, NASA-MSFC Test .
.` Division..
- Figures 5 and 6 show post-test photographs of typical BX-250 foam
panels.	 Post-test photos are available for most of the panels from Dr. Ken..
McCoy, NASA-MSFC; Engineering Analysis Division.
Table 2 presents a description and the nominal density values of the
^	 ,. actual de..sitvarious materials tests. 	 Table 3 presents ac	 y values for several
i^ BX-250 " t.riin' panels.. These were measured from plugs cut from the. panels. .
after the tests'
LOCKHEED • HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH $ ENGINEERING CENTER
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2.3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The FAX-250 foam is presently the primary Space Shuttle external LH2
tank thermal protection system material.. Therefore, correlations of the
BX-250 data from the HGF tests were made. Two specific correlation methods
were used The first was a recession rate versus heating rate method, the
second was through the use of computer routines developed during the course
of this study.
2.3.1 Data Correlation Using Recession Rate vs Heating Rate Method
Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the surface recession rate versus
heating rate correlation. Figure 7 is based on data from measured material
thickness changes from before and after testing. Figure 8 is based. on weight
loss data from weight before and after tests. The straight lines of Figs. 7 and
8 are "least-squares" fits of the data. All recession rate data are based on
average rates., that is, the total recession is divided by the total run time.
All heating rates are "cold-wall" values based on a wall temperature of 700F.
Figure 9 presents a refinement of the recession data of Fig. 7. As the
foam surface recedes, a "depression" is left in the nozzle wall where the foam
specimen is mounted. (The foam is, of course, initially flush with the nozzle
wall plane at the beginning of each test.) This depression causes a thickening
of the boundary at this location, hence a reduction in heating rate. In order to
9
: ,555555
r take this . effect into account the calibration panel was mounted at several re- ?
cessed depths, and calibration runs were made. From these calibration run
I;
data a curve of recession depth versus measured heating rate was made. This
^I
f curve was then used to make corrections on all the heating rates as presented t
in Fig. 7, which was based on flush-mounted measured heating rate values. A f	 ,
I
T
least squares fit was then made of the .adjusted data .and compared to the unad--
^ifD justed data.	 Figure 9 shows this comparison.
	
The adjusted results .give about
1}
2 10 to 15%v increase in recession rate at a given heating rate.
I	
^
^r. As seen from the curves of Figs. 7, 8 and 9, the recession rate versus
heating .rate type correlation worked well and should be useful in . predicting
flight vehicle foam. thickness requirements.
I
I I
I E
^i s
it
..	 ..	 .. .,
'
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2.3.2 Data Ctirrelations Using Computer Routines
The first computer methodused for correlation purposes was to develop
a program which performed a heat balance at the foam surface,	 The program 1..
E accounts for surface recession, heat conduction into the foam, convective
heating to the surface, and heat radiated away from the surface. 	 The surface
recession rates are calculated using an Arrhenius equation of the form j
f `
-B T^
' m = Ae
f ^^
e where
rb	 = muss loss rate
A, B = correlation constants
e	 = natural to g base
T	 = surface temperature
The constants A and B are usually determined from experimental data. This s
is done by plotting recession rate as a function of l/T on semi-log paper.
The value of A is then obtained from the intercept of the plot and B is the
slope.	 However, in this case the surface temperature, T, was not measured. .. F
}
J'.
Therefore the constants A and B were determined by trial and err_ or to match I..
J the calculated surface recession rate using calculated surface temperatures
from the computer program. 	 The resulting value; which matched the meas-
ured recession during several of the early tests were: A = 8.16 lbm/sec, and
B - 90000 R.. In addition to these constants there is also a term, H,. called "heat
Ll of reaction" for the foam.	 The value used for this term was 4000 Btu/lb. L
Figure 10 shows the surface recession versus time as calculated by
thero ram compared to the total. measured recession at the end of the runP	 g 
(no recessio-aversus time values . were measured during the tests).	 This
curve is for test No. 36, in the HGF at a heating of 3.75 Btu/ft 2- sec.	 The
1
f
177
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thermal 'properties density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity used in
this analysis are given in Tables 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
JThisprogram was also used to calculate temperature-time, histories
throughout the foam thickness.
	
The results were compared to measured
values from thermocouples.	 The agreement Was generally not good. 	 This
is attributed to the highly transient nature of the problem and difficulty in
obtaining good experimental data because of the use of large thermocouple	 f	
r
fl
,
wires, use of high density potting compound to hold the thermocouple plugs
Y
in place, and difficulty in getting accurate thermocouple "beads ' locations.	 !^
L, Figure 11 shows another comparison of HGF data and the computer
program results.
	
The three calculated points are at heating rates of 1. 0,
2.0, and 4.0 Btu/ft -sec.	 The agreement is reasonably good, but to obtain
this agreement the constants A, B and H had to be revised from those used 	 w
in matching the earlier tests such as No. 36 shown on Fig. 10. 	 The revised
values of these constants are A W .816 lbm/ftz-sec, B = 12,000°R, and H =
?. 0.0 Btu/lb.
	
It is therefore felt that additional work is needed in definition of 	 a
the best values of these constants before application of the type model to a
flight vehicle design.
IS 2.3.3	 Additional Correlationst
T_
$
zf
In addition to this simple computer model, it. is recommended . that three	 E
~n other methods of analysis should be tried. These are to; (1) use the Lockheed
"WO:TA" ablation analysis program, Ref. 1; (Z) the NASA-Houston "STAB Ill,
ablation program, Ref. 2; and (3) a transient, one--dimensional routine using
°
^ n
jr the R versus q curve approach with the corrected data of Fig. 9.	 Results of
these .effort can. then .be
.
 compared and a.. selection of the best method made for
	 ;-t
!i
application to the flight vehicle design.
k
}..rn
i^
6
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2.3.4 Comparison of HGF Data with Data from Other Sources
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the HGF data with some preliminary
data obtained from NASA-Langley in their Arc Jet Facility. These Langley	 E
j
	
	 data must still be considered preliminary at the present time since they are
unpublished and were obtained by phone. The BX-250 foam for these tests
was made by MSFC and shipped to Langley for testing. It had a nominal
L	 density of approximately 2.3 lb/ft 3 . However, the agreement is seen to be
-
	
	
reasonably good. ' The Langley data were. taken at a pressure of 0.01 to 0..1
atm. Figure 12 also shows a curve fit equation for recession rate versus
heating rate as determined by Langley for their data.	 The equation of the
dotted line curve is R = 5.0 x 10 -4 x (q)2 .	 This curve is also seen to agree
well with the MSFC HGF data. k
To obtain the "recession threshold' s :leating rate the HGF data can be
extrapolated back to the zero recession point. 	 This gives a heating rate of
approximately 0.75 Btu/ft2- sec, below which there is no recession.	 The r
Langley data agree with this in that their lowest heating data point of 0.6
N Btu/ft 	 sec did not yield any recession.	 (This threshold value was later
confirmed in a series of BX-250 foam tests using the MSFC "Guarded Tank s ' y
in the radiant test facility.) f
3.0 MSFC RADIANT HEATER/VACUUM TANK TESTS OF BX-250 FOAM
3.1	 Introduction
` Due to the fact that the MSFC Hot Gas Facility tests were conducted
I^' !E at pressures which were below those expected at the time of peak heating,I
-: and in an atmosphere which eras not air, it was decided that additional tet3ts sY	 yc
were needed to determine the effect of these parameters.	 Because of this
a number of tests were planned and carried out in the MSFC Radiant .Heater
Panes Test Facility. 	 The following sections give a brief discussion of these
J:
entationtests and the results. 	 It. is .planned that a more detailed docum	 .of. #
these tests will be published. later.
i 7
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3.Z Objectives
The following are the objectives of this series of tests:
	
#	 e Determine effect of presence of H2O vapor on recession
	
u	 rate of BX-250 foam.
Determine. BX-250 recession rate under radiant heat
input in an inert atmosphere:	 1
o Determine BX-250 recession rate under radiant heat	 14
input in an air environment. 	 i
LJ
a Determine BX-250 recession rates at radiant heat
' inputs similar to HGF tests and at similar and varying
oxygen partial pressures. 	 L
e Determine the effect of pressure on recession rate in
an air environment.
a Determine the effect of shear on BX -250 recession.
f
r°
3.3
	
Test Article Description
' a
The test articles for these tests were 12 x 17-inchP anels of 3/4-inch
- BX-250 foam on 1/8-inch aluminum back plates.	 The panels were identical
to those used in the HGF tests.
3.4
	 Test Facility i
- These tests were performed in the MSFC 15-foot top-loading vacuum
i chamber in the S-I dynamic test stand, Building 4557.	 The foam panels were
suspended above the radiant lamp assembly.	 The radiant heater facility con-
k
sists of watercoded reflectors and tubular quartz lamps. 	 It has an opening
size of approximately 24 x 28 inches.
1
3.5:. Instrumentation and Data
f .' Instrumentation consisted of thermocouples 1/8, 1/4 and, 3/8 inches
below the foam surface and on the aluminum back-plate.	 The thermocouple
ti
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layout is identical to the HGF tests.	 Thermocouple locations were verified 	 j
by X-ray.	 Heat flux was monitored by ,a single calorimeter placed next
^ .	 to the panel at'the.midpoint of the long (',7 inches) side.	 This side heat. flux	 I
was correlated with that at the center of the pak,el using a. calibration panel
with a calorimeter in its center.	 The centerline 1.1Fat flux was then deter-
•r.'	 t	 u	 a	 em	 ^.aned from the side hat flux measured du ing he f axn.g n 1 tests.
The recessions were measured by weighing the panel before , and after
_	 each test and by establishing the height of the surface relative to a fixed refer-
ence before and after each test.	 The height measurements were made to the
closest 1/64. inch. ' Weights were measured with an accuracy of +0.1 grain.
Still color photographs. were made of the panel after each . test.	 The
tests were monitored in real time on television and a video tape was made for
later review
3.6
	 Results	 !	
S
Figure 13.p.resents a summary of the results of these tests in the. form
L1 of recession rate versus heating rate. 	 These results are based on measured
recession rates, as opposed to weight loss data. 	 The heating rates are based	 a
L
	 on pretest calibration 	 rather than post-test calibration data. 	 The post-test
-	 calibration data also give •.-a good correlation but results in a slightly higher
r ec es s ion/h eating rate curve.s 
Because some of the heat-flux calibration data encountered repeatability
problems, these results must 'still be considered preliminary at present. How-
ever, this problem is not expected to significantly change the conclusions drawn	 i'l
from the data.
_	
a	 In Fig. 13 the radiant test data are compared to the Langley and MSFC
i•! 	 .HGF data.,which were obtained on a convective heating environment to shove	 ^!
the effects of shear,on recession.. 	 ^<•
^ 	 i	 -	 q
g	
^r
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3.7 Conclusionts
From observat'ions: and analyses'. of .these. results the following conclusions
can be drawn:
e These is no apparent effect of pr essure or gas content
(023 HZ0) on BX-250 foam recession in the ranges tested.
i a	 There is a significant effect of shear on BX-250 recession r
rate: a
1 e The recession rate of 'BX-250 in a radiant environment
correlates well with heating rate.
40 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH APPLICATION_ OF BX-250 GROUND
TEST DATA TO SPACE SHUTTLE ET DESIGN
After making tests and reducing and correlating the data, the next step d
is to determine how to use the data in the flight vehicle TPS design. 	 There
J
is no ground test facility where all the parameters 'affecting the TPS perform-
^
ance. can be simulated completely. 	 It is therefore necessary to. look. at the ,
degree of sirnu].atioa achieved and determine the effect this may have on pre-
dicted flight performance. 	 The simulation parameters to be considered are;
L, e Heating Rate
,:0 Aerodynamic Shear
A Enthalpy
:. a 'Oxygen Content
3
^
^ ^^ressure '
^	 rAlthough each of these	 ararneters .are, i.nterrela.ted, an attempt is made. P{
to discuss each of the parameters discussed individually in the following . 
sections.
! r -
Ei-
1's
	 1
tr
J ro- -
y
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4.1	 Heating. Rate
At the present time it appears that the BX-250 foam performance or
rec es sio.n .rate is governed 'primarily by .the applied heating rate.. and the best
j	 method of correlation and application to flight design is ihrough the recession
rate versus heating rate.
The cold-wall heating rate, q, levels being achieved in the Hot Gas
Facility vary from approximately 0.6 .-to 4.4 Btu ft -sec.	 For the ET/LHZ
tank flight conditions, Rockwell luternational predicts values from 0.0 to about
4.6 Btu/ft -sec (see Reis. 3).
	
This is for body location No. 7420 on the forward
encl of the ET/LHZ tank, at an. .as.sumed `wall temperature . of 460°R.	 For the
ET LOX tank at body location No. 70:10 the heating rate ranges from 0.0 to
4.3 Btu/ftZ-sec at a 460°R wall temperature, 	 (These values are for the
^t5A nominal" trajectory.)
No problem is expected in applying the ground test data to ET LOX/LH2
tank TPS design insofar as heating rate variations are concerned. 	 This is	 j.
t	 because of:	 (1) .a good correlation of recession rate versus heating gate was
obtained (see Fig. 7), and (2) the heating rates expected in flight are in the same	 1
- rang e
 
as those where the	 round test data were taken. This ap plication to flightg	 g	 pP	 g
can be handled through use of a computer routine with a variable heating rate	 I
input capability.	 Another point to be considered here is the fact that most ofr
the area of the ET; except for the aft dome, has a heating .rate level for most
of the flight time which is bel.ow .the "recession threshold = heating rate level
.	 of 0.75 Btu/ft 2 -sec.	 In other words most of the ET area is expected to have
very little or no recession during flight.
`	 Application of the data to the ET aft dome, however, presents a different
^-t. problem from that of the rest of the tank since the heating rates there are con-
J1 siderably higher and almost purely radiative rather than convective.	 Most of	 j
^ 	 the radiant facility data were taken at a rate below the expected flight Level. of 	 I
IT
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approximately 7 Btu/ft -sec ( .see Fig. 13). The MSFC "guarded tank" was
tested at a heating rate of 6.0 Btu/ftz -sec. however these data must still be
considered. -preliminary at present. Also these data were taken at a "high"
pressure of I atm. Because of this situation, the aft dome application
problem remains unsolved until more data are taken at the appropriate heat-
ing rates and pressures.
4,2 Aerodynamic Shear
The shear levels being experienced in the HGF tests at an oxygen-to-
fuel ratio (01F) . of 12 are calculated to be 0.16: to 0.67 lbf/ft while the typical
ht levels for the ET per Rockwell are 0 topredicted flig 	 1.9 lbf/ft	 Initially
this situation presented a challenge because: (1) the simulation is on the low
(Unconservative) side, and (2) because it was felt ..that the foam materials were
quite "shear -sensitive."
However, after observation of the data from numerous tests, it seems
that this problem may not be as serious as first thought. It now appears that
there is a low shear level which is sufficient to keep the "char" removed.
Once this level is exceeded, then the higher shear levels do not really change
the material performance until they become high enough to remove the "virgin"
material. These higher levels are apparently higher than those to be experi-
enced in flight. Therefore, the material recession may not increase with shear
in the range between initiation of char removal and virgin material removal.	 i
Langley personnel have also expressed this as their interpretation of their
foam test data. This means that the HGF and Langley data can then be
extrapolated  to flight without having identical shear levels.
Another aspect of the shear problem is that of what happens in a shock
impingement area. The first -part of the problem is to determine what the
shear level is for the flight case and the second part is to try to simulate this
in aground test.. The beast :practical solution to this seems to be to test the
foam in the HGF in the region where a shock strikes the wall on the dome lid
iJ
^F
or on the centerbody. This should also be supported by a study of h(m well
	
#
the HGF .
 shock angle,. strength, velocity gradient, etc., simulate the flight
value s.
(r(r	
4.3 Enthalpy
The term "enthalpy" as used in ablative materials test work refers to
the total (;-r recovery) value in the freestream (or boundary layer edge) as
r y opposed to the static value. In the HGF for an ©/F = 12, the total enthalpy
	
1 `
is approximately 3900 Btu./lb. In flight the value varies from 0 to about 300
	
f
'	 BtuAb at the time of maximum heating and then to about 12 000 Btu/lb at 500
seconds. Ablative material performance is affected by the enthalpy level inJ	 ,two ways. The first is through the convective heating blockage in the boundary
	 t	 s
-'	 layer, As the ablator decomposes, it gives off gases which enter the boundary 1
layer and form a layer of "cool," insulating gas at the surface.
	 The higher the
	
... ;
j
boundary layer edge enthalpy (or temperature) becomes, the more effective
this "cooling" mechansim becomes. If the HGF enthalpy is much higher than
the flight value, the result would be to get more effectiveness in the ground
tests than will be experienced in flight. This is. undesirable because it is in
the unconservative direction. If the HGF enthalpy is lower than the flight
value the results will be conservative. An effort was to made to attack this
problem analytically. An estimate was made of this difference in .effectivenes.s•
	 }
r	 It was concluded that there was probably not a large difference.
The second w.
 ay that enthalpy effects the foam performance is through
the recovery temperature.. The temperature drop across the boundary layer
from the recovery temperature to.the wall temperature.
 is in.. effect the "driving
potential" to force the heat into the surface.
	
Therefore, it is possible
	
s
to have varying surface temperatures at a constant heating rate if the recovery
r 
I temperature is varying. Intuitively, it would seem that. the higher the wall org
..4	
surface) temperature the higher the recession rate, even at a con
_ stant heating
r.	 3
rate. However, this is not obvious from observation of the data,.
13
J.
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1	 4.4 Oxygen Content
{	 The HGF can simulate various oxygen content environments. because
- it can be run using either air ar gaseous oxyg en as the oxidizer. Also each
oxidizer can be run at various OIF ratios. Running with oxygen at an 01F
of .13 produces an oxygen content at the sample test area of about 36%n. With
air the 02 content is near zero. In flight the value is .near 207o. 02 content
r.
affects the performance of an ablatiszg material through chemical reactions.
which involves the use of oxygen.
	
Generally, in the higher temperature
E ablators, which form a carbon char laver, the surface gets hot enough to
oxidize or burn at a rapid rate.and oxygen content is a very critical param-
eter. 	 However, with the foam materials it is felt that the surface will prob-
ably never get hot enough for this oxidization mechanism. to become significant.
Rather, since the charring material is so fragile, it is felt that it will be kept
swept away by the aerodynamic shear before reaching a high temperature.
f Oxygen content may also effect the "burning rate r ' of the virgin material f
and it ha's been shown b	 Thermo ravimetric Analysis (TGA data that oxygenY	 ^	 Y	 ^	 Yg -	 ;
ii does affect the reaction rate of the foam in a static gas environment. 	 This is .
s[ f: observed by running samples in air and in argon. However, the reaction. rates
are essentially the same in air and argon.up to about $'50°F after which.the air a
data show the sample reacting much faster than the argon .data.
	 if it can be
shown that in a shearing environment the material surface is being removed
I! ^f obefore it reaches 850 F then the oxygen content in ground tests versus flight
f will become insignificant.	 It is presently felt that the most of the materials ^	 .
rr
1j is removed before reaching 850oF,. y
-
i
4.5	 Pressures
Pressure affects material performance in two ways. The first is through
rl ^+ the heating rate and shear. The higher the pressures, the higher the shear
` and heating rate will be. This part of the effect can be handled as discussed ±#
i above under "heating rates," and "aerodynamic shear." In the second part of the
problem, increased pressures affect material response through providiaig more
14
,
#
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available oxygen to the surface for reactions. In this respect it affects per-
formance in a way similar to oxygen content. Physically this is a combined
effect of the two parameters which is the oxygen partial pressure or the
product of percent oxygen content and "total" pressure.
The HGF pressures are about .04 to 0.1. Asia at the locations presently
being used for test. The flight values range from 14.7 psi to. 0. At the location
of maximum heating on the ET LOX tank (point 7010) the pressure is approxi-
mately 1.8 psi at the time of maximum heating. At 500 seconds,. which is .near
the time of the second heating spike, the pressure is essentially zero.
r
F Presently it appears from the data that there is no significant pressure
effect on the foam performance in the range of pressures of interest. This
y statement is made for two reasons: (1) in the radiant heating test results the N
pressur e was varied by a. factor of Z0 times with no apparent effect on reces-
sion at a constant heating rate, and (Z) the data correlate well as recession
versus heating rate which would not be expected from a "pressure sensitive"
material.
	
(This opinion is also shared by Langley personnel who conducted
the tests for MSFC.) q
1' I 5.0	 Conclusions
.- As a result of analyses, data comparison, and testing of BX-Z50 foam at
^• MSFC the following conclusions are drawn: F
e The data correlates well in the form of recession
rate versus heating rate.
The results of the Langley Arc Jet and the MSFC
Hot Gas Test Facility test agree well.
e The radiant tests showed that shear definitely , 44
affects the foam recession rate. f
^ s
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Test
No.
Cham.
Pies.
ipiia}
-
O/F
Ratio
Propel-
lent
Run
Time
(sec)
Material
Average.
Heating Rate
over Panel
Btu/R2-sec)
Average
Static Pressure
over Panel
n ia
Measured
Recession
Rate4Average)
10-	 set in
Recession	 -
Rate Based on -
Weishl Loss
le-3-to/se.
Side Tap a Top Si o Side To Side To
ZI 80 13 .0. GOX/H2 300 Calib. Cork 3 .75 1.91 .075 .032 ND ND ND ND.
Pan"
23 100 15.0 Air/HZ 85 BX-250 BX-250 I.54: 0,65 .05 055 ^ 2.24 .59
Trim 1 Trim 2
30 l too 1540 Air/HZ 302 BX -250 BX -250 1.54. 0.65 .05 .055 Lt Nil 1.03 .395
Trim Trim 2
31 80 13.0 00X/Ht 305 Calib. RX-249 3.75 1.91 .075 .032` CP 1.20 CP 2:10
Panel
33 Ito 13 ,0 GOX/HZ 55 Calib. Sf.A 561 5 .39 2.9 .086 .07 CP- Nil CP .11
Panel
34 Bo . 13.0 GQX/H2 24 BX-250 CPR 42I 3 .75 1.91 .075 .032 8 .3 0.6. 9 . 52 5.74
Trim 4
36 il0 13.0 GOX/HZ 41 Silicone BX-250 5 .3 2.9 .086 .07 Nil  4.3 Z.7 b.47
Sponge Trim 3Ablator
36 80 13.0. GOX/HZ 68 60 BX-250 3.75 1.91 .075 .032 Nil 9.384 .016 18.1Silicone Trim-
Ablator Coated
37 1	 107 13 . 0 COX/HZ 37 High Den- Calib. 5.39 2 .9 .086 .07 .086 CP.. • - CP
'- Miry Foam. Panel -
43 80 14.0 GOX/HZ 44.8 BX-250 G..E. 3.25 1.65 .075 .032 -- - 3.93 .13C.R. Silicone
Foam
44 80 14.:0 GOX/HZ .. 48.4 BX-250 BX-250 3.25 1.65 .075 .032' _ 2,9 6.95 5.I5
Trim Trim
MI No. 2 M1N0. 1
45 4to 14 GOX/HZ 33.6 HX-250 BX-250 4.4 2.40 _ - y.6 4.45. 7.8 8.0
-
.
Trim 5 Trim -Coated 2
46 80 14 COX/HZ 44. BX-250 Calib. 3,25 1.65 - - 5.0 CP 6.8 CPTrim W1-I Psnel
Recessed
I
47 110 14 GOX /H2 122 SLA 561-5 Avco 480- 4.4 Z.40 - - Nil Nil .37 n5B
1V
73 80 20 GOX/HZ 100 BX-250 BX-250 2.4' 1.15 - - 2.6 0.9 - -Trim B Trim 9
79 I0o 15 Air/H2 150 BX-250 BX=Zso I.6 LAS 1.8 (Swelled) 2;0 1.ITrim 11 Tr.int 12
80 150 15 Air/H2 100 BX=250 BX -Z50 2 . 3 1.44 - 3:2 0.7 3.3 1.7Trim I4 Trim 10
81 63 14.2 GOX/HZ 200 BX-250 BX-250 2.52. 0.97 - _ 3.8 1.3 4.05 2.35Trim I5 Trim 13
02 63 142 GOX/HZ 30 BX-250 BX-250 2.52 0,97 - - 443 0.3. 6.o 2.38Trim 16 Trim 17
r
0
4
W
Q
N
Oa
O1. The same panelsWere usrd in Test 30 as in Teat 24. They were first run 85 seconds in Test . Z4. then an additional 30D sreondd in Teat 30, 	 -
c^j	 2. Thermocouple plugs were lost, causing high weight loss.
3. Some surface irregularities and Charring of surface occurred but no overall change in panel thickness was noted:
4. Flow brake down.: causing high , presspre transient at shutdawn. This caused abnormally high recession rate.
Hetes; ND =no data: CP = calibration panel; CR s control rise
lii
- ..
	 ^.- . _^.	 _tea.:..	 ..y ^ _K ,.a: 	 -	 ^s•.,•.^.. ^^...-.:.._..
r^.
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R
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9
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1
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*Approximate value.
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Table 3
MEASURED DENSITY VALUES FROM BX-251 FOAM PANELS
}	 TESTED' IN HOT GAS FACILITY (POST-TEST MEASURE-
MENTS. CHAR REMOVED BEFORE. MEASUREMENT
OF DENSITY)
G
1^
.I
r^ Ij
Panel from
Test
Number
Measure
Density ,.*(lb/ft )
44 (Top) 2.36 +0. 14
44 (Side) 2.16 +0.21
45 2.55	 .+0.16
72 2.84 ±0.16
73 2.39 ±0.24
80 2.23 +0.17
Y^
Panel appeared to be made in three "layers;" a; density not
ji applicable t
Tolerance on density due to weight and measurement inaccuracy
#
F{
0
i
F•
?,.' •
1;
4
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a
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Table 4
BX-250 FOAM DENSITY VERSUS TEMPERATURE
USED IN COMPUTER MODEL ANALYSES
Temperature Density
(°R) (lb/ft3 )
0 2.0
550 2.0
675 1.0
1293 0.5
i
J
'	 Table 5
!	 BX-250 FOAM SPECIFIC HEAT VERSUS TEMPERATURE
i	 USED IN COMPUTER MODEL ANALYSES{	
r	 9
31
Ek
^i
-^	 IE
%,aj
411{
Temperature Specific Heat
(OR). (Btu/lb-0R)
0 0.3
642 1.2
760 1.0
}i	
Table 6	 T
3	
BX-250 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY VERSUS TEMPERATURE
USED IN COMPUTER MODEL ANALYSES
S
I
i^
j,
Temperature
(°R)
Thermal Conductivity
(Btu/ft-sec- °R)
0 23 x 10-8
46 x 10_110
160 -8115 x 10 7
22260
360
x 10
-732 x 10
.42 x I0.'7460
1060 -753 x 10
I! -
L
Test
No..
Environment
Gas
% Weight
Chamber Total
Pressure(psia) Heat Flux(Btu/ft?- -sec)
Planned
Run
Time(sec) Purpose
1 40% 0 2/6016 H O 0.03 1.65 150 Duplicate HGF tests
2 2 0.05 2.5 75 without shear. Estab-
3 0.08 3.25 50 lish baseline for later
4 0.095 4.25 60 comparison.
5 Dry Air 0.03 1.65 150 Duplicate Tests 1, 2,
6 0.05 2.5 75 and 3, 4 in air environ-
7 0.08 3.25 50 ment.
8 0.095 4.25 50
9 Dry Air 0.3 1.65 150 Recession rates at
10 0.5 2.5 75 pressures 10 x HGF
11 _. 0.8 3.25 50 test pressures.
12 0.95 4.25 50
13 Dry Air 0.6 1.65 150 Recession rates at
14 1.0 2.5 75 pressures 20 x HGF
15 1.6 3.25 50 test pressures.
16 1.9 4.25 50
17 Dry Air 1.2 1.65 150 Recession rates at
18 2.0 2.5 75 40 times HGF test
19 3.2 3.25 50 pressure.
20 02/NG =40/60 0.03 1.65 150 Duplicate Tests 1, 2
21 0.05 2.5 75 and 3 with no H2O
22 0.08 3.25 50 vapor to study water
23 0.095 4.25 50 vapor effects
24 0.03 1.65 150 Duplicate Tests 1, 2,
25 0.05 2.5 '75 and .3 in inert
26 0.08 3.25 50 atmosphere.
NN
4	 Table 7
SUMMARY OF PLANNED RADIANT HEATER/VACUUM
FACILITY BX- 2 50 FOAM PANEL TESTS
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Fig. I - NASA-MSFC Hot-Gas Test Facility (Figure obtained from NASA)
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Title:
	
DISCUSSION OF THE DEGREE OF SIMULATION OF CRITICAL PARAMETERS
IN HOT. GAS FACILITY FOAM ABLATION TESTS AND APPLICATION OF RESULTS
s "	 TO FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK
^{
{
K FOREWORDri
This report presents the results of work performed by the Lockheed-
-
Huntsville Research & Engineering Center under Contract NASS-25569.	 The
?! $`((	 NASA-MSFC Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) for this study is f
^i
Dr. Kenneth E. McCoy, S&E-ASTN-PTC.
INTRODUC TION
W.1
The NASA-MSFC Hot Gas Facility (HGF) consists of a combustion
r3 t^
chamber, throat section, expansion nozzle, test section and diffuser. 	 The
- combustion chamber burns either hydrogen and oxygen or hydrogen a nd air, k
!3 at chamber pressures from approximately 65 Asia to 110 psia and oxidizer-to-
fuel (O/F) ratios of 13 to 20. 	 The Mach number in the test section is approx-
imately 4.	 Materials may be tested in the facility as panels in the nozzle
sidewalls and diffuser centerbody, or as a leading edge mounted on the front
:I	 of the centerbody.
	 The tests discussed herein were run as panels in the nozzle
sidewalls.	 Figure i shows a sketch of the HGF.
F f
I
1
A number of panel tests of candidate thermal protection system (TPS) ^
materials for the Space Shuttle External Tank (ET) have been run in the facility.
Al
The results of these tests are now being correlated in conjunction with a com-
puter program to develop a means of predicting foam performance on the ET
f k during flight.	 As in an
	
round test facility-, 	 all the parameters affectingk: t	
	 g	 y g	 Y'^	 p	 g a	 4
the TPS performance can be simulated completely.
	 It is therefore necessary
to look at the degree of simulation achieved and determine the effect this may
ii have on predicted flight performance. The parameters to be considered are:
z
f7
3:
® Heating Rate
r "	 ® Aerodynamic Sher
4(E
U"d
t "}
E
l
DISCUSSION
Each of the parameters is now discussed individually in the following
sections. .(An appendix is provided at the end to explain how the values quoted
in the discussion were obtained).
. Heating Rate: The cold-wall heating rate, 4, levels being achieved in
the Hot Gas Facility vary from approximately 0.6 to 4.4 Btu/ft 2 -sec. For
the ET flight conditions, Rockwell predicts values from 0.0 to about 3.5 Btu
ft2 -sec (Ref. 1)* (NASA-MSFC predicts values considerably higher than these.)
However, regardless of which values are selected for design, the effect of time-
varying 4 can be taken into account properly by the computer program being
developed. The Hot Gas Facility test levels are close enough to the flight levels
to provide "safe" interpolation.
Aerodynamic Shear: The shear levels being experienced in the Hot Gas
Facility tests at an oxygen-to-fuel ratio (01F) of 12 are calculated to be 0.16
to 0.65 lbf/ftZ while the predicted flight levels for the ET per Rockwell are
0 to 1.9 lbf/ft2 , This situation presents a challenge because: (1) the simulation
is on the low (unconservative) side, and (2) because it is felt that the foam
materials are quite "shear- sensitive." 	 There is no known way to accurately I
calculate the shear effect in the computer analyses without the use of experi-
mental data.	 It is therefore desirable to run additional tests at the same heating	 ¢	 s
_	 rate as in the Hot Gas Facility, but at varying shear levels. 	 Some qualitative	 I, '
ii	 idea of the shear sensitivity could be obtained by running a zero-shear test in
a radiant heating facility.
1. "Space Shuttle Program External Tank Project Induced Environment,"
Vol. 11, SP-ET-00 02. 1, Marshall Space Flight Center, Ala., March 1973.
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.Another aspect of the shear problem is that of what happens in a shock
impingement area. The first part of the problem is to determine what the
shear level is for the flight case and the second part is to try to simulate this
in a ground test. The best practical solution to this seems to be to test the
foam in the HGF in the region where a shock strikes the wall on the dome lid
or on the centerbody. This should also be supported by a study of how well
the HGF shock angle, strength, velocity gradient, etc., simulate the flight
values.
Enthalpy: The term "enthalpy" as used in materials test work refers
to the total or recovery value in the fareestream (or boundary layer edge) as
opposed to the static value. In the HGF for an 01F = 12, the enthalpy is ap-
proximately 3900 Btu/lb. In flight the value varies from 0 to about 600 Btu/lb
at the time of max heating and about 13,000 Btu/lb at 500 seconds. Ablative
material performance is affected by the enthalpy level through the convective
heating blockage in the boundary layer. As the ablator decomposes, it gives
off gases which enter the boundary layer and form a layer of "cool," insulating
gas at the surface. The higher the boundary layer edge enthalpy (or tempera-
ture) becomes, the more effective this "cooling" mechanism becomes. If the
HGF enthalpy is much higher than the flight value, the result would be to get
more effectiveness in the ground tests than will be experienced in. flight. This
is undesirable because it is in the unconservative direction. If the HGF enthalpy
is lower than the flight value the results will be conservative. This problem
can be attacked analytically and an estimate made of this difference in effective-
ness. This additional effect can then be corrected for the computer analysis.
This should also be backed up by additional tests at additional enthalpy levels,E
perhaps in other facilities. 	 Also the radiant lamp tests mentioned earlier shouldF
be of assistance in this problem.
3 ^ 
^
._ Oxygen Content: 	 The Hot Gas Facility can simulate various oxygen content 
t	 3
environments because it can be run using either air or gaseous oxygen as the
I
.:.^
oxidizer.. Also each oxidizer can be run at various 01F ratios.
	 Running with
iv
C oxygen at an O F of 13 produces an oxygen content at the sample test area of
<.E a t
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about 36%. With air the 02 content is near zero. (In flight the value is near
2070). 02 content affects the performance of an ablating material through
chemical reactions which involves the use of oxygen. Generally in the higher
temperature ablators, which form a carbon char layer, the surface gets hot
enough to oxidize or burn at .
 a rapid rate and oxygen content is a very critical
parameter. However, with the foam materials it is felt that the surface will
probably never get hot enough for this oxidization mechanism to become signif-
icant: Rather, since the charring material is so .fragile, it is felt that it will
be .kept swept away by the aerodynamic shear before reaching a high tempera-
ture. (It is noted that this is still a. hypothesis at the present time, and more
study is needed for verification of the surface temperature).
It has been shown by Thermogavimetric Analysis (TGA) data that oxygen s
does affect the reaction rate of the foam in a static gas environment. 	 This is
observed . by running samples in air and argon. 	 However, the reaction rates are
essentially the same in air and argon up to about 850°F after which the air data
}
show the sample reacting much faster than the argon data. 	 If it can be shown that
in a shearing environment the material surface is being removed before it reaches
850°F then the oxygen content in ground tests versus flight will become insignificant.
L] Pressure: Pressure affects material performance in two ways.	 The
first is through the heating rate and shear.	 The higher the pressures are, the
higher the shear and heating rate will be.
	 This part of the effect can be handled
as discussed above under "heating rates," and "aerodynamic shear." 	 In the
second part of the problem, increased pressures affect material response through
` providing more available oxygen to the surface for reactions. 	 In this respect it
affects performance in a way similar to oxygen content. 	 Physically this is a.
i combined effect of the two parameters which is the oxygen partial pressure or
 1
_., the product of percent oxygen content and "total '= pressure.
The Hot Gas Facility pressures are about 0.04 to 0.1 p.sia at the locations
presently being used for tests. 	 The flight values range from 14.7 to 0. At the {
i point of maximum heating on the ET sidewall the pressure is approximately 5.5
i
4
r	 rr
?,
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u	 psi at the time of rnaxium heating. At 500 seconds, which is near the time
of the second heating spike, the pressure is only about .006 ps,ia. Therefore,
when applying the HGF results to the flight case, corrections must be made
rn
for pressure variation. The normal method of correlating ablation perform-
	
t	 ance data with pressure is to show recession rate as a function of temperature
with an oxygen partial pressure term to the 0.4 or 0.5 power. This can be
done with our existing computer program. However, this type correlation has
been developed with data from materials which operate at much higher surface
temperatures where the surface is rapidly oxidizing. Therefore, such an
approach will be used with. caution when being applied to the foam. materials
	
I T
	 until more data become available.
W.j
(	 One approach to improving the simulation of oxygen partial pressure	 4 d'
	
ai.	 in the Hot Gas Facility is to run at additional 01F ratios. This varies the
i .	 O concentration and partial pressure. This will provide more data points
2
to check the 11 0.4 to 0.5 power" form of correlation.
d
Also, radiant lamp tests are being run at various pressures to study
s..^ the oxygen partial pressure effect.
	
jj'
	
W.. G. Dean, Project Engineer
Space Shuttle Thermal Support Contract
Approved:
	
s`	 1^-440-V	 u;Y Juan K. Lovin, Supervisor
Thermodynamics & Structures Section
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Fig. Z NASA-MSFC Hat-Gas Test Facility (Figure obtained from NASA)
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Appendix
This appendix is provided to explain how the values quoted in the main
writeup discussion were obtained.
Heating Rates: The heating rates quoted in the writeup were taken from
the measured data in the Hot Gas Facility (HGF), The 0.6 value is for air/
hydrogen at a chamber pressure of 100 psia. The 4.4 value is for oxygen
hydrogen at a chamber pressure of 110 psia. These are average values over
the surface of the panels.
Shear Stress Calculation Method:	 The shear stress was calculated from
the following relation.
L Tw	 C f	 ape Ve	 c.	
g
where
kt	
s
}
TW =	 shear .stress at the wall, lbf/£tZ
C # =	 skin friction, coefficient
f: peVe = density-velocity at boundary layer edge,
E
l.bm/ft-	 ft/sec
f#	 y'^ gc = dimensional conversion  factor, 32.2ft-lbm/lbf-sec
j.
The skin-friction coefficient, C f , is calculated using Reynolds analogy which
states that heat and momentum are transferred through the boundary layer by
analogous processes. Mathematically,
St = C f/Z	 (A. 1)
f
where
St	 - Stanton Number = h c/pe VCpe
t
hc = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/ftZ-sec-oR
Cp specific heat, Btu/lbm-OR
P- A-1
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Therefore
C f = 2 St = 2 he/ReVeGp
The heat-transfer coefficient is determined from the heating rate (measured
or calculated) as follows: (In this case HGF measured values were used). ,'s
q	 he (Taw
	
TW}
or	 he =	
T	
g T -	 (A.2)
aw	 w
=.^
where
q = heating rate, Btu/ft 2 -sec 'y
oRT	 = adiabatic wall temperature,aw
" 1 oTw = wall temperature) 	 R it
so
_a
2 q
G Tw )f	 ( Taw -	 peVeC
{
p
'
`	 F! since
1
{ Gp T aw	 = H, adiabatic wall enthalpy, Btu/lbmaw
9
i Cp TW 	= Hw , wall enthalpy, Btu/ibmx...
E. C f - (HaW -Hw} P V
and
4
Z q P V 
2 l
w	 (Haw-HW)PVe e	 e gce
477 __	 q Ve
7w
(HaW.
	
} g 
t
`
m-_ 3
A-Z
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The preceding derivations for a Pra.ndtl number, Pr, of unity. For non-
unity Prandtl number gases, a "modified" Reynolds analogy is used where
(Pre) -2/3
 is used as follows:
f q V Pr
e
aw	 w
For the values stated in the writeup the "rnod.ified" method was used J.
andw calculated as follows:
^ q	 = measured value in HGF, 4.4 Btu/ 2 -ft	 sec
V	 = velocity from Lockheed Method-of -
^^
e	 Characteristics program, Ref. A-1. We
f 12,000	 at the third nozzle section. }.ft/sec
I
are taken from a Lockheed PUMP programThe values of Haw , Hw	U
s
(Ref. A-2) run. (These are real gas equilibrium values.)
Haw = 3480 Btu/Ibm (assuming a recovery factor of .89)
1 Hw = 210 Btu/lbm
^2/3	 -2^3Pr- .6722	 =	 1. 3, Pr is obtained from Svehla,
F Ref. A-3. (Real-gas, equilibrium value at our i
{ 1 pressure and temperature) 3
T	 000 x 1.34.4 x I2, lbf/ftz.65 1
w	 3480 - 210) (32.2)
pp i:.l
fJ
-
d
These values are for an O^F of 12 burning oxygen/hydrogen, at a
^	 g k
E chamber pressure of 80 psi.
' For an air run with a Pc	 142psia, 01F = 20 the shear calculation is i
as follows at the third nozzle section:
Ve
 Pre2/3{I
t y	 k'
q
w	 (Haw - H w ) (gc)
i
} q -	 0.6 Btu/ft 2 -sec 4
A-3
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Ve = 7845 ft/sec
Haw = 1340 Btu/lb
H w = 222 Btu/lb
Pr = .74 (approximate)
from which. -= .16 1bflft2.
3 Oxygen Content: 0 2 content can be estimated as follows:
=i For a stoichiomet;ric condition the following chemical equation applies:
'02 + 2 H2 = 2 H2O	 a
Using molecular weights to convert this to weights:
1 2 (16)+2(2x1) -2(2x1+16)
f
32 lb oxygen+ 4 lb hydrogen=36 lb H2O
^t
that is: for every I lb of hydrogen burned, 8 lbs of oxygen are required.
Assume we are running at an oxygen to fuel weight ratio, 01F, of 13.
Then for each 1 lb of H 2 we use 8 lbs of 0 2 and 5 lbs "excess" 0 2 , producing.
k ;3 9 lbs of H2O and 5 lbs of "free" 02 .	 The ratio of free oxygen in the flow is
then 5/14, or 35.6%.
}
The computer programs used at Lockheed use a more sophisticated
F; method taking into account real gas effects (dissociation and ionization). 	 Chem-	 e
ical equilibrium is assumed at each temperature.	 The methods are contained
in the "CEC" program, Ref, A-4.
	 Results of this program for a Pc = 80 psi,
1
O/F = 12 oxygen/hydrogen are as follows:
I#
i
r; A- 4 	
r
i {-11)
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.	 Pi
ai
0
Species.
o
Mole
Fraction
a
Molecular
Weight
a
x @
o
Mass Fraction
&ALlecular Wt., Mixture
H .0293 1.0 0.029	 0
0 .0394 16.0 0.63	 0.0334,	 (3.0%)
HO 2 .0001 33.0 0	 0
OH .123 17.0 2.09	 0.111,	 (11.0%)
H Z .055 2.0 0.11	 0
02 .168 32.0 5.34	 0.287,	 (28.7%)
H2O .585 18.0 10.50	 0.56,	 (56.0%)
1 1	
Total	 0.991	 (99.0%)
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For the air/hydrogen case it can easily be shown that there is no free
02'	 This is because for stoichiometric conditions the O/F is near 40. 	 We
are running the HGF at 01F of about 15 with air. 	 This means that we are
very fuel (H	 rich and all available 0	 is completely used up.
The air/hydrogen stoichiometric O/F condition of 40 can be shown approxi-
mately as follows.	 As shown earlier we need 8 lbs of 0	 for each I lb of
H2 .
	
Also, in air we have about 4 lbs of N 2 for every I lb of O z . 
	
Therefore,
for each I lb of H	 we have 8 lbs of 0	 and 32 lbs of N	 for a total of 40 lbs
of air for every I lb of H2.
Pressures: The pressures quoted in the writeup for the HGF are
measured values averaged over the panel area. 	 The low value of 0.04 psia
is for the air runs on the. top. panel, the high value of 0.1 psia is for an oxygen
run on the side panel.	 The flight values quoted are from North American/
Rockwell (Ref. A-5).
The molecular weight of the mixture is 18.78.	 1J,
4
A-5
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Addendum I
Equation A -3 should read:
))F .t
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Revised 1-26-76
q Ve Pr 2/3
Tw 
= Haw - 
H) gc
E
	
a
rather than.:
q Ve Pr-
	
}
Tw	 (Ha:w - Hw) gc
I;
This yields a corrected value of	
I`
r
Tw = 0.39 lbf/ft2
rather than
Tw = 0.65 lbf/ft2
for the oxygen/hydrogen, O/F = 12 case, and
Tw 
= 0.11 lbf/ft2
rather than
Tw = 0.16 lbf/ftz
for the air/hydrogen, O/F = 20 case.
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L
Tine: SSME FLAME BUCKET HEATING ON THE F - t TEST RTANM
I FOREWORD
This report presents the results of heating rate analyses performed by personnel
of the Lockheed-Huntsville Research & Engixx-:ering Center under Contract
NAS8-25569. The NASA Contracting Office7's Representative (COR) for this
study is Dr. Kenneth E. McCoy, EP-44.
INTRODiJCTION AND SUMMARY
Analytical studies to predict the heating rates for sea level testing of the SSME
using the F- 1 water-cooled test stands at North American Rockwell and the
NASA Mississippi Test Facility have been conducted. The purpose of the studies
was to determine if the water flow rate was sufficient to keep the flame bucket
cooled for sustained SSME testing. Since the heating rates for the F-1 were
unknown from previous tests, analyses for both the SSME and F-1 were per-
formed for comparison and are presented herein.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Heating rate analyses for the SSME and F- l were performed to deterrr_ine if
the F-1 test facilities were adequate for SSME testing. The exhaust plume flow
fields were predicted using the GASL mixing program (Refs. l and 2) assuming
equilibrium chemistry to obtain the fluid properties along the flame bucket
upstream of the shock.
A small computer program using the techniques presented in Ref. 3 was developed
to obtain the fluid properties downstream of the shock. Shock angles at various
locations along the flame bucket were calculated using the weak shock solution
for attached shocks. At any location where shock angle solutions could not be
obtained a parallel shock was assumed.
For the attached shock, the flow properties directly behind the shock were
used as the local flow conditions. However, additional calculations are necessary
to obtain the local flow conditions behind the parallel shock. After passing the
flow through the parallel shock, the turning angle was calculated. Either a com-
pression or an expansion was then used to calculate the local flow conditions.
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The local flow conditions were used in the Multiple Pressure Gradient Pro-
gram (Ref, 4) to obtain the heating rates. The program is based on the Blasius
flat plate heating method modified to use Eckerts' reference enthalpy solution
for evaluation of the boundary layer properties. The method is further modi-
fied to use an equivalent characteristic running length obtained by integrating
the variable flow properties along the boundary layer edge from the plate lead-
ing edge to each particular location,
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Comparisons were made between the SSME and F-1 calculated heating rates
along the flame bucket and pressures throughout the exhaust plumes, Figures
1 and 2 present the flame bucket heating rates for the SSME and F-1, respectively.
Using Figs, 1 and 2, it was determined that the total heat load for the F-1 is
approximately 60% greater than for the SSME; however, the maximum heating
rate for the SSME is approximately 60% higher than for the F-1. It was con-
cluded that the same amount of coolant used in the F-1 testing would be more
than adequate for the SSME, but it would be necessary to change the coolant
injection hole patterns to compensate for the high heat flux area of the SSME
plume.
Figures 3 and 4 present the pitot pressures along the flame bucket, N;;rhile Figs.
5 and 6 show the pitot pressures along the plume centerlines as a function of
distance from the exhaust planes for the SSME and F-1, respectively. From
these data it was determined that the maximum static pressures encountered
would be 58.4 psia for the F-1 and 80.8 psia for the SSME at a distance of
approximately 57 ft from the nozzle exit planes for a 3 deg cant angle. Also
shown on Fig. 5 is a comparison of the pitot pressures presented in Ref. 5 and
those calculated using the program presented in Refs. 1 and 2, Based on the
maximum static pressures along the flame bucket,existing facilities pressures
were determined to be adequate.
R. 0. Hcdden
Heat Protection Systems Group
J^i	
)'eApproved:	 WilliamG. Dean, Prt Engineer
Space Shuttle Thermal Support Contract
Juan K, Lovin, Supervisor
Thermodynamics & Structures Section	 z,
Attach: (1) References
(2) Figs, 1 through 6
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DETERMINATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BX 250 FOAM
Title: INSULATION FROM BOILOFF RATE AND FOAM TEMPERATURE
DATA FROM 20-INCH LH 2 TANK
FOREWORD
This report presents the results of a data analysis task performed by personnel
of the Lockheed-Huntsville Research & Engineering Center under Contract NAS8-
25569. The NASA Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) for this study is
Dr. Kenneth E. McCoy, S&E-ASTN-PTC.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The LH2 boiloff rates from the 20-inch LH2 tank and the temperatures at dif-
ferent depths in the BX 250 foam, lined on the outside along with athin ablative
insulation, were available from several tests. These tests were run by the
MSFC-NASA Test Division. From the boiloff data, the heat transfer rate was
obtained. Because the ablative insulation did not cover the entire tank, but just
the cylindrical part, a corrected heat transfer rate through the cylindrical portion
was obtained knowing the rate through the BX. 250 foam on the hemispherical
part of the tank. The thermal conductivity evaluated for the foam was plotted
against its mean temperature and a straight-Line "least squares" fit of the
points was obtained. The resulting curve compared favorably with the Rockwell
International thermal conductivity curve for BX 250 foam which was obtained
from NASA-MSFC.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Figure 1 is a sketch of the 20-inch LH2 tank lined on the cylindrical part with
an ablative insulation and BX 250 spray foam and with BX 250 foam only on the
hemispherical segments. Various tests were performed on the tank with ablative
materials such as cork, high density foam, Raybestos (silicone sponge rubber)
SLA-561 and SS-41. Tests were also run with BX 250 alone. With each insu-
I
^^Zr'+^j. c4
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for sufficient time in room condition environment for the thermocouples, em-
bedded at premeasured depths in the foam, to reach steady state values. The
I LHZ boiloff and the temperature data for all the tests were available and some
of the typical data are presented in Table 1,
The heat transfer rate through the tank is calculated as follows:
Btu
_	
A ftz-hr
r .
I
where
. rim	 = LH2 lboiloff rate, lbm/hr
I heh	 =	 f vaporization of	 at o	 i 	 f LHZ , Btu^lbmg
A	 = wetted area of tank, ftZ(obtained from an LH Z level sensor)
P
kSince, for most of the tests, the cylindrical part of the tank is lined with an 1
ablator and foam and the hemispherical segments with the foam alone, the
{ heating rate q, as calculated above, is not the same through the two sections
{ of the tank.	 In order to obtain the actual heat transfer rate q l (see Fig. 1) 011
through the ablative and foam layers, it is necessary to know the heat transfer
rate qZ
 through just the foam layer on the bottom hemispherical segment.
Fortunately, qZ can be obtained from one of the tests performed with the tank
having an identical thickness of BX 250 foam all around it with no ablator.
i
That is:
m£ hfg k	 .^Btu2
4 Af	 ft	 hr
f
y where
m = boil - off rate in BX Z50 foam tank lbm hr. >x'
2Af =wetted area in BX 250 foam tank, ft
a
i
h
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With the true value of the heat transfer rate, 4 1 , through the ablator and foam
layers, the thermal conductivity is obtained from
K	 ,l, _ r1	 Btu
^1 W	 H	 c	 ft2-hr
where
Ikw	 { (J F((y A
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{	
Ise
q-
Therefore, the true heat transfer rate through ablator-foam insulation, q l ,
is obtained from the following heat balance:
where
I
f
4	 _
I
_	 t
F
q A - 41 Al -1- 42 AZ
Al = wetted area in the cylindrical tank portion, ft2
A2 = hemispherical tank segment area, R2
A =A 1  +A2
K	 = thermal conductivity of foam, Btu'-in/hr-ft2-°F
Ax	 = thickness of foam in. i
Tx, T c = temperatures across thickness Ax of foam, of
The thermal conductivity thiis evaluated is tabulated in Table l v
temperature.
r
}
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A plot (Fig. 2) of the thermal conductivity of the BX 250 spra y foam was made
{ against the mean temperature of the foam. A straight line ' t least squares" fit
of the points was used. As Fig. 2 shows, this characteristic compares fairly
well with a similar Rockwell. International curve obtained from NASA-MSFC.
ain Karu
Heat Protection Systems
W. G. Dean, Project Engineer
Space Shuttle Thermal Support Study
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'	 Table 1
-^	 20-INCH LH2 TANK TEST DATA AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
OF BX 250 FOAM
t
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f'H2
Wetted
KTank
Tnoutation Teat/Fill No, Bolloff
Height in
Cyln. Portion pX TH Tc Tnbesn Btu-In(ibm/hr) (In.) (in.) (°F) (°F) (F) (hr-ft - F
BX 250 005/1 6.05 43.8 11/32 65.6 -20.8 22,4 .198
10132 60.4 -	 8,2 30.1 .203
006/1 5.5Z 42,55 11/32 54.9 -29.5 12.7 .189
10/32 56,6 -18,1 1913 ,194
Cork/BX 250 003/2 5.48 42.-0 9/32 5211 -16.8 17.7 .190
49.3 -25.1 12.1 .176
3/4 52.1 -338.9 -143.1 ,089
42,4 -336.4 -147,0 .092
004/1 6.62 42.0 15/32 -17.1 -343.4 -180.3 .084
-25,5 -345.5 -185.5 R85
BX 250/High
Density Foam 007/ 1 4.8 42.E 11/32 14,5
-57 , 5 -57,5 .186
10/37 19,2 -45,8 -13.3 ,188
OOB/3 4.7 4Z.0 11/32 16.5 -57.7 -20.6 .176
10/32 19.4 -54.2 -12.9 .184
Raybeatoo/BX 250 013/1 7.5B 42.0 3/8
-109.8 -321,4 -215.6 .121
1/Z -59.7 -335,7 -197.7 .124
3/4 22.5
-336.0 -156.8 .143
7/8 70,6 -321.4 -125.4 .152
7/8 71.0 -335.7 -132.4 .147
7/B 74.4 -336. -130.8 .145
1/2 70,6 -109.8 -19.6 .189
3/8 71.0 -59.7 -5,7 ,195
l/B 74.4 22,5 48.5 .164
BX 250/5LA-561 016/4 7.2 4Z.0 5/32 -153.3 -250.4 .201.9 .103
5/16
-62.3 -229.6 -146.0 .120
1/2 4.3 .251.2 123,5 IZ6
15/32 67,0 -153.3 .43.2 .137
11/32 64,1 -62.3 0.9 .175
5/32 66.8 4.3 35.6 .161
BX 250/54-41 019.4 6.15 43.82 3/16 -128.7 -224.5 -176.6 .100
7/16 -45,9 -239.3 142,6 .115
9/16 6.4 -212.7 -103.2 .131
19/32 6B.B -128.7 .30.0 .1i3
11/32 69.2 -45.9 11.7 .152
7/32 67.6 6.4 37 0 182
25/32 611.8 -224.5 -77.4 .135
25/32 69.6 -239.3 -85.1 .1Z9
25/32 67,6 -212,7 -72,6 .142
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Appendix. F
! Dean., W. G., "Average Recession Rate vs Heating Rate of BX-250 Foam
Panels in the NASA-MSFC Radiant Lamp Test Facility," LWC-HREC
TN D390468,.Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Huntsv
	 .e, Ala.,i December 1974.
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Date Dec. 1974	 DOC. LMSC-HREC TN D39046 8 	 #H
S	 jjtie; AVERAGE RECESSION RATE VERSUS HEATING RATE OF BX-250 FOAM PANEL;.
'' €	 IN THE NASA -MSFC RADIANT LAMP TEST FACILITY
1
FOREWORD
This report presents the results of a data analysis task performed by personnel
of the Lockheed-Huntsville Research & Engineering Center under Contract
NAS8-25569. The NASA Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) for this
study is Dr. Kenneth E. McCoy, EP-44,
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The average recession, the heating rate and `.:he duration of test for the 12x17 in.
BX-250 foam panels tested in the radiant lamp facility were available for several
tests, These tests were run by the NASA-MSFC Test Division, The recession
rate of the foam was calculated and plotted against the heating rates at the center
of the panel. The resulting curve, when compared with similar characteristics
obtained from the NASA-MSFC Hot Gas Facility and the Langley Arc Jet Facility,
indicated much smaller recession rates. This is true because there is no shear
on the foam in the radiant lamp tests.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Figure 1 is a schematic of the calibration panel with a heat flux sensor located
in the middle of the panel. Another heat flux sensor was mounted next to the
panel and readings on these two sensors were obtained simultaneously for a
desired range of heating rates. During the actua l foam tests, the outer sensor
served as a reference for obtaining the desired ieating rate in the middle of
the panel.
The average recession of the BX-250 foam, the pre-calibration and post-calibra-
tion heating rates on the panel center and the duration c.f each test performed
in the radiant lamp facility were available for about 16 tests, Table 1 lists this
data and also the average recession rate which is obtained as follows:
Average Recession, in.Recession Rate, in^sec = .Duration of Test, sec.
Figures 2 and 3 ;show plots of the recession rate versus foam center A re- and
Post-calibration heat fluxes respectively. Similar characteristics obtained
from tests performed on panels in the Hot Gas Facility and the Langley Arc Jet
r
r
1
0
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Facility are also shown. The radiant lamp test numbers are indicated near
Fheir corresponding data points in the figures. However, it should be noted.
that points for tests 36, 37 and 38 are not plotted. It is believed that the dara
are bad for these three tests as the heat flux sensors were replaced after test
38.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
It is seen from Figs.2 and 3 that the average recession rates of the BK-250
.foam in the radiant lamp tests are much smaller than the rates obtained in the	 r
other two facilities. This is due to the absence of shear forces on the panelj	 in the static radiant lamp tests.
ain S, Karu
Heat Protection Systems Garoup
W. G. Dean, Project Engneer
Space Shuttle Thermal Support Contract
Approved;
Juan K. Lovin, Supervisor
Thermodynamics & Structures Section
Attach; (1) Table i(2) Figs. 1 through 3
N-^
i
Test	 Average
Table I
Test
No Panel CZ, Ref rence(Btu^ft--sec}
Pre-Cal.
Q, Cen er(Btu^ft -sec}
Post-Cal.
Q, Cen er
(Btu/ft	 sec)
BX-250
Foam Average
Recession
(in.)
Duration.(sec) Recession Rate(in. /sec)
P-009-18 C 1.13 2.50 2.43 1058 75 .000774
19 D 1.46 3.25 3.25 1099 50 .00198
20 J 1.14 2,50 2.64 .044 75 .00059
21 G 1.40 Not available 3.36 .156 50 .00175
22 H .735 1.65 1.80 .062 150 .00041
23 E 1.08 2.50 2.65 .068 84 .00081
31 K .46 1.164 1.164 .010 150 .00007
32 L 1.14 2.50 2.604 .102 79 .00129
33 M 1.78 3.70 3.75 .124 50 .00248
34 N .905 1.60 1.80 .146 147 .00099
35 Q 1.41 2.85 2.83 .129 75 .00172
36 P 1.76 .181 53 .00342
37 Q .805 .115 148 .00078
38 R 1.41 263 76 .00346
39 S 1.41 3.216 3.216 .107 51 .00210
40 T 1.76 4.25 3.994 .224 54 .00415
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FOREWORD
f
This report documents the results of a test program
conducted by NASA-Langley Research Center in support of
the NASA-MSFC development of the Space Shuttle External
F
	 Tank. The tests were conducted by NASA-Langley and were
planned and monitored by NASA-MSFC with support from
Lockheed -Hunts v1le. CPR-421 foarn samples were supplied
by the Martin Marietta Corporation, Michoud O perations, con-
tractor for the External Tank,
The Lockheed-Huntsville support was conducted under
Contract NAS8-25569, "Space Shuttle Thermal Support," The
NASA-MSFC contracting Officer's Representative for this con-
tract is Dr. Kenneth E. McCoy, EP44.
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SUMMARY
A series of tests of the CPR-421 foam material was run in the Langley
f	 Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel (CFHT) facility at a Mach number of 	 k' 3
-}  r10. The material specimens were mounted on the flap of a flat plate wedge-
type model. Tunnel conditions were held constant and the local heating rate 	 _.
and pressure to the foam surface were varied by changing the flap deflection (
{	 angle. The boundary layer was tripped to turbulent flow using trip strips.
i
This report describes these tests and the foam performance results.
Therf. was a large amount of scatter in the data. The foam performed better
in the CFHT than in the Langley Arc Jet Facility tests, but it still developed
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NOMENCLATURE
Syanb'31 Des criptioza
0 specific heat, Btu/lbm-°R
_ gc dimensional conversion factor, 32.2 lbm-ft/lbf-sect
Haw adiabatic wall enthalpy, Btu/lb
H
w
Btu/lbwall enthalpy, '	 af
M00 freestrearn Mach wjrnber
PL local pressure, lbf/in2 •:
Po total, pressure, lbf/in2
Pr Prandtl number
4
`' Q heat load, Btu/ft 2 _	 y}
qcw heating rate based on a. wall temperatureof 5300R, Btu/ft2-sec
q
h` "
heating rate based on a wall temperature
of 9600R, Btu/ft?--sec
R recession, in.
R recession rate, mils/sec
T o total temperature, oR
VZ local velocity, ft/sec
Greek
a wedge model angle of attack, deg
4
b flap angle with respect to wedge model centerline
I P 3material density, lb/ft y^
T aerodynamic shear stress at the wall, lbf/rft2
ii
vii
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	 Section 1
INTTRODU'CTION
The Space Shuttle External Tank (ET) has an external insulation material
known as CPR-4Z1. This material serves both as a cryogenic insulation and
t	 a thermal protection system (TPS) material to protect the tank skin from
.l
aerodynamic heating during ascent. CPR-421 is sprayed directly onto the tank
skin. It has a nominal density of two pounds per cubic foot.
Some of the initial convective heating tests of this material were con-
"L ducted in the Langley Arc-Jet facility.	 In these tests the CPR-4Z1 showed
better performance, in general, than BX-250, the previous ET/TPS material. i
However, the CPR-421 developed streaks in its surface. 	 At the time of t'''::
-
these tests it was felt that these streaks might possibly be due to some anom-
alies in the arc-jet flow field such as turbulence, vortices, unsteae.iness, Ares- ;;,.
sure gradients, etc.	 Therefore it was decided that additional tests should be
run in another facility.	 The Langley Mach-10 Continuous Flow Hypersonic '
Tunnel (CFHT) was selected for the next series of tests. 	 These tests were
conducted during December 1974.
-j The NASA-Langley Test Engineers on this project were Mr. J. Dunavant
and Mr. T. Blackstock; the NASA-MSFC Test Engineer was Mr. R. Lopez, and j
the Lockheed-Huntsville Test Engineer was Mr. W. Dean.
y
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2.2.1 Wedge/Flap Model
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Section 2
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
2.1 TEST FACILITY
i-d
	
	
The Langley Mach 10 Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel (CFHT) has a
31-inch square test section and operates at a nominal Mach number of 10.4.
A detailed description of this tunnel is given in Ref. 1. For these particular	 7.
tests the total temperature and pressure were approximately 13500 F and 900
_T
psi, respectively for all runs.
Figures I and 2 show photographs of the stainless steel model used to
hold and test the foam specimens during these tests. This model was furnished
by Langley and had been used in previous tests in this same tunnel (see Ref. 2).
Dimensions of this model are shown in Fig. 3. This model is basically a flat
plate wedge with a flap at the rear. The Pap can be deflected in both the posi-
tive and negative (up and down) directions. The gap between the flap and wedge
was not sealed. (This was recornmeded by Langley personnel.) The wedge can
also be run at positive and negative angles of attack. For these tests the wedge
was run at +12 degrees and -12 degrees angle of attack. The flap was then de-
flected into the flow at 5, 10, 15 and 20 degrees from the wedge model centerline.
Three rows of "trip strips" were also used on the model upstream of the flap to
trip the boundary layer and obtain turbulent flow upstream of the flap. The trip
roughness height was approximately .040 inch.
Modifications to the original model (as shown and used in Ref. 2) were
made by the NASA-MSFC shops, according to the design changes and drawings
made by Lockheed-Huntsville. These modifications consisted of providing a
u^
z
is
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recessed area in the lower portion of the flap in which the foam specimens
were located and secured in place. This recessed area was six inches wide,
five inches long, and one inch deep.
Also a calibration block was made to obtain heating rates in this region
_ where the foam was to be placed. This Stycast block was cast against a piece
of foam which had been tested in another facility. This gave it the same sur-
face texture as a receding foam specimen surface.
i
Several thermocouples in the upper flap surface were used to obtain
heating rates on that surface by the thin-skin calorimeter method. Pressures
were also measured on this upper flap surface. Also a thin-skin calorimeter
insert with four thermocouples was made for measuring the heating rates on
the lower flap surface,
2.2.2 Foam Specimen Models
	
i^
	
1
The Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC), Michoud Operations, furnished
	
^i
	 38 samples of CPR-421 foam for these tests. The densities, and panel numbers
r,£ ti.ese samples are shown in Table 1 as provided by MMC. None of the foam
specimens tested in this series of tests had "knit lines." These "knit lines" are
seams between layers of the foam, caused by overlapping of the spray from dif-
ferent sprayer nozzles as they pass over a given point on the tank surface.
These specimens were intentionly selected without "knit lines" because it was
noted in previous tests that these "knit lines" are a different density and seemed
to cause a different recession rate of the surface. It was hoped that the elimi-
nation of the knit lines would eliminate one of the variables in obtaining a reces-
sion rate prediction.
2.3 TEST PROCEDURE
The CFHT has a quick injection system which injects the model into the
flow. The tunnel is started, the flow is established at the proper total con-
	
'°	 ditions, and then the model is inserted into the flow field. Insertion time is
	
^w	 3
	
M	 -
	
r
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less than one second. This allows a step change in the heating rate to the
^r
model/specimen which is required for the thin-skin and Stycast/phase change
heating rate measurement methods and also gives a time-zero for foam heating/
recession effects data.
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i^
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Before the tests, the heating rates and pressures were predicted using
data from Ref. 2. The data from Ref. 2 were obtained with turbulent flow and
for tunnel conditions different from our planned run conditions. These data
were converted to our planned total temperature and total pressure conditions
for turbulent flow. The results of these predictions are shown as Figs. 4 and
i^ 5. During the tests, heating rates were measured on the upper flap surface
u.,ing 10 thermocouples down the flap centerline. Next, the Stycast calibration
block was used to obtain heating rates on on the flap lower surface using the
phase change coating/semi-infinite slab conduction technique. However there
was some differences in the values measured on the top of the flap and on the
bottom of the flap. Since the flow was axisymmetric and the flap angles and
angles of attack were the same with respect to the flow, the heating rates should
be the same on the top and bottom of the flap. At this point it was decided to
make a thin-skin calorimeter insert to check the flap ottom side heating rates.p	 g
-.	 This insert had four thermocouples down its centerline. Heating rates from
this insert agreed more closely with the Stycast-measured heating rates than
'	 did the upper surface values. The reason for this difference between the top
and bottom was never completely resolved. As a means of checking the Stycast
`	 heating rates, the following calibration procedure was used. A small sample,
approximately 1.5 inches square, was cut from the Stycast model. This model
i 
I	
was sent to the Langley phase-change technique calibration facility where the
effective lumped thermal property, density, specific heat, and conductivity
product (pCPK), was determined. This is done by applying various known radi-
ant heating rates to the sample surface and determining the melt times for
various phase-change coating temperatures. The results of this effort are
documented in Ref.3 and presented in Table 2. Results of these heating
rates measurement efforts are shown on Fig. 6. Also shown. on Fig.6
are the predicted vaf _,es, for comparison purposes. Since Langley
5
j
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Figure 8 presents the calculated shear levels on the flap at various flap
angles. These values were determined using Reynol% s analogy as follows:
•s
f
V	 2/3
q L (Pr ..__
T -	 (F3aw - H r } gc
u
where
2
7	 - aerodynamic shear, lbf/ft
	
~	 q	 - heating rate, Btu%ft2-sec
H	 - adiabatic-wall enthalpy, Btu/lbm
aw	 s
H	 - wall enthalpy, Btu/Ibm
1	
w -
	
j i	 9 	 - dimensional conversion factor = 32.2 ft-lbmAbf-sec t	
Pr - Prandtl number
	
s	 1	 jl
6.3
N
	
;.}	 The recovery temperature and enthalpy for these tests were approxi-
Mately 1810 OR and 410 Btu/lb, respectively.
^	 A
The boundary layer thickness on the flap for these tests is undetermined.
j	 This is because there is a strong shock/boundary layer interaction at the flap
	
# [~	 wedge ,junction. The high pressure behind the shock feeds upstream of the
shock through the subsonic portion of the boundary layer, causing a significant
6
r c>
personnel recommend use of the thin-skin upper surface data as being
the most accurate, curves were faired through these data for use as the
# i	 final heating rate values for use in the subsequent heating rate recession rate
correlations.
l^
Measured pressures did not present any particular problem and are
presented in Fig. 7 and compared to predicted values. As seen these agree
quite well with predicted values.
r
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thickening of the boundary layer both upstream and downstream of the Dap
shock, and perhaps a separation. bubble. This makes it very difficult, if not
impossible, to calculate an accurate boundary layer thickness. Also no
schlieren or shadrNvgraphs were taken because of the two end plates on either
side of the flap.
3.2 FOAM PERFORMANCE RESULTS
3.2.1 General
A total of 23 foam specimens was tested in this series of runs. In gen-
eral, the foam performance looked better than in the P.re-jet environment.
However, the material still "streaked" at the higher heLting rate and shear
levels. These "steaks" were observed to begin to take place at the flat angle
of 15 degrees and were, of course, more pronounced and well defined at the
maximum flap angle of 20 degrees. This was at heating rates at the foam
center of approximately 9 and 13 Btu/ft 2 - sec for flap angles of 15 and 20 de-
green, respectively. 	 The corresponding shear levels are 3.3 and 4.6 lbf/ft2
The maximum test time was 20 seconds because the tunnel was being run in
the blowdown mode. Longer test times and bigger panels would be useful for
evaluation of the further growth of the "streaks."
Figure 9 shows atypical posttest foam sample (Model CPRL 19). This
model was tested for 15 seconds at a centerline heating rate of 5.9 Btu/ft
	
sec
and a shear level of 2.3 lbf/ft 2 . As seen in Fig. 9 this sample did not develop
any	 streaks." Figure 1U shows a model which did develop "steaks" (Model
CPRL-16).
	
This model was tested for 15 seconds at a heating rate of 13.0 Btu/
2ft	 sec and a shear of 4.5 lbf/ft
3.2.2	 Correlations of Foam Recession Data
Quantitative results of these tests are shown. in Tables 3 and 4.
	 The
initial thickness of each foam sample was measured at three places along its
centerline.	 These locations are I inch from the leading edge, at the center,
7	
4.
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	1 .1	 and 3.75 inches from the leading edge. Post-test thicknesses were measured
at these same locations. These post-test measurements were made by two
methods. The first was to measure the "minimum average" recession. This
was done by laying a thin metal strip across the sample and measuring the
thickness at the top of the "humps" left by the streaks. (On samples where no
"streaks" occurred this was, of course, just the sample thickness including
the char layer.) The second method was to measure to the bottom of the deepest
grove or "streak" to obtain the "maximum" recession. Results of these two
measurements were then used to obtain a recession rate by simply dividing
the total recession by the total run time. These recession rates were then
	
"	 used to plot against cold wall heating rates as shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for
"minimum average" recession and maximum recession, respectively. The
	
i -	 reason for attempting this method of correlation was that it worked well
i for a similar material 
(BX-250). However, as seen in Figs. 11 and 12 there is
a large amount of scatter in these data. Attempts were made to reduce this
scatter by remeasuring the sample final thicknesses but this did not help.
J Also the effect of run time on scatter was checked out. It was felt that perhaps
the recession was not linear with time —which is assumed when determining the
rate using the total run time. However no consistent effect of run time on
scatter was found while examining the data. For example on a given run,
(sample CPRL-8) there is a variation in the recession rate of from 14 to 52
mils per second with a heating rate variation of only 11.7 to 13.0 Btu/ft2-sec.
Some of the scatter is due to the difficulties in obtaining a truly representative
	
.^	 Y
measurement of the post-test sample thickness due to the roughness of the
samples and nonuniform recession in both streamwise and chordwise directions.
Also some of the scatter is due to sample-to-sample variations. The amount
attributed to each is, of course, unknown.
A straight line, least squares fit was taken for the data of Figs. 11 and 12,
and the equations of these lines are shown on the figures. Figures 13 and 14
show this same type of an approach except that hot wall heating rates are used.
These hot wall values are based on a wall temperature of 960°R.'
	
1	
7
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Another approach to smoothing and correlating these data vas also tried.
This approach was successfully used in correlating the BX-250 foams recession
data. In this approach the recession is plotted versus run time for all samples
which are run at at given heating rate. The best straight line is then taken
through these points and the slope of this line gives the average recession rate
in mils per second. Figures 15 through 4 3 show the results of this attempted
correlation. As seen from these figures it was not possible to obtain any rea-
sonable straightline or slope frorn this method due to the data scatter. The
third type correlation of these data was to plot char thickness versus total heat
load. Results of this are shown in Fi g. 24. Measurements were made at the03
center of each sample. Again there is a- considerable amount of scatter in the
measurements but an attempt was made to put curves through these data for
each heating rate level.
ii
On three of the samples (CPRL- 16, 17, 18) an attempt was made to
retard the streaking by bonding a thin strip of glass cloth, dipped in epoxy, on
the downstream surface as shown in the following sketch:
Thin Epoxy/Glass Strip
Flow Direction
-X::
oam I in.Flap
YY
6 in.
	
-^^^
The reason --'or doing this was that it was felt that the pressure gradient along
tae cracks or streaks greatly increased their rate of growth. That is, when
a crack developed in the char layer, the flow down the crack was greatly
accelerated when the downstream end of the crack "felt" the low back pres -
sure at the base of the flap. This large pressure gradient, from the flap
pressure to the base pressure, should normally cause a high flow rate and
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
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high heating rate along the sides of the crack. This would be especially true
in a situation with a than boundary layer where the hot outer layers of the
boundary layer could be drawn through the crack.
When models CPRL-16 and 17 were run it was not evident that the epoxy
strips helped the "streaking" problem. Rather the epoxy strips eroded at about
the same rate as the foam., and the models "streaks" still developed. (Model
Cam' 'L-18 was not tested.)
10
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Section 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
- As a result of this series of tests the following 	 onclusions and recom-g _
mendations are made:
a The CPR-421 foam streaks are not peculiar
to the Arc Set facility._
0 The CPR-421 foam shows better recession
performance than the BX-250 foam. I
a There was a large amount of scatter in the
data.	 This was apparently due to:
eb "sample-to-sample" variation
 -
o difficulty in obtaining a representative
recession measurement due to nonuniform
recession in both strearriwise and chardwise
directions
w Additional CPR-421 tests are needed in other
facilities which would allow for:
I
1
a Larger size panels
1 a Longer test times
o Smaller pressure gradients along the
sample length
e Thicker boundary layer.
This should help in the further understanding of the causes and possible solu-
a
tionsto the streaking problem.
	 It will also allow for greater total reces-
sion and char layer thicknesses which will allow for more accurate measure-
ments and, hopefully, less scatter.
f€ LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILEE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
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+r^ An attempt should be made to model the CPR -421
performance on a charring ablation computer code.
Since the CPR-421 does chr,.r and not just "recede"
as the BX-250 does, it cannot be expected to cor-
relate with heating rate alone as was the case with
the BX-250. (This modeling would, of course, be
without regard to the streaks — just the normal
ablative/charring process.)
e1 An attempt should be made to strengthen the hot
char matrix to prevent initiation of cracks which
can develop into streaks. This should be possible
through the use of additives such as chopped silica
fibers or other ingredients which will provide a high
viscosity melt layer as the char forms and stabilizes.
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Table 1
DENSITIES FOR CPR-421 SAMPLES TESTED IN LANGLEY MACH 10 CJF'HT FACILITY
(Notes: Average density = 2.187 Ibm/ft3 ; maximum density is 8.511
over average; minimum density is 6.1% less than average.)
`I
a
CPRL Model	 Density
Number	 (Ibm/ft3) r
1	 2.054
z	 2.173
3	 2.074
4	 2.153
5	 2.106
6	 2.100 E'
7	 2.277
8	 2.168
9	 2.107
10	 2.191
11	 2.160
12	 2.071
13	 2.299
14	 2.118
15	 2.191
16	 2.249
17	 2.162
18	 2.212
19	 2.317
20	 2.257
21	 2.120
zz	 2.289
23	 2.285
24	 2.328
25	 2.237
Z6	 2.133
27	 2.279
28	 2.218
29	 2.140
30	 2.115
31	 2,.162
32	 2.165
33	 2.184
34	 2.372.
35	 2.160
36	 2.212
37	 2.116R 'RM ICIBIL^`Y fly' THE
38	 2.150 s t	 POOP,
14
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Table 2
STYCAST MODEL THERMAL PROPERTY PARAMETER (pCplf) VERSUS HEATING
RATE FOR TWO PHASE»CIANGE COATING MELT TEMPERATURES
(MEASURED BY NASA-LANGLEY AND REPORTED IN REF. 3)
Phase-Change
Coating
Temperature
{° F)
Heating Rate
Input Level
(Btu/it?--sec)
pC K
2 °	
1
(Btu/ft
300 4.2 .066
4.7 .070
6.2 .072
7.9 .079
8.2 .073
9.0 ,078
13.2 .073
13.6 .074
500 5.3 .059
6.3 .082
8.5 .070
9.5 .073
13.2 .073
13.6 .074
15.2 .082 1 V'	 ]
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Fig. I - Wedge Model with Foam Specimen Mounted in Flap — Bottom Side
Only (NASA Photo)
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Fig. 9 - Typical Post-Test Photograph of Foam Sample Which Did Not Streak. (Sample
Number CPRL-19 Tested at a Heating Rate of 5.9 Btu/ft 2 -sec and a Shear of
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FOREWORD
This report documents the results of a test program conducted in
Tunnel 11 0" at the Arnold Engineering Development Center in support of the
NASA-MSFC developm^-,nt of the Space Shuttle External Tank. Tests were
conducted on the candidlate thermal protection system materials. ARO per-
sonnel conducted the tests for iVASA-MSFC with the Martin Marietta Corp-
oration (MMC) furnishing the test specimens and serving as the prime test
contractor. Lockheed-Huntsville assisted in planning the tests and reducing
the data. On-site monitoring of the tests was done by personnel from NASA-
MSFC, Martin-Marietta and Lockheed-Huntsville.
The Lockheed support was conducted under Contract NA53$--25569,
"Space Shuttle Thermal Support.'' The NASA-MSFC Contracting Officer's
Representative for this contract is Dr. Kenneth E. McCoy, EP-44. The
NASA-MSFC Test Engineer for these tests was Mr. R. Lopez, EP--44; the
AEDC/ARO Test/Project Engineer was Mr. H. K. Matthews; and the MMC
Test Engineer was Mr. S. Copsey; the Lockheed--Huntsville Test Engineers
vrere M,-, Z. S. K.aru and Mr. W. G. Dean.
Acknowledgment is hereby given to AEDC/ARO and MMC for all spec-
imun and facility photographs shown herein. They are used by permission
of these organizations.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
r
A series of tests was conducted at AEDC in Tunnel 11 01 on three candidate
thermal protection system materials. Test conditions were selected which
closely simulated the predicted flight values of heating rate, pressure, enthalpy
and shear on selected points of the External Tank (ET). Tests were conducted
in three phases on three separate dates, 6 January, 20 January and 12 February
1975. Sixty-two panels were tested. Of these, 58 were CPR-421, one was
BX-250, and three were 5LA--561s. Some of the CPR-421 panels had machined
surfaces, some had 11 net sprayed" or te as-sprayed" surfaces, some were coated
and some were uncoated. Both constant heating rate and trajectory type vary-
ing heating rate runs were made. The tunnel was run continuously and the
samples were injected into the flow for each separate test.
Data taken included color movies, shadowgraphs, heating rates, pres-
sures and foam recession measurements. This report presents the test en-
vironments, numerous pretest and post -test photographs of the panels, and
recession measurements and correlations.
!	 The CPR-421 material continued to "streak" in this test facility as it
did previously in the Langley Arc Jet and Langley Mach 10 Continuous Flow
	 !
Hypersonic Flow facilities. However, the dat •.a are used to better define some
streaking boundaries for vehicle applications.
	
#;.
A comparison of the data taken in these tests and that from previous
	
f{J
	 test programs is also presented.
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Section 2
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
.. ,
	 2.1 TEST FACILITY AND TEST CONDITIONS 	 f
Tunnel f ' C1 ° is a closed-circuit, hypersonic wind tunnel with a Mach number
10 axisymmetric contoured nozzle and a 5U--in. diameter test section. The 	 !
tunnel can be operated continuously over a range of pressure levels from 200 	 7
to 2000 psia with air supplied by the main compressor plant of the von Karman
j E	 facility. Stagnation temperatures sufficient to avoid air liquefaction in the
j
	
	 test section (up to 1900°R) are obtained through the use of a natural gas fired 	 d°
combustion heater in series with an electric resistance heater. The entire
i
tunnel (throat, nozzle, test section and diffuser) is cooled by integral, external J
I
water jackets. The tunnel is equipped with a model injection system which
allows the model to be removed from the test section while the tunnel remah)s
in operation.	 A more complete description of the tunnel is available in the
Test Facilities Handbook	 (Ref. 1).
Most of the tests were run at a total temperature of 1900 o R and a total
pressure of 1800 psi. 	 However at the end of the last series of tests, two
1	 0panels were run at a lower total temperature of	 500 R with the same total
pressure to see what effect enthalpy might have on foam performance. The yj total enthalpy for the 1900°R case was 478 Btu/lb, and the recovery enthalpy
was approximately 415 to 420 Btu/lb depending upon the wedge angle of the e	 ^
exposed foain surface.	 For the 15000R total temperature runs, the total and !
^
recovery enthalpies were 370 Btu /'lb and 315 to 325 Btu 1b, respectively.rY	 p	 '	 ^	 P
 ^
f 2.2	 TEST FIXTURE DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 shows a photograph of the test fixture used in this series of
! tests.	 This fixture, or model, is essentially a steel wedge with a recessed
area for mounting the foam panels behind a sharp leading edge. The model
r
is	 • w.I	 r
2
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is approximately 17 inches wide and 22.7 inches long on its top surface. The 	 l
recessed area takes a panel 17 x 14 inches and up to 1.75 inches thick. The
model angle of attack ,,vas changed during the various tests to vary the local
pressure, heating rate and shear values. This same wedge fixture was used
in a previous test program (Ref. 2) and was modified to accept the foam panels
for the present tests. The necessary design modification reconmaendations
and drawings were made by Lockheed-Huntsville, and the shop work was done
by NASA-MSFC. Reference 2 contains detailed dimensions of this wedge	 e
fixture.
During the second series of tests it was found that during some of the
long runs the wedge was heating up under the foam due to heating to the sides,
leading edge and bottom ramp angle surfaces. Therefore before the third
series of tests, AEDC added some water cooling tubes and passages to the
fixture. This solved the heating problem.
To ensure turbulent flow over the foam panels, a "trip stripl l of spheres
was placed across the wedge leading edge. This strip was about four inches
from the front of the model. The spheres were about 0.040 inches in diameter,
2.3 TEST PANEL DESCRIPTION
I	 Sixty-two panels were tested of which 58 were CPR-421 foam, one was
E
BX-250 foam and three were SLA- 561s material. Table I shows each panel{
number, when it was made, its thickness, density and weight, with remarks.
Some of the panels listed in Table 1 were not tested but were made for this
series of tests and are shown here for documentation purposes only. All
	
1	 panels were made by Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC) and were 17 x 14
	
i	  
i inches except panels 58, 59 and 60 which were 17 x 26 inches. The 17-inch
dimension was always perpendicular to the flow direction. All panels were
mounted on aluminumlates approximately 0.1 inch thick. The panel ap	 pP	 r	 P	 pp rox-
1mate thicknesses, including the aluminum plate, were:
`	 • SLA-561s	 0.50 in.
?.`	 w CPR-421	 1.0 and 1.75 in. S
r:.
a BX-250	 1.0 in.
	
.,,	 3
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Some of the panels had a machined surface; others were 'net sprayed' or
"as sprayed." Also some CPR- - 421 panels had a white vinyl coating, designates!
v-445. All the SLA-561s panels had a white silicone coating, DC 92-007.
Some of the foam panels had " knit" lines. These are seams that were caused I
i
,
by the overlapping of the spray pattern as the material was being made. On
the vehicle the foam will be sprayed directly onto the tank using a number of
sprayer heads mounted on a rack which moves up the outside of the tank as
^l
it turns. This results in an overlapping of layers of foam in what is known
as the " barberpole" effect. Therefore the test panels need to have these same
seams in them to determine how they may affect the foam recession character-
istics. The orientation of these overlaps or 'knit" lines with respect to the
flow was the same for the tests as it will be on the vehicle in flight.
Figures 2 through 5 show some typical CPR-421 pretest photographs.
i
	
t	 Figure 2 is of a typical panel without knit lines. Figure 3 is of a typical
panel with knit lines. Figure 4 shows a panel with small holes in its surface
apparently due to quality control problems in the spraying proses is. Figure 5
shows a typical "net-spray surface" panel. On these "net ,pray" panels it was
	
{	 not possible to bet a very accurate initial or pretest thickness due to the rough-
ness of the surface.
	
f	 A question was raised as to the effect of the foam "curing" or t'aging"
a
on its recession characteristics during testing. That is, it may be that some
of the panels were not fully cured at the time of testing. What effect this may
have had on the foam performance is not yet known. NASA-MSF C is -:resently
making a study of this effect. The age at time of testing of each panel is shown
	
a
on subsequent post-test photographs in Section 3 (Results). For example, panel
	 ..:A
CTC1-67 was less than one week old when tested. It was made on 7 February
1975 and tested on 12 February 1975. Also it is noted that these panels were
stored in plastic bags (not sealed) for protection during this curing time. Whether
this affects the curing is also unknown at present.
a
f
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TEST PROCEDURE
At the beginning of the tests the wedge fixture was installed on the
tunnel sting inside the test section tank or airlock beneath the tunnel test
section. The tunnel was started and brought up to the operating condition
of To = 1900 OR and Pa = 1800 Asia. The first foam panel was installed on
the wedge fixture and the wedge injected into the flow. After the proper test
^I	 time the fixture. was retracted and the foam removed and replaced with a new
._3
panel. This process was continued until all panels were run while the tunnel
was operated in the continuous, closed--loop mode.
During the time while the wedge was actually in the flow, it was run
either at a constant or at a variable angle of attack. The variable angle of
attack cases were used to simulate the variation of heating rate with time
for selected points on the Shuttle External Tar.k (ET) surface. Figures 6
and 7 show the two heating rate versus tirfse histories used during the tests
conducted on 20 January 1975. These tune variations were designated tra-
jectories 1 and 2, respectively. Trajectory 1 simulates the heating rate to
ET Body Point 7065 during the first heat pulse during launch. Trajectory 2
simulates the same body point but for the entire 603 seconds of launch. Figures
8, 9 and 10 present the variations used during the tests of 12 February 1975.
These are designated trajectories A, B and C, respectively. Trajectories A
and C again simulate Body Point 7065 for the first heat pulse and total heat
	
i	 pulse, respectively. Trajectory B simulates the first heat pulse for Body
Point 7105. The heating rates presented are for a location on the foaan ap-
proximately three inches from the foam leading edge. The flight heating
r
rates being simulated are for the 11 55 Nautical Mile AOA" trajectory for
	
{	 vehicle configuration 500.
At the end of the last series of tests (on 12 February 1975) two panels
were tested at lower tunnel total temperatures as the tunnel was being cooled
off for shutdown. The purpose of these two tests was t., determine what effect
{	 enthalpy might have on foam recessionlperforrnaice.
I
5
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} Also several panels were tested with a 'vortex generator" on the surface
of the stainless steel leading edge part of the wedge.
	
The locaion and size of
. this "vortex generator t, is shown on Fig. 11.	 Two heights were used;	 l,/2 and
5/8 inch.
Two panels, one CPR-421, and one SLA-561s, were tested with a "shock
-	 1
` generator" protruding through the panel.	 This configuration is shown in
- j Fig. 12,
F1 	 ^F Table Z gives the test run log for all tests. -^
2.5	 DATA TAKEN^^
i
2.5.1
	 Environments Data
During the time of planning for these tests, predictions were made of j
the expected values of pressure, heating rae:e and shear. 	 The results of this ;.
work are presented and are compared with measured values in the Results
section of this report.
For the first series of tests (6 January 1975) a Stycast calibration slab
! was made for use in measuring the heating rates to the wedge surface where
the foam panels were to be placed.	 This slab had five Gardon gage type calo-
rimeters and two pressure taps installed in its surface. 	 The reason for using
the Stycast slab was to be able to get a good distribution of heating rates over
I
the entire surface, not just the values at the five calorimeter locations. How-
ever, very little heating rate data were obtained during this first series of
k
tests because this Stycast slab cracked around the mounting inserts which
' were cast into it for holding it onto the wedge fixture. 	 This cracking was
apparently due either to thermal, stresses or to excessive torqueing of the
' mounting studs, or perhaps due to some of both effects. 	 To remedy this
situation, a steel plate was made and the calorimeters and pressure taps
installed in it.
	
This worked satisfactorily and the required data were ob-
tained.	 Figure 13 shows the dimensions, measurements, locations, erc.,
for these models.
6.to
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The data taken on the foam panels are divided into two categories: (1)
qualitative and (2) quantitative. The qualitative data consisted of TV camera
coverage (recorded on video tape for on-the-spot playback), 16 rnm color
movie coverage, and on--site observation by the Test Engineers monitoring
the tests. Figure 14 shows a photograph of the test setup on the Tuna.-.el "Ot
test section with each of the camera locations. The personnel observation
area is located on the deck or catwalk over the test section, where there are
two top windows about the same size as the side windows. The quantitative
data obtained consisted of pretest and post-test thicknesses and time variation
of the foam surface recession. This time varying recession was obtained
using a simple but ingenious "grid-line" system developed by ARO/AEDC
especially for these tests. This system is illustrated in Fig. 15, and consists
of a 35 mm slide projector which projects lines onto the foam surface at an
angle of about 45 degrees, and a 70 mxn sequenced camera viewing the foam
from above. As the foam recedes, the grid lines are displaced in the camera
view (see detail A of Fig. 15). The amount of displacement or translation of
the grid lines in the camera view can be related to the amount of actual surface
recession if the required geometry and dimensions are known. The 70 n=
sequenced camera takes pictures at known times (either 1 or 2 second intervals)
and from the resulti.n.g photos the recession versus time curve can be obtained.
In the actual practice of the data reduction, the geometry was not used but in-
stead "tare shots" were made using a metal panel in place of foam which could
be lowered to given 11 recession" depth locations. It was placed at given loca-
tions and the 70 nun sequenced camera fired to obtain the translation to reces-
sion ratio. This factor was then non-dimensionalized by dividing by the model
span on the projected picture. This allowed the scale factor to be used with
any projector which became quite useful because different viewers were used
	
r	 in the data reduction process. This resulted in different size models on the
screen and different amounts of measured translation for a given recession
	
.^	 on the actual foam surface. Figure 16 shows a plot of projected line scale
	
t`	 factors from the tare shots versus wedge angle. It is noted that a set of tare
^v
a
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shots and scale factors were needed for each of the three series of tests
since the camera, projector and model were moved after each test and not
11ccessarily set back up in their original positions. The inflection points in the
curves of Fig. 16 are apparently due to the complex motion of the surface of
the foam as the sting mechanism articulates to achieve the different wedge
angles. The accuracy of this grid line recession measurement is estimated	 r^
by ARO/AEDC as being about 10 to 201o. Some difficulty was experienced in
reduction of the data when there was a very minute amount of recession due
y
	
	
to the "fuzz{' on the projected lines being about the same as the recession.
However, this system of measurement was, in general, very useful in deter-
mining what was happening to the foam during the test, especially in the
"streaks." Figure 17 shows how the grid lines appear on the foam samples
as mounted in the test position in the tunnel. 	 .' 
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Section 3
RESULTS
3.1 ENVIRONMENT PREDICTION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS (	 ^`i
The environments predicted analytically for these tests are shown ini
Figs. 18, lg and 20.	 These plots are of the turbulem. heating rate (cold wall f	 iI
and hot wall), local static pressure on the wedge, and aerodynamic shear on
the wedge surface, all versus distance along the wedge for different wedge i
surface angles.	 The heating rates were predicted using the Lockheed-
-' Huntsville Multiple Pressure Gradient Program (Ref. 3). 	 The flow was as-- ;ti	 d
sumed turbulent due to the use of the trip spheres on the leading edge. The f
local pressures were predicted using the methods tables of Ref. 4. 	 The
9
shear values were predicted using a modified Reynolds Analogy and the cal-
culated heating rates. 	 The values shown are for tunnel total conditions of 1
1900°R and 1800 psi. r
For comparison with measured results, heating rates and pressures
were plotted versus 6 for fixed X locations corresponding to the Gardon gage
calorimeter and pressure tap locations.
	
Shear is also shown in this form
i
although no shear measurements were made.	 These results are shown on
Figs. 2l, z2 ; nd 23.
	
Also shown on Figs. 21 and 22 are the measured values. `I
The measured values are converted from the gage wall temperature to the
"cold wall" temperature of 460°R. As seen, the agreement is good at the
higher angles.	 However, at a wedge angle of 6 degrees the flow apparently
was transitional rather than fully turbulent because the measured heating
rate value was below the predicted turbulent level.	 The predicted laminar
flow values are shown on Figs. 24 and 25. 9
ri
The predicted heating rates and shear for the low temperature/low en-
thalpy (T o = 1540°R) runs are also shown in Fias. 24 and 25, respectively.
li 1
.T
i	 w ^
9
.
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-	 The pressures for these cases are the same as for the high temperature runs
because the total pressure was the same.
,i
	
J	 The local Reynolds number per foot for the 19000R and 15400R runs
are shown as a function of 6 in Fig. 26. The boundary layer velocity thick-
nesses along the wedge surface for various S values are shown for the 1900oR
and 15400R runs are shown on Figs. 27 and 28, respectively. Figure 29 shows
the recovery enthalpy and temperatures as a function of 5 for the two run con-
ditions; these values were obtained from ARO/AEDC. Figure 30 shows a
typical shadowgraph.
	
EE
	 3.2 FOAM PANEL RESULTS
i^
The panel test results are divided into two categories — qualitative, i.e.,
pictures and observations, and quantitative, i.e., measured values of recession
and streak width.}
3.2.1 Qualitative Results
}
1	 The post-test photographs of the various panels are divided into two
categories, constant wedge angle runs and trajectory runs rather than in the
order in which they were tested. The reader is referred to the run, log
(Table 2) for a complete listing of all runs made. The constant wedge angles
used were: b 9, 12, 18, 20, 23.5 and 38 degrees. As mentioned earl-er the
trajectory heating simulations were designated 1, 2, 3 and A, S and C.
E
To familiarize the reader with what he will be seeing in subsequent
photographs, Fig. 31 is presented at this point. This is an ovf-rview of the
wedge fixture retracted into the Tunnel "C" test tank with a foam sample
still mounted in place. Note that the streaks in this sample are quite pro-
nounced.
Figure 32 is shown to illustrate the overlay of tare shot grid lines
with grid lines on the receding foam surface.
LMSC-HREC TM D390783
Typical constant-wedge-angle run panel photographs are shown in Figs.
33 through 55. The test group number (which is the same as the run number),
the sample number, the test condition, heating rate, pressure and shear, test
time, and remarks with the panel description are given with each photograph.
"	 Most photos were made after the tests and after the panels had bean removed
from the wedge fixture. However, some of the photos are taken from the 70
mm sequenced camera negatives, for example Fig. 33, because post-test photos
were not made of all panels.
't
	
	
A 9-degree wedge angle case panel is shown on Fig. 33. Not much
happened to this panel exc -pt that it 11 popcorned" early in the test, perhaps
even before being inserted into the tunnel due to the low pressure in the test
tank.
I
Figures 34, 35 and 36 show several 12 degree wedge angle cases. The
}	 panel of Fig. 34 seemed to perform better than the other panels shown except
for the two large chunks which carne out during or after retraction. The
reason for this better performance is not really known, perhaps panel CTC1-
11 was worse because of its lower density (1.$5 lb/ft3 versus 2.29 lb/ft 3 for
panel CTCI-5). Also the knit lines of panel CTCI-12 (Fig. 36) caused it to
perform worse than the panel of Fig. 34.
Several 1$-degree wedge angle cases were selected for presentation
here and these are grouped in Figs. 37 through 47. The panels of Figs. 37
through 40 experienced the streaking problem mentioned earlier in this
report. These streaks are clearly seen in the post-test photos. The devel-
opment and growth of these streaks seems to be, in general, a random process.
l	 They may appear at various times in the run and at various locations on the
sample surface. They usually start after the initial char layer has had time
'` I	 to build up and start to protect the underlayers of material. Then suddenly
1
a streak will appear and start to grow toward the downstream edge of the
sample. The usually grow in both depth and width and grow quite rapidly
until a certain size is reached and then tend to slow down or completely stop
ii
11
E
j
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growing. For the reader who is interested in further insight on the development
of 1.hcse streaks, both movie film and TV video tape are available from essen-
tially all the tests conducted.
Figures 41 and 42 present additional 18-degree wedge angle cases but
with the 'vortex generator" in place on the forward stainless steel leading
edge of the wedge fixture upstream of the foam. (See Fig. I1 for details of
I.	 this set-up.) The peculiar thing about these two panels is that the first tested
(Fig. 41) did streak behind the vortex generator while the second panel (Fig. 42)
fidid not streak behind the vortex generator but off to the left side of it. This
is no ^,-xplained at the present time. It was felt before the tests that perhaps
some flow disturbance might be contributing to the streaking phenomena.
- Therefore, this type test was suggested to check that possibility. However,
since observing the results of the tests it is apparent that flow disturbances
are not the primary cause of the streaks.
jFigure 43 shows a long panel tested at an 18--degree wedge angle. This
panel was 17 inches wide and 26 inches along the flow direction whereas the
other panels were 17 x 14 inches. The reason for testing this configuration
was to see just what happens to the streaks as they grow farther downstream.
From the 14-inch panels of the initial tests it was seen that the streaks grew
wider and deeper as they proceeded along the panel length. The questions
which naturally arose were:
I
I
m "What is going to happen on the vehicle where we
!	 have many feet of panel for the streaks to run down"?
G "Do they continue to grow until they wipe out the foam
completely -- or just what will happen?
- ,
	
	
After testing this panel it is seen that the streaks did continue to grow wider
and deeper as they proceeded all the way to the back edge of this 26-inch
panel. This points up the real need for further tests of still bigger panels
1	 - to further study this problem. (In the quantitative results section a plot of
d	 d d	 di	 d t	 hi 11 h	 h'streak ws th an	 epth versus	 stance is presence	 o grap	 ca y s ow t is
12 ?
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problem.) Also this long panel had a number of knit lines coming through
to the surface. It had been suggested that perhaps these knit lines, being
a higher density material than the rest of the foam, might help retard or
slow down the streak growth rate. However, this effect was not observed
in this test —or in any of the tests for that matter. The streaks just
f1 walked" right on through the knit lines.
Results of one of the low temperature/low enthalpy run are shown in
,i
Fig. 44. There was a noted difference in the perfarmance and appearance
of this panel from those tested at the higher temperatures. Very little if
any surface recession occurred, and the "char" color was light brown as
opposed to almost black for the higher temperature runs. (For comparison
purposes tr ,a recovery enthalpy for this test was about 320 Btu/lb as opposed
to 420 Btu/lb for the higher temperature runs.) This panel "popcorned" some
-^	 near the knit line and tried to streak in some locations.
Results of the run with the shock generator are shown in Fig. 45. This
was a very dramatic test.	 This shock generator configuration created a very
severe pressure gradient across the normal shock ahead of its upstream side. 3
The result was that the foam receded through to the aluminum backup plate
very rapidly and the cavity in the foam ahead of the cylinder could be seen
proceeding forward during the test. 	 In connection with this test calculations
were made to determine the actual severity and magnitude of the pressure
gradient across the shock.	 Results of this are shown in Fig. 46. 	 The wedge i
shock and cylinder bow shocks are shown with the calculated pressures in }
front of and behind these shocks. 	 The pressure behind the normal shock on
the foam surface is about 18.2 psi while that in front of the shock is only 0.78
psi.	 This large pressure gradient feeds upstream through the subsonic por-
tion of the boundary layer causing a reverse flow which quickly chews out the
' foam..	 This problem is not expected to be as severe on the vehicle even in
the regions of attachments, protuberances, etc., because the boundary layer
on the vehicle in most locations will be much thicker than in this test. How- a
ever, the general effect of this type problem was well illustrated by this test,
• showing the need for a' 1 hard" ablator in such regions.
13 F.'
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Figure 47 shows a similiar test result with a shock generator but with
r
the SLA-561s material.
	 This test was not as dramatic as with the CPR-421 I
I material but the panel did burn through to the aluminum, and large chunks
came out.	 This panel also had "built-in" defects or cracks in the SLA-561s
1 that went through to the aluminum. 	 The shock generator would probably not
_- have had as much of an effect on the material response if the defects had not
been present.
The only BX-250 sample tested is shown. in Fig. 48. As seen, this material
receded all the way through to the aluminum in several places.
	 Its recession
rate was significantly greater than any of the CPR-421 samples.
	 Note also that
the BX-250 surface had a distinct diamond shape pattern on it.
	 This same type
pattern has been observed on many other ablative material surfaces in previous
tests and development programs and is known as"cross hatching."
j Three 20-degree wedge angle cases are shown in Figs. 49, 50 and 51. The
first two are without knit lines and the last figure has one knit line.
	 Again the ?
streaks are quite pronounced in these tests.
	 In Fig. 51 the streaks only occurred
downstream of the knit line. 	 Figure 49 shows some remains of the Tempilaq
coating stripes.	 This was used in an effort to determine the foam surface temper-
ature.
	 It was not really conclusive as to what was happening to the Tempilaq dur-
ing the run.	 To one observer it seemed to melt and disappear almost instantly
after injection but to this writer it was not that clear whether it was melting
'( or blowing away.	 Anyway, this did not	 rove to be a very satisfacto ry wag	 Y•	 Y  Y^	 p	 Y	 Y	 Y
way to measure the foam surface temperature.
	 It is recommended that a non-
contact infrared thermometer (similiar to the one presently being used by
MMC (Ref. 5) be used in future tests to try to measure surface temperature.
I Incidentially, it was not mentioned in the test measurement section but an attempt 1'
3 was made to use a pyrometer to measure foam surface temperature in some of
the early tests; this did not yield any data because its range was too high.
^
^ 7
Figures 52, 53 and 54 show the results of some 23.5 degree wedge angle
runs.	 The panel of Fig. 52 did not streak but most of the char layer was lost
14t
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on retraction. The panel of Fig. 53 had a knit line and there was a vast
difference in the response of the foam upstream and downstream of the knit
line. The foam did streak downstream of the 1aait line, and there was some
II popcorning1 ' at the knit line. The panel of Fig. 54 did not streak lake the one
of Fig. 53, but seemed to have a large number of small streaks that all ran
together.
Figure 55 shows the only panel run at a wedge angle of 38 degrees.
This panel receded very rapidly and only a thin sheet was left at the end of
the run of about 10 seconds, This thin sheet delarninated from the aluminum
and was blown away (except for the leading edge part as seen in Fig. 55) on
or immediately after retraction from the tunnel. However, it is pointed out
that the heating rate in this case was quite high — about 16 Btu/ftZ -sec --which
is higher than that expected in areas of the vehicle where CPR-4Z1 will be used.
This run was made to determine if the CPR-4Zl could have possibly been used
in these high heating areas, and it does not look feasible after seeing the results.
Some of the vehicle trajectory heating simulation run results are shown
in Figs. 56 through 69. These are grouped in the following order: trajectories
1, Z, A, B and C. (Also see Figs.6 through 10 for the time history of each of
these trajectories.) The trajectory 1 cases are shown on Figs. 56, 57 and 58.
The first two of these panels had no knit lines, the third did have a knit line.
All three panels streaked but the streaks dial not go all the way through to the
aluminum backup plate. It is noted here that there was a thin layer of foam
adjacent to the aluminum which appeared to be a higher density, stronger
material than most of the panel. It is possible that this "rind" may have
prevented the streaks from reaching all the way to the aluminum. These
panels were all one-inch thick — including the 0.1-inch aluminum. Figure 58
also illustrates a type of streak which resembles a feather in that it grew
somewhat laterally as well as longitudinally. (This is the third streak from
the right on this panel.) This type streak appeared on a number of the panels
throughout the test program.. Note also on this panel that the streaks did not
15
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j	 occur just behind the knit line but upstream of it and grew right on through
H
the knit line.
6	
1y	 .
Figure 59 shows the remains of a panel which was to have been tested
for a full 600 second trajectory 2. 	 However, the test was cut short -luring
^.	 the long low heating, tinne to be simulated.
	
It is noted that this simulation
;m	 was not necessarily representative of the flight during the periods between	 P
the first and second heat pulses because although the heating rate and pres-
sure are about the same as in flight the shear is higher than on the vehicle.
'	 This causes a lot of "buffeting" of the foam. 	 The foam also seemed to swell 	 ^	 T
laterally quite a bit also in some of these long trajectory runs, possibly causing 	 !.`
•	 i	 the loss of chunks of material from the sides of the panel as the foam projected 	 .
itself over the sides of the wedge fixture and caught the flow.
	
This swelling`
laterally was also observed in the other long trajectory tests (trajectory C), t
discussed later. Another possible cause of the loss of such large chunks on
this panel (Fig. 59) was the heating up of the aluminum backup plate from heat
being conducted into it from the wedge fixture during these long
^	 a	 g	 g	 g	 g run times.
The bottom of the wedge was at about a 30 degree angle of attack when the
foam was at 0 degree angle of attack. 	 This heating caused the wedge to get 	 3
very hot and this may have heated up the aluminum, causing debonding of the
foam.	 This problem was eliminated before the last series of tests (12 February 	 : t^
j	 1975) by adding water cooling to the wedge fixture. 	 No debonding was observed
on the traje .tory C cases which ran over 600 seconds.
Figures 60 through 67 show some typical trajectory A run results. The
j	 fir st three panels show a comparison of surfaces. 	 These panels' surfaces
are: (1) as-sprayed; (2) machined and coated, and (3) as-sprayed with a coat-
s	 }	 ing in Figs. 60, 61 and 62, respectively. 	 All three panels were nominally 1-3/4 	 $ `-
inch thick initially. Qualitatively speaking the as-sprayed surfaces seemed to
hold up better than the machined surfaces. That is, by watching the tests and
--	 reviewing the movies the as-sprayed surfaces seemed 4o have a heavier, thicker,
glossy-black char layer which held up and protected the underlying foam better
=	 than the machined surface panels. However, the quantitative comparison of the
	 .-
f
i
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`j	 measured recession (discussed later) did not necessarily show that the Qa-
sprayed samples were better. This was partly due to the difficulty in obtaining
an accurate initial thickness of the as-sprayed surfaces due to their roughness
and waviness. Also, these as-sprayed panels did not seem to streak as severely
as the machined panels. The effect of the coating was that it seemed to hold
the surface together better early in the test and then the surface started corning
out in "flakes" but the overall response was about the same with and without
	
.^	 the coatings.
t. Figure 63 shows a panel which failed apparently due to a pressure build-
up between the foam and the aluminum backup plate. This panel was not sprayed
directly onto the aluminum plate used in the test. It was sprayed, removed,
trimmed and then bonded to this plate. This was necessary to obtain the desired
	
E j	 initial thickness since the spray process does not always give the desired "rase$,
thickness. This is called a "secondary bond" and all panels having this are
noted in Table 1. (Note the knit lines exposed in the foam where the "plug'
r
carne out in Fig. 63.) t
Figure 64 is a CPR-421 panel which had built-in defects to see what
affect these might have on the foam recession and streaks. 	 Three panels
similar to this were tested.	 They were made by breaking the foam into four
pieces and then bonding there to the aluminum.	 When these panels were in-
jetted into the flow, the swelling of the foam tended to close and 1 °heal' , these4
cracks.	 The first panel tested did not streak at the crack (Group 56). 	 The
t second and third panels (Groups 57, 58) had a streak which followed the cracics.
The third panel (Group 58) had a knit line and "popcorned" excessively with
the streaks forming mostly from the "popcorned" areas. 	 It did not seem to E
be affected by the defect cracks.
Figures 65 and 66 show results of an attempt to determine the effects
S
of the vortex generator, situated on the wedge leading edge, on the foam and
,? the streaks.	 Again the results are not too conclusive, because one of these i
started streaking in a location not directly behind the vortex generator. How-
^.^ ever, both had streaks which were behind the vortex generator.
_
17 
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Figure 67 shows an SLA-561s panel tested with defects. The defects
seemed to have little o- no effect on the panel. It did not look much different
after the test than before.
	
t	 A trajectory B simulation panel is shown on Fig. 68. This was an as -
sprayed panel 1 . 3/4 inches thick. It held up quite well in this reduced heating
environment. It has a glossy black char layer much like that seen for the as- 	 r^
sprayed panels tested using trajectory A.
	
k_	 A trajectory C run panel is shown on Fig. 69. This panel was 1.0 incht
thick with the aluminum and it held up very well for this long heating situation
(over 600 seconds). It did not burn through to the aluminum. It had a machined
	
`-	 surface and was coated. Needless to say, the results of this run were very en-
couraging — to see less than one inch of foam survive a Body Point 7065 full
3
heating simulation while about 2 inches will be applied on the vehicle.
	
i 3	 3.2.2 Quantitative Results
Results of the data taken and reduced from the "grid line" system are
 ' presented in this section.
	
Recession was measured for each panel which was
run at constant heating rate levels. 	 The measured recession was then plotted
versus time and a slope was taken to obtain a recession rate. 	 Four grid lines
were used on most panels giving data at four slightly different heating rate and 1
shear levels.	 The changes in wedge angle gave the major change in heating
rate.	 These recession rates were then used to plot the values seen on Figs.
70 through 83.
Two types of recession were measured, average minimum recession
and recession in the streaks.	 The minimum values were taken at a location
i
along the width of the panel where there was only flat foam, i.e., no streaks.
;f When a streak developed, the recession to the bottom of the streak was also
measured.	 Results of these measurements were plotted versus both cold
6	 ry
wall and hot wall heating rates as seen in Figs. 70 through 73. 	 The heating
rates used in the plots are to a smooth flat surface, not the heating rate inside 	 k
,. 1$	
w t
	
^^
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the streak since there is no way to measure this. The cold wall heating rates
a	 used in these plots were based on Tw = 530°R to be consistent with the way
the Langley M= 10 data were presented. Least squares fit curves were deter-
mined for all these curves. Hove"ever, due to the scatter in the data, some of
these curves had a negative slope. The curve fits were presented on the plots
!
	
	 when they had a positive slope, and where the slopes were negative they were
omitted. It is also noted that some of the panels that were run at the lower
heating rates expo- t = ;anced swelling (negative recession) during their tests.
Recession rate values for these cases are presented for completeness below
the lower margin on the log--log plots, for example, Groups 77, 27 and 6 on
i Fig. 70.
i
	
	
As seen on these recession rate curves, there is a lot of scatter in the
data. Efforts were made to reduce this scatter by reviewing the data in an
attempt to determine if the "grid line' , system accuracy was the cause of this.
It was decided that the scatter is due to the random foam response more than
to accuracy of the system.
4.s
An effort was also made to determine if distance along the foam panel
length made a difference in the recession rates. Results of this are shown
in Figs. 74 and 75. ;'figure 74 is for a distance of two inches from the trail-
ing edge while Fig. 75 is for a distance of about five inches from the trailing
edge. (A limited amount of data was available at constant locations because
the "grid-lines' or shadows move as the sting changes angle of attack.) From
these plots it is not obvious that location along the panel affects the recession
rate or causes the scatter.
;J
r	 Similiar plots were also made for streak width rate versus heating rate
^.'
	
	 as seen in Figs. 76 and 77. This is the rate at which the streaks are growing
	
v ,F
in width. Again a large amount of scatter is present in the data. Figures 78
and 79 present the effect of panel location on these results. Figure 78 is for
	
a distance of two inches from the trailing edge and Fig. 79 is for a location of
	 -
about five inches from the trailing edge. Again it is not apparent that panel
location has any effect on streak width rate.
n
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The streak data are also presented in the form of streak depth versus
distance along the streaks for a constant time for several panels. These
results are shown on Figs. 80 and 81. In general the streaks get deeper as
J'	 they proceed toward the rear of the panel as expected, although there are a
few exceptions, for example, Group 64.
Figures 82 and 83 show still another form of the streak data, that is,
streak depth and width versus tune. Both these curves are for a location on
the panels of about two inches from the trailing edge. Some of the streaks
seem to decrease in growth rate as time increases while others do not.
Figure 84 presentLt an attempt to correlate time to start streaking
versus heating rate. Here again there is a lot of scatter in the data but it
is concluded that if the heating rate is about 5 Btu/ft 2 -sec then the time to
start a streak is long (100 seconds or more) almost as long as the time of
the first heat pulse on the vehicle.
3.3 COMPARISON OF AEDC DATA WITH OTHER FACILITY DATA ON
CPR-421 FOAM
Figures 85 and 86 present comparisons of this AEDC Tunnel 11 01 data
with Langley Arc Jet Facility, and Langley Mach 10 Continuous Flow Hyper-
sonic Tunnel data and the Martin "design" curve. Both average minimum
recession and recession in the streaks are presented. It is seen that, within
the scatter, the data agree reasonably well. Also the Martin "design" curve
appears to be conservative.
3.4 FOAM 'ABLATION' PRODUCTS CONTAMINATION EFFECTS 1
Figure 87 shows two Tunnel 11 0 1 sting adaptor sections which were	 F _
exposed to the foarn ablation products, The deposits resulting from these s
products can be seen on these sections by noting the one on the right where
I	 the deposits were scraped off. These removed deposits were taken by MMC
to their labs for analysis. For further information on these results the
reader is referred to the MMC Project Engineer, Steve Copsey.
1
z 0
f	
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Section 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions are drawn from the results of these tests:
a The CPR-421 foam definitely has better recession char-
- acteristics than the BX-250 foam.
. a There is a lot of scatter in the CPR-421 foam recession
response.
' a A one-inch thick foam panel withstood the simulated total
3
heat pulse for Body Point 7065 on the ET LOX tank without
burning through. i
There are still quality control problems in producing the
CPR-421 panels.
:	 a
a The streaking problem is not caused by flowfield disturb-
ances. i
ra Pretest defects (cracks) in the CPR-421 foam panels did
not necessarily cause any detrimental effects on the foam 7performance.
o The 11 shockE, generator caused a rapid burn-through of the
foam, but this simulation is much worse than that expected
on the vehicle.
e The "as-sprayed" panel surfaces apparently held up better
than the machined surfaces.
' o The panel surface coatings did not significantly affect the #	 :.
overall foam performance.
j o Panel age effects were nct. determined in these tests. 5
a The SLA-561s material survived these environments with
li# r 'e effects.
As a result of these tests it is recommended that the following actions
be considered:
a Expose the panels in future tests to a vacuum environment
p
before testing to see if this will eliminate "popcorning."
^.L
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a Perform additional tests to determine the effects of aging
on foam performance.
• Conduct tests on longer panels to determine whet-her the
streaks continue to grow wider and deeper down the panel
and vehicle.
a Develop better simulation to determine the effects of shocks
on the foam.
e Study the effects of additional wall cooling (nearer cryogenic
temperatures) on foam performance.
4.-
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i 4 e	 Table 1
DESCRIPTIONS OF PANELS USED IN 'PHIS TEST PROGRAM
tE^ t	 1_...
N ^^
6
f
(
_	
1
'r
j
i
(
b
}
F
Ff
^r
a^
is
s rl
T
Model
-
Batch
Av. Thickness
- Size
(in.) Material
Density
(lb/[t3 )
Pantel
(gm) RemarksLIZ* I T/E *
CTC1- 1 12-10-74 0.952 0.954 14 x 17 CPR -421 2.03 1187 Many Small Holes
2 12-10-74 0.950 0.950 2.09 1182
3 12-16-74 0.941 0.940 2.15 1112
4* 12-9-74 0.963 0.953 2.31 1210
5 12-7-74 0.955 0.964 2.29 1185
6 12-7-74 0.962 0.96 5 2.26 1189
7 12-14-74 0.962 0.964 1.95 1172
8= 12-9-74 0.958 0.959 2.30 1213
9 12-14-74 0.957 0.951 1.97 1181
10 12-14-74 0.944 0.943 2.03 1174
11 12-14-74 0.963 0.941 1.85 1176
12* IZ-9-74 0.966 0.969 2.28 1203
13 IZ-14-74 0.961 0.958 2.03 1179
14 12-14-74 0.939 0.929 1.89 1173
15 12-14-74 0.956 0.958 1,93 1167
16v 12-9-74 0.958 0.900 2.14 1194
17 I2-14-74 0.964 0.955 2.03 1192
18 1Z-14-74 0.967 0.935 2.03 1178
19 12-14-74 0.967 0.944 2.00 1194
20 4- 12-9-74 0.962 0.957 1.97 1197
1 1 12-14-74 0.948 0.950 1.95 1177
Z2 IZ-14-74 0.949 0.951 1.97 1167
23 12-14-74 0.954 0.953 2.08 1184
Z4 12-9-74 0.965 0.986 2.ZZ 1202
25 12-14-74 0.965 0.945 2.03 1169
26 12-14-74 0.953 0.946 1.99 1183
27 12-14-74 0.967 0.956 1.96 1181 Coated v-455
28; 12-9-74 0.958 0.941 2.14 1198
29 12-16-74 0.966 0.954 2.10 1188
30 12-16-74 0.960 0.942 1.99 1191
31 12-16-74 0.969 0.970 2.01 1194
32 ;° 12-9-74 0.970 0.967 2.28 1203
13 12-16-74 0.968 0.966 2.07 1197
14 12-16-74 0.944 0.948 2.09 1187
15 12-16-74 0.965 0.960 1.86 1177
36: • 12-9-74 0.968 0.967 2.55 i11B
37 12-16-74 0.957 0.955 2.03 1195
38 12-14-74 0.952 0.950 1.86 1175 Coated v-455
39 12- 16 -74 0,956 0,955 2.21 1198
40 : 12-9-74 0.953 0.922 2.50 1213
41 12-16-74 0.956 0.966 2.04 1185
42 12-16-74 0.942 0.957 2.07 1188
43 12-14-74 0.956 0.952 1.86 1175
44* 1Z-9-74 0.960 0.94 1 2.43 1211 Coated v-455
45 12-16-74 0.964 0.960 2.10 1189
46 12-16-74 0.966 0.966 Z.?-1 1192 Broken + Coated
47 I2-16-74 0.960 0.960 1.99 1193 Broken + Coated
48 , 12-9-74 0.970 0.966 2.56 1210 Broken + Coated
49 IZ-16-74 0.961 0.967 2.23 1190
50 12-16-74 0.966 0.965 2.09 1184 Coatedv-455
51 12-16-74 0.962 0.965 2.21 1193 Coated v-455
52* 12-9-74 0.956 0.957 Z.08 1206 Coated v-455
53 12-14-74 0.962 0.967 1. BL 1173
54 12-16-74 0.949 0.942 2.03 1164
55 12-16-74 0.957 0.965 1.98 1186
56 12-16-74 0.927 0.938 1.98 1189
57 * 1-11-75 1.745 1,747 2.30 1 103 Knit Lines - .8" Apart
58 : - 1-11-75 1.746 1.742 17 x Z6 2.22 1297 Knit Lines -- .811 Apart
59° : - 1-14-75 1.242 1.243 2.17 2333 Knit Lines 3.75" Apart
60' 1-14-75 1.247 1.249 2.17 2308 Knit Lines 3.75" Apart
61 2-3-75.1 1.57 1.39 14 x 17 2.62 1331 Primary Bond
6Z 2-3-75.2 1.64 1.69 2.45 1350 Primary Bond
63 2-3-75.3 1.45 1.37 2.28 1388 Secondary Frond
64 2-3-75.4 1.55 1.13 2.28 1415 Sec. Bond v-455 Coated
65 2-3-75.5 1.59 1.75 x.35 1431 Sec. Bond
These panels have knit lines.
a	 ^^ E. 'E = iead.ng edge, T/E = trailing edge.
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'fable 1 - (Continued)
u
I J^
I
Model Batch
Av. Thickness Size(in.) Material
Density
(lb/ft3 ) Wt.(8m) RemarksL/E T/E
CTCI-66 2-3-75.6 1.57 I.80 14 x 17 CPR-421 2.30 1434 Sec. Bond v-455 Coated
67 2-7-75.3 1.700 1.695 2.27 1300 Primary Bond
68 2-7-75.2 1.676 1.682 I 2.33 1352 Pri. Bond v-455 Coated
69 2-7- 75.1 1.700 1.680 t 2.34 IZ97 Primary Band
13TC 1-	 1 6-174- 0.960 0.967 BX-250 2.30 1215
44181-A/
L896128
- 2 " 0.961 0.968 2.34 1218
-	 3 0.960 0.967 Z.25 1216
- 4 " 0.964 0.967 2.25 1220
STCI -	 I MTPS 110 0.5356 — SLA-561s 15.9 1650.0 Sprayed 1/29/75
III
113
-	 2 MTPS 110 0.5354 — 16.0 163C.2 Sprayed 1/29/75
III
113
-	 3 MTPS 110 0.5277
—
16.0 1610.5 Sprayed 1/29/75
111
113
i
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Table 2a
AEDC TUNNEL 'C' ET/TPS MATERIALS TEST
RUN LOG FOR 6 JANUARY 1975
Contractor: Martins-Marietta
Representatives: Steve Copsey,
Bill Dean,
Zain Karu,
Raoul Lopez
Test Title: NASA/Martin ,Insulation
Project: V41C-91A
Test Perso-nel: R. K. Matthews,
Capt. Harper
Run/Gp Configuration
Mach
No.
Po
(psia)
To
( O F)
a_	 I
(deg)
6
(deg)
Time
(CST) Remarks
1 7000 10.0 1800 1440 -.26 — 2233 TPC = 200°F
2 7000 -.26 -- 2244
3 7000 +9.0 +18 0317
4 1 +9.0 0018
5 2 +9.0 0048
6 4 +9.0 0 040
7 101 +9 --- BX-250
8 3 +3.5 +23.5 0103
9 5 +15 +12 0110
10 8 +9 +18 0128
11 6 -11 +38 0133 TPC = 700
26
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Table 2b
•i	 AEDC TUNNEL 'C' ET/TPS MATERIALS TEST RUN LOG FOR 20 JANUARY 1975
Test Title: NASA/Martin Insulation
Project: V41C-91A
Test Personnel: R. K. Matthews
Capt. Harper
Contractor: Martin-Marietta
Representatives: Steve Copsey
Bill Dean
Raoul Lopez
p	
{	 Run/C,p
12
13
14
15
16
17
1R
1 19
20
22
23
i	 24
25
26
1	 27
i	 28
`	 30
31
3'
33
34
35
1b
38
39
f	 i	 40
41
j 42
Configuration
Mach
No.
PG
(psia)
T
( OF) a(deg)
6(deg) Time(CST)
..	
Remarks
7000 10.16 1800 1440 12.0 0.0 0128
GPSE 6.0 6.0 0133
0.0 12.0 0143 -22 deg PB
-3,0 15,0 0153
-6.0 16.0 0200
-8.0 20.0 0207
-11.5 23.5 0214
+3.0 90.0 0217
-11,5 Z3.5 0223
8000 -11.0 23.0 0232
Pressure -8.0 20.0 0238
-6.0 18.0 0243
-3.0 15.0 0246
0.0 12.0 0250
(Samples) 6.0 6.0 0254
10 0.0 IZ.0 0341
11 010 12.0 i 0354
12 0.0 12,0 4 0412 Gps. 27-28-29 taken in Model I.
14 -6.0 18.0 0428 Mode 2 starting Gp. 30
15-.:1 -8.0 20.0 0440 Painted Samples:'
17 . ; . -8.0 20.0 0451 First Stripe from rear 932oF
20 -8.0 20.0 0458 Second Stripe from rear 1100o F
19* -11.5 23.5 0508 Third Stripe from rear1300OF
21 -11.5 23,5 0514 First Stripe to Front 1450oF
24 -11.5 23.5 0524
ZZ Vr:r, Var. 0538 Variable Wedge Run 1
23 Var. Var. 0550 Variable Wedge Run 1
32 Var. Var, 0559 Variable Wedge Run 1
57 -I1.5 23.5 0612 Sample Failed Before Injection
58 Var. Var. 0644 Variable Wedge Run Z
60 -6.0 18.0 0725 +12 deg - 3 min. Op.
WLMSC-HREC TM D390783
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$ Table 2e
AEDC TUNNEL 'C' ET/TPS MATERIALS TEST RUN LOG FOR 12 FEBRUARY 1975
I	 Contractor: Martin-Marietta	 Test Title: NASA/Martin Insulation
Representatives; Steve Copsey	 Project. V41C-91A
Bill Dean	 'Pest Personnel; R.K. Matthews
Raoul Lopez	 Capt. Harper
Vf
i
t
i
f
I
I
i
k
P
r t
Run/Gp Configuration
Mach
No.
Po(psia)
To
( OF)
a	 I	 6(deg)	 ( deg) Time(CST) Remarks
43 67 10.16 1800 1440 Var. A 2220 Remove Shims
44 62 Var. A 2237
45 68 Var. A 2302
46 64 Var. A 2311
47 66 Var. A 2325
48 61 Vat. A 2333
49 63 Var. C 2345
50 63 Var. C 2350
51 65 Var. B 0042
52 69 -6 18 0053
53 27 -6 18 0106
54 38 Var. A 0113
55 40 Var. A 0120
56 46 Var. A 0130
57 47 Var. A 0138
58 48 Var. A 0147
59 31 Var. B 0157
60 33 Var. B 0207
t^l 42 Var. B 0217
taw 44 Var. B 0223
u3 51 -6 18 0229 Shock Generator on Sample
64 35 -6 18 0237 Vortex Generator on Plate
65 37 -6 18 0744 Vortex Generator on Plate
66 43 Var. A 0253 Vortex Generator on Plate
67 45 Var, A 0303 Vortex Generator on Plate
68 50 Var. A 0316 Vortex Generator on Plate
69 52 Var. A 0322 Vortex Generator on Plate
70 49 Var. B 0329 Vortex Generator on Plate
71 202 Var. A 0339 Vortex Generator on Plate
72 201 Var. A 1350 Unload, Remove Gen. after Gap
73 30 Var. A 0408 +120 a	 on Injection.
74 39 Var. A 0413
75 41 Var. C 0423
76 34 Var. C 0520
77 26 +3 9 0607
78 29 +3 9 0616
79 203 -6 18 0627 Vortex Gen. on Sample
80 36 10.16 1800 1080 -6 18 0795
81 7 10.16 1800 1080 -11 23 0719
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Fig.4 - Typical Pretest Photograph of CPR-421 Foam Panel
with Small Voids or Holes in Surface
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NOTES: 1. Dimensions in inches.
Z. C = Calorimeter Locations.
3. P = Pressure Tap Locations.
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Fig. 13 Calorimeter and Pressure Tap Locations on the Stycast
and Steel Calibration Panels
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AEDC/VKF	 Proj. No. V41C-91A
Group	 Sample tio.^_Wedge Ang1e/l !h am /D P,^(PSIA)/OoTo( oF)l 0
corresponds to 1 inch recession
& MEN.L
Fib. 32 - "Overlay" Photograph. or Double Exposure Superimposing the Tare S::ot Grid Lines
(White Lines) over the Run Grid Lines (Black Lines). (Note distanf:es marked on
right which correspond to 1.0 in. recession.)
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No.	 C TC 1 -26
Matl.	 CPR-421
Thickness	 0.85 in.
Age at Time 61 days
of Test_
Surface
Machined
Coated_
As-Sprayed
	 ^_
O	 = — 7 aeg
q 
CW 
= 4.1 Btu/ft2-sec
PL = 0,25 psi
T = 1.5 psf
	
d	 FIGURE 33
	
b n	 Remarks: Some "popcorning." Not much happened to the panel
due to heating.
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FIGURE 34
Remarks: Missing chunks cf material on right were lost during
or after retraction.
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GROUP	 9
Sample Descri»tion
No.	 CTC1-5
Matl.	 CPR-42f
Thickness -^- 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 25 days
S ir fac e
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
T est Conditions
b	 = 12 deg
q	 = 5.7. Btu^ft2-secCW
PL = 0^4 p si
T = 2.0 psf
T est Time
x,125 sec
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Remarks: Started to streak early in the test but streaks did not
seem to grow as fast as at the higher heating xates.
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GROUP	 28
Sample Description
No.	 CTC1-11
Mati.	 CPR-42 1
Thickness -^- 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 3$ days
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
d	 = 12 cleg
qcW ^ 5.2 Btu^ft2-sec
PL = 0.4 P si
T = 2.0 psf
Test Time
^- 87 sec
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No.	 CTC1-12
Matl.	 CPR-421
Thickness -- Q.85 in'
Age ^^t Time
of Test	 43 days
Sur fac e
Machined	 x
Coat^,d
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
3	 = 12 deb
qcw
^. 5.2 Btu ft2-sec
PL ^: 0.4 p si
T = 2.4 psf
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Remarks: Chunk came out when tunnel doors were opened.
"Popcorned" at knit line.
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Remarks: Panel looked good except for streaks.
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GROUP	 4
Sample Description
No.	 CTG1-1
Matl.	 CPR-42!
Thickness ^ 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 28 days
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Condi^ions
b	 = 1g deg
7.9 Btu/ft2-secqcw
PL = 0^8 psi
T = 3.2 psf
,^ 69 sec
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--	 Sample Description
No.	 CTC 1-2
Matl.	 CPR-421
Thickness ^ 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 28 days
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = 18 deg
q	 = 7.9 Btu/ft2-secCW
PL ^ fl•8 psi
T = 3.2 psf
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Remarks: "Popcorned" right after injection near knit line. Notice
difference in char downstream and upstream of knit line.
GROUP	 6
Sample Description
No,	 CTC1-4
Matl.	 GPR-^ 2 1
Thickness ^- 0.$5 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 29 days
Surfac e
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = 1$ deg
= 7.9 Btu ft? secqcw
pL = 0.8 p si
T = 3.2 psf
TE:st Time
--. ^^ sec
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Sample Description
No.	 CTC1-14
Matl.	 CPR-421
Thickness ^- 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 3$ days
Surface
Machined
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
d	 = 1$ deg
q	 = 7.9 Btu/ftZ-seccw
PL = 0.8 p si
T = 3.2 psf
Test Time
,^ 63 sec
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" ^	 Remarks: Streaks seemed to start from cracks in the char.
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No.	 CTC1-35
Matl.	 CPR- 421
Thicknass ^ ^• 8 ^ ^•
Age :at Tune
of Test	 5" days
^arface
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
d	 = 1S deg
q	 ^ 7.g Stu^ft2-sec
cw
PL = 0•$ Psi
T = 3.2 psf
rest Time
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GROUP	 65
Sample Description
No.	 CTC1-37
Matl.
	
CPR-421
Thickness -^ 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 59 days
Sur fac e
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
d	 ^ 18 deg
7.9 Btu ft2-secqCW	 /
pL = 0.8 p si
T = 3.2 psf
Test Time
^- 85 sec
Remarks: Test run -*rth a 0.25 inch high vortex generator on wedge
leading ease. Streak did not occur right behind the vortex
g ene rato r.
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FIGURE 43
Remarks: Streaks got wider and wider as they proceeded
toward the trailing edge of the panel. Panel
"debonrled" from the alumintim after retraction
from the tunnel in some areas. Panel size =
.^
17 wide x 26 inches long.
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GROUP	 42
Sample Description
Na.	 CTC 1 -60
Matl.	 CPR-421
Thickness ^ 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 7 days
Sur fac e
Machined	 x
Coated
Ae-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = 18 deg
q	 ^ 7.9 Btu^ft2-sec
Cw
p = 0.8 psi	 ^L
T	 =	 3.2 psf
C!2C1
i
Test Time ^
^, 62	 sec C1
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w
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FIGURE 44
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GROUP	 80
Sample Description
No.	 G I'C 1 -3b
Matl,
	
CPR-421
Thickness ^ 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 66 days
Sur fac e
Machined
	
x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = 18 deg
qcw = 7.6 Btu ^ftZ-sec
PL = 0.8 Psi
T = 3.2 psf
r
n
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H
d
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w
w
ti 144 sec
Remarks; This panel was run at To
 = 1500°R, "Popcorned" some at knit
line. Some streaks tried to form. Panel char layer had a
distinctly different color which was a much lighter brown than
the panel run at the 1900°R total temperature.
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GROUP	 63
Sample Description
No.	 CTC1-^1
Matl.	 CPR-421
Thickness ^ 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 59 days
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated x
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
d	 = 18 deg
= 7.9 Btu/EtZ-secqcw
pL = 0.8 psi
T = 3.2 psf
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FIGURE 45
Remarks: Panel burned through to the aluminum very rapidly. Note
some coating remaining near leading edge. Flow direction
is from top to bottom in this photo.
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_ GROUP	 79
,.:. Sample Description
IVo.	 STC 1 -3 (Z0 3^
Matl.	 SLA- 5 6 1s
Thickness	 ^- 0.5 in.
Age at Time
of Test
^_
'^' Surface
^.
Machined
{°` Coated	 x
^^
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FIGURE 47
Remarks: SLA-56i panel with pretest cracks and shock generator
mounted on aluminum and protruding through panel surface.
Panel burned through to aluminum in front of protuberance.
Shock generator protruded about 0.50 inches above SLA surface.
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g	 = 18 deg
= 7.9 Btu/ftZ-secqcw
PL = 0.8 psi
T = 3.2 psf
60 sec
GROUP	 7
Sample Description
^ ^ ^
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No.	 BCT1-1
Matl.	 BX-250
Thickness ^ 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
3	 = 18 deg
qcw = 7.9 Btu/ft2-sec
PL = 0.8 p si
r = 3.Z psf
Test Time
FIGURE 48
^. 37 sec
Remarks; BX-250. Panel receded through to the aluminum backup plate.
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FIGURE 49
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Remarks; Note some remains of Ternpilaq phase change coating stripes
near trailing edge.
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GROUP	 31
Sample Description
No.	 CTC1- 15
Matl.	 CPR-4Z 1
Thickness ti 0.85 m•
Age at Time
of Test	 38 days
Surface
Machined
	
x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
^	 = 20 deg
q	 - 8 •^ Btu^ft2-sec
C W
PL = 1.0 p si
7	 3.5 psi
Test Time
57 sec
r
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FIGURE 50
Remarks: Tempilaq seemed to disappear very quickly. Streaks
were growing without having a preceding crack in
the char layer.
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GROUP	 32
Sample Description
No.	 C TC 1-17
Matl.	 CPR-^21
Thickness ^•- 0. 85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 38 days
Surfac e
Machined	 x
Caated
As-Sprayed
'V est Conditions
d	 = 20 deg
q	 = 8.7 Btu/ft2-sec
cw
pL = 1.O l
.si
T = 3.5 psf
36 sec
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FIGURE 51
GROUP	 33
Remarks: Some chunks or "popcorn" came out at knit line before
injection.
Sam ple DescriAtion
No.	 CTC1-20
Matl,	 CPR - 421
Thickness ^- 0.85 in.
Age at Tim e
of Test	 43 days
Surface
Machined
	
x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = 20 deg
q	 = 8.7 Btu/ft2-sec
cw
pL
	1.0 psi
r = 3.5 psf
^- 39 sec
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GROUP	 8
Samp le Description
No.	 CTC1-3
Matl.	 CPR--IZ 1
Thickness ^ 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 16 days
Sur fac e
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayer:
Test Conditions
	
^ ^	 ^. ^'^
	
d	 ^ :_. , NC FAGS'
	
r-+ ^	 ^	 1`lCbF^- ^cTC!-3
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ro^
	
^ ^	 Remarks: Last most of char on retraction.
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-;^	 qcw = 10 Btu^ft2-sec
pL = 1.25 psi
r
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GROUP	 36
Sample Description
No.	 CTC^1-Z4
Matz.	 CPR-421
r	 ' 1^	 Thickness 
^ 0• ^' ^•
^	 ^	 ? '^^	 ^	 Age at Time
m	 ^'^^	 ^	 ^^.	 of Test	 43 daysm
n
^	 C	 ^	 ,{^ ^ .,	 •,	 Sur fa ce
^1 	 ^	 e
^	 '	 ,.•
	 ^	 ^ ^^"^	 4'	 ^	 Machined	 x
r'	 ^ - - 3- j ^^^	 ^^ ^	 ^	 7
r	 ,r ^	 Coatedrn
^	 ^	 1	
^t
+^+	 ^%	 As-Sprayedn
^f;
._,	 ,
S	 Test Conditions
^^^	 ^^	 ^ b	 -Z3.5deg
^	 q	 Btu / ft -seccw
n	 -	 P	 - 1^  25psi
rn	 L
z T ^ 4.0 psf
FIGURE 5a
... 3 0 s e c
Remarks: Nate difference in appearance in panel char in front of and
laehind knst line.
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iGURE 54
Remarks: Used Tempilaq strips on rear of model to try to determine
surface temperature.
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GROUP	 34
Sam ple Description
No.	 CTC1-19
Matl.	 CPR-4Z 1
Thickness ^- 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 38 days
surface
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = 23.5 deg
q	 = 10 Btu^ft2-sec
cw
PL = 1.25 psi
	
r
T = 4.0 psf	 C7
Test Time	 x
^^ 2 2 sec	 C7
d
w
0
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FIGURE 55
Remarks: Foam receded very rapidly over entire surface rather
than streaking. Thin layer of foam was left at end of
^,	 run but delaminated and blew away and left the bare
^	 aluminum on retraction or while in tank before tunnel
'a ^	 doors were closed.
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GROUP	 11
Sample Description
No.	 C T C 1 -6
Matl.	 CPR-421
Thickness ^- 0.85 in.
^-'_ o e at Time
of Test	 25 days
Surface
Machine?	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Te st Conditions
g	 = 38 deg
q	 = 16T Btu/ft2-secCW
PL = 2_^ si
T	 = 4. 5 psi C1
Test Time ^
-^ 10	 sec C7
H
d
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Sam ple Description
No.	 CTC I -22
Matl.	 GPR-421
Thickness ^- 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 38 days
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = Traj. 1
Qcw = Btu ft2-sec
PL = _psi
T =
	 psf
^- 137 sec
FIGURE 56
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GROUP	 37
Remarks: These streaks went almost through to the aluminum. {Note
one human shoeprint on upper left corner.)
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Sam p le Description
No.	 CTC 1-Z3
Matl.	 CPP.- 4Z 1
Thickness ^- 0.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 38 days
Surfac e
Machined
	
x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = Traj. 1
Btu ftZ-secQcw =
PL - _psi
	
T =	 psf
^- lU5 secFIGL 1tE 57
R_ema.rks: Streaks went almost through to the aluminum. Would
possibly have receded all the way through to the aluminum
except for the "rind" or higher density foam layer adjacent
to the aluminum.
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Remarks: The knit line did not seem to retard the streaks at all,
,^
	 but Panel did look better than CTC1-23 after the test.
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GROUP	 39
Sarr^pie Description
No.	 CTG 1-32
iviatl.	 CPR-4Z1
Thickness ^ a.85 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 43 days
Surfac e
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed_
Test Conditions
g	 = Traj. i
q -	 Btu^ft^-seccw -
PL = _psi
	
T =
	 gsf
-^ 105 sec
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GROUP	 41
Samule Description
No.	 CTC1 -58
Matl.	 CPR-421
Thickness ^ 1.6 5 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 10 days
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = Traj. 2
Btu ft2-secqcw =
PL ^	 p si
T =
Test Time
-r 337 sec
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FIGURE 59
Remarks: Foam came off in large chuncks —all the way through
to the aluminum in some cases.
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Flow Direction
r'IGL'RE 60
Remarks: Net sprayed panel. Note glossy char near leading edge.
Char looked much blacker and stronger during the test
than the machined panel char. For pretest photo, See
Fig. 5.
	
GROUP	 44
Sample Description
No.	 CTC 1-62
Matl.
	
CPR-421
Thickness ^- 1.65 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 11 days
Sur fac e
Machined
Coated
As-Sprayed
	
x
Test Conditions
d	 = Traj. A
q	 =	 Btu^ft2-secCW
PL = _p si
	
T =	 psf
-	 Test Time
.., 104 sec
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^terna^ks; Panel was machined and c^^atPd and had knit lines. Note
that some of coating still remains.
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Sa:riple Description
No.	 GTC 1-68
Matl.	 CPR-42I
Thickness ^ 1.57 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 6 days
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated
	
x
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
b	 = Traj. A
qcw -
Btu ft2-sec
PL = _psi
	
T ^
	 psf
Test Time
.^. i 04 sec
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GROUP	 4b
FIGURE b2
Remarks: Coating seemed to protect the foam in beginning of test.
Seemed to have a heavy, black protective char during test.
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Sample Description
lvo.	 cTCI-b^
Matl.	 CPR-4Z1
Thickness ^• 1.55 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 11 days __
Sur fac e
?viachined
Coated	 ^
^.	 As-Sprayed?
Test Conditions
g	 = Traj. A
Btu/ft^-secqcw -
pL
 ^ ^^si
T =
Test Time
-.. 105 sec
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	GROUP	 47
Sam le Description
No.	 CTC1 -66
Matl.	 CPR-4z1
Thickness ^- 1.55
Age at Time
of Test	 I1 days
Sur fac e
Machined
Coated	 x
As-Sprayed x
Test Conditions
g	 = Traj. A
qcw - .._ Btu ft2-sec
PL ^ p si
	
'r =	 psf
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FIGURE 63
Remarks: Panel was looking good during test until large plug blew out of center. Failure was
apparently due to k^uildup of pressure under panel — possibly due to heat-up of wedge
fixture under aluminum panel. ;Note: The foam panel was sprayed on another surface
then removed and bonded to this aluminum plate. This was necessary to come out
with about the right total panel tlickness because the as-sprayed thickness is not
accurately controllable. f
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GROUP	 5"1
Sample Description
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FIGURE 64
Remarks: Panel had pretest cracks through the entire thickness of the
foam. Streak in the middle followed the pretest crack. Note
that some coating still remains on the panel surface near the
leading edge.
No.	 CTC1^47
Matl.	 CPR-4Z1
Thickness ^ 0.95 in.
Age at Time
of Test	 59 days
Surface
Machined	 x
Coated
	
x
As-Sprayed
Test Conditions
3	 = Traj. A
4	 =	 Btu^ft2-seccw
PL - ^^si
T =
	 psf
^. 1 U4 sec
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Sample Description
No.	 CTC1-52
.^	 ^` ^^ ,	 y	 ^^ ^	 " ^,^	 CPR -421,£	
^	 ^	 Matl.
. ,t	 g	 ^ };	 ^s!	 ^,	
^^,	
Thickness ^ 0.85 in.
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FIGURE 66	
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Remarks: Test run with 5 /8 inch vortex generator on wedge leading edge.
Streaked some behind vortex generator. Some coating remained
on panel near leading edge after the test,
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	^	 Remarks: Very little change in panel appearance during test. Pretest
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FIGURE 68
Remarks: Panel looked good after tes±. Had a glossy black, strong
looking char layer thzt held up well.
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Remarks: Panel did not burn all the way through! !
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Fig. 87 -Tunnel 'C' Sting Adaptor Sections Showing Contamination
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Appendix I
McCutcheon, W.A., "Stress Analysis of Gas Generator Combustion
Chamber Body and Throat," LMSC-HREC TN D390948, Lockheed
Missiles &Space Company, Huntsville, Ala., 10 September 1975.
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^:C	 TECHNICAL NOTE Appendix I
LOC/C".I^,IEL^^
Huntsville Research ^ Engineering Center
	^ ^ 	 Contract NA58-25564	 Date 4-25-75	 Doc. LMSC-HREC TN D340y48
Title: STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE GAS GENERATOR GOMBU5TIOIv CHAMBER
	
i^	 BODY AND THROAT
A finite element stress analysis was performed on the subject structure
using the LMSC SAP-IV structural analysis program. The purpose of this
study was to determine if sli^^page or yielding will occur at the inter-
face of the steel and copper sections of the chamber.
	
^,^	 Page one of the attachment is a general view of the structure analyzed.
	
`-	 Thermal Loads were applied to the structure as shown on page two of the
	
I^	
attachment.
	
U	 Page three	 of they attachment presentSthe modeled structure and
the locations of the connecting belts which tie the steel and copper sec-
tions together. Compressive fords E^^ere applied to the structure at each
	
^^	 bolt location based upon a 350 in-1h torque value for each bolt.
	
;_^	 The structure ^+^as idealized using "brick" elements. Stress values at the
	
j	 centroid of each element were obtained as well as the stress values at the
	
l-^	 interface plane.
	
^
^	
The highest stresses found in the structure indicate s. margin of safety
	
,	 greater than 10 for the steel section, and greater than 7 for the copper
section.
	^^	 Also, no slippage should oc:^ur at the interface. The normal forces incurred
	
L'	 by the torqued bolts are sufficient to overcome the shear forces due to
temperature loading.
^^	 ^^
E. L. Bernstein
^ ^„ /,
^^^^^^^^
W. A. McCutcheon
Approved:
	
r{	^
B. Hobson Shirley, Supervisor
-_	 Engineering Sciences Section
Attach: pp. 2 and 3.
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Appendix J
McCutcheon, W. A., "Revised Stress Analysis of the Gas Generator Com-
bustion Chamber," LMSC-HREC TN D390949, Lockheed Missiles &Space
Company, Huntsville, Ala., Z5 September 1975.
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LOCK^EEO
Huntsville Research ^ Engineering Center
Contract NAS^i-25569	 Date 9-25-76	 Doc. LMSC-HR EC TN D390949
Title: REVISED STRESS ANALYSES OF THE GAS GENERATOR COMBUSTION CHAMBER
..
u	 r
The subject analysis was accomplished using the revised torque loads
{200 in-lb) on the connecting bolts.
Page one of the attaciunent shows the relative deformations which occur
using the temperature loads of the previous analysis.
Page tw.o shows the copper/steel interface plane, and the values of
shear/normal stress along the plane. Based upon a friction coefficient
of 0.36, the graph shows slippage will occur between the copper and
steel faces.
^	 ^ 
//
^^C ^ ^s ^ .
w. A. McCutcheon
Approved:
^•
B. Hobson Shirley, Supervisor
Engineering Sciences Section
Attach: pp. 1 and 2
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Appendix K
Ratliff, A. W., "Analysis of Low Enthalpy Hot Gas Facility (LEHGF) Igni-
,
tion Sequence," LMSC-HREC TN D496575, Lockheed Missiles &Space
Company, Huntsville, Ala., October 1975.
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Table 1
REACTION MECHANISM
Reaction Considered
Constants Jsed in Rate
Constant Equation''`
(A)	 (N) (B)
OH +H	 - _+M 1 +^' =HBO +M 1 6. 1 -26! c • 0
O +H +M 1 =UH +M1 2.0 -32
O +O +M1 =UZ +M1 3.F3 -30 1.0 -340•
H +H +M2 =H2 +M2 2.8 -30 1.0
OH +H =H2 +O 1.4 -14 1.0 -7000.
OH +O =H +02 4.O -11
OH +H2 =H2O +H 1 • ^? - 17 -2.0 --2900 •
OH +OH =H2O +O 1.0 -11
-1100•
H +02 +M14 =HU2 +M14 6.7 -33 5ti0•
HOc +H =H2 +02 4.2 -11
--700•
ri:%^ +^i =UH +OH 4.2 - 1 0 -1900 •
H02 +U =UH +02 8.0 -11 --1000•
H02 +OH =HZO^ +02 8.3 -11 -1000.
::0^ +H2 =H2O +OH 1.2 -12 -18700•
H2 +OZ =^!-I +OH 2.8 -1 1 -^-48200 •
r
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^ippendix K
LC CKHE/E^
H un ts^rille Research ^ Engineering Center
Cdrl trQCt NASB-25569
	
Date October 1975 Doc. LMSC-HREC TN D4965 75
^.
Title: ANALYSI5` OF LOW ENTHALPY HOT GAS FACILITY (LEHGF) IGNITION SEQUENCE
(
IJ
	
Analysis of the Low Enthalpy Hot Gas Facility (LEHGF) ignition sequence was
recently conducted utilizing the mixing finite rate reaction capability of the
LAMP code. The kinetic mechanism includes both ignition and quenching re-
actions (Table 1) since the main concern was whether or not the ignition could
be sustained in the presence of large air flow rates,
mThoenes, J., A. J. McDanai. A. W. Ratliff and S. D. Smith, "Laser and Mixing
Program (LAMP} Theory and User's Guide," Lockheed Missiles &Space
	 '^`^
Company, Huntsville, Ala., June 1974.
i'	 fcYcArrhenius form of rate constant, k = AT -N
 exp (B^RT)
	 .^:
The Ms represent the catalytic or nonreacting species.
i.	 R
,,j}
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The analysis was carried out in a steady state mode using the nominal run
conditions as follows:
Pc	= I00 psia	 pPGH = 10 psia
2
O^F ~ 150	
mair	 24• b lb^s ec
	
Pair - 35 psia	 mGH = 0.195 lb^secZ
The problem was formulated based on Fig, 1 which presents the general
LEHGF configuration, An ignition source (J-2yigniter} was simulated by
assuming the localized combustion products and properties about the source
to be in equilibrium. The finite rate-mixing analysis was initialized and the
combustion was then controlled by the relative effects of mixing rates and the
kinetic mechanism. The mixing rates were defined by the turbulent kinetic
energy model (T KE} which is based upon experimental measuremer_ts.
The results of this analysis indicate that with the continuous ` ignition source
^	 providing an initialization of the finite rate calculation, the LEHGF system
^_^
does indeed ignite and burn successfully utilizing the nominal operating con-
	
'^`^	 ditions listed above. As shown on Fig. 1, the flame starts on the sides where
the ig^:•.ters are located and proceeds to the combustor centerline approximately
six inches downstream of the injector face. These results are somewhat con-
eservative since the flame front will likely propagate even more rapidly than
	
?	 indicated by this analysis.
i^%^	 ^
	
v	 Ala W . Ratliff
Advanced Technology Systems Section
	
^_,	 A roved:
•John	 Benefield, S ervis z•
	
^^	 Advanced Technology Systems Section
	
"'	 Attach; Fig. 1
if the igniters are not operated continuously, the flame is quickly
extinguished due to the quenching reactions.
2
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Injector Face	 Carn,buetor	 Nozzle
2.5'+	 Flow
Side View Throat Section
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Top View
Fig. 1 - LEHCFF injector/Combu stor Configuration
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Appendix L
McCutcheon, W.A., "Stress Analysis of Gas Generator Throat with Re-
wised Temperature Grid and Internal Pressure Loads," Lockheed
Missiles &Space Company, Huntsvill:., Ala., 17 November 1975,
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Appendix LTECHNICAL NOTE
Lt'^C^'CHFE^
Huntsville Research &Engineering Center
Contra [t NASB-25569	 Date 11 -17-75	 pp^,	 LMSC-HREC TN D496707
STRESS ANALYSIS OF GAS GENERATOR THROAT WITI^i REVISED
Title: TEMPERATURE GRID AND INTERNAL PRESSURE LOADS
^^
'"	 The as enerator throat stress anal sis was accomplished using the SAP-IVg	 ^J	 Y
structural analysis program. Results indicate that stresses will not ex-
Geed the yield values of the materials.
At the interface of the steel and copper structural components, particular
attention was given to assessing the possibility of "slippage" occurring
due to the different material properties and temperature disparities pre-
sent. Reduction of stress data at the interface indicates "slippage" should
^^	 not occur during the hot phase, but after cooling the structure should be
examined and the connective bolts retorqued if required.
Internal structural deformations were examined as a possible source of flow
^l	 distortion in the throat section. Cross sectional areas were calculated
i_^	 for the deformed structure at three planes as indicated on the attached
figure, and compared with the unstressed structures' cross Sectional areas.
I^	 The area of the plane bounded by:
ABCD	 Increases	 0.7$
^	 EF'GH	 Decreases	 0.5^1
^-	 IJKL	 Increases	 0.6^.
i`
W. A. McCutcheon
^^	 Approved:
i '
-^	 D, Hobson Shirley, Supervisor
Engineering Sciences Section
^^	 Attach: p.2
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Appendix M
t
Dean, W. G., "Quality Assurance and Inspection of Work Accompl;,shed
in the Design^Fabrication of the Modification of the NASA-MSFC Hot
Gas Test Facility," LMSC-HREC TM D496686, Lockheed Missiles &
Space Company, Huntsville, Ala., January 1976.
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Appendix M
LOC/^H^ED
	
^^	 Huntsville Research 8^ Engineering Center ,
{ ^COntroct NA S8-25569
	
Date 14 January 1976D^[. LMSC-HREC TN D496686
^^	 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND INSPECTION OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED IN THE
Title: DESIGN/FABRICATION OF THE MODIFICATION OF THE NASA-MSFC HOT
	
i	 GAS TEST FACILITY
	
^^	 SUMMAR Y
This report documents the quality assurance and inspc;.:: gin efforts performed
under Contract NASB-25569 "Design and Develop the Modifications of the MSFC
Hot Gas Test Chamber" by Lockheed-Huntsville for NASA-MSFC. The NASA
CORs for this Contract were Dr. K.E. McCoy, S&E, EP 44, and Mr. R.N. Stone,
S&E, ET 18.
The method used to document these efforts is generally to present copies
	
4 
I	 of tiie various original documents executed during the contract for c;aality
	
U	 assurance and inspection, receiving, shipping, etc., purposes. This method
	
r-,	 was suggested by NASA-MSFC quality assurance r p rsonnel responsible for
	
{U^	 monitoring these efforts by Lockheed as being sufficient docu::cntation for
	
^	 their requirements.
These copies are attached as separate sections as follows:
i
t
Section 1: Welding/Fabrication Subcontracted Efforts
	
^,_;	 • Subcontractor's "Quality Sensitive Hardware Capability Survey"
statement for NASA-MSFC on Form DD-1232.
	
^^	 • Subcontractor's packaging/shipping form, showing inspection,
	
'^'	 welder, welding filler rod, certifications, and drawing number
references which call out NASA-MSFC Welding Spec MSFC.-1 35,
	
^^	 and Lockheed receiving/acceptance signature.
• Subcontractor's material certification copies (for nozzle, test
section, and support stand materials).
I	 r
^,
...,
_,	 >:.	 .:^
U
LMSC - HREC TN D496686
	
^ ^	 Section 2: LMSC Minimum Quality Control Specification
	
.'	 Section 3: Cryopanel Subcontractor's Efforts
• Cover letter
	
? ^	 • ASME Form U-lA, (pressure vessel test report)
E`l
• Shop inspection certification form
	
^sJ	 o ASME compliance certification form
	
`^	 • Shop bill of materials
• Raw material certification
^^
	
{^
	 Section 4: Throat Section Material Certification
F
Section 5: Silicone C^-Ring Material Certification
3
I
Section 6: Dur*_^my Calibration Panel Materials Certification
^^
	^-^^	 Section 7: Air Manifold^Tubes Material Certification
.-^
	t	 Section 8: Subcontracted Manifold Vtijelding Certification
	
j, ;	 Section 9: Lockheed Project Engineer's Statement of Compliance with
Drawings
	
{	 .
	
^^-^	 Section 10: Calibration Panei Material Certification
r
Section 1 I : NASA-MSFC Acceptance Form, with Return of Goy-Prnment
	
-	 Supplied Hardware
^^
^.
#^
F
f
i
t
1	 Z
I
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Section 12: Lockheed Shipping Notice^Loaning Windows to NASA
Proof Tests: All proof tests and their resu]ts are documented in the following
report: Dean, W. G„ "Mod if ication^Fabrication of the NASA-
MSFC Low Enthalpy Hot Gas Test Facility," LMSC-HREC TM
D496690, January 1976.
W.G. Dean, Project Engineer,
Hot Gas Facility Modification Project
App owed
1;.A. W	 an,
Develop ent Labs^Quality Assurance
B.H. Shirley, Supervisor
Engineering Sciences Section
Attach:(1) Statement of Compliance
j2) pp, 5 througi^ 30
J
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	 Lacey's Spz•i.ng, AI. 35754
^JCSLCT: Cattalit;ir
 Sanaitiv;; ?^:,rdware Capability Survey'. •
11
This sarvea t.^a r^sri"rx^::^d ,r► ug 2b 1575 '+^-thr t e assi9tsrc^; of 1^^. Robert Rica:er,
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'	 Q'L1^'^LI7.'Y E1S^;i31:^S.I\C:1:: 3^l:.QUI}tT?^li.:'^^^ °^) ^^^
I'aR IaNGll r^k:Ll^li^1G l^iS1^;r^.I:C:11 ^^ 7^7:^\rL•;1^U1'_^1LI`''F I'I:C)GI::'!.^f^
u
L?^,1SC ^2<l.^'t^^tUM ^)UAL^`^'Y C01^7'FZOI.. ^:1^'LClFIG^1.Z'IOi^i
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w
sca^^ra
Z'1•►i.s specification is the. mir^a.rnurn qut lit}= control xcquire*zzeiit far alI harcl•:aRtre
prac^ucc:sl by ?.^^fSC, e^:cePt shop, labors.tor}r , • oz tcst aids produce^^ uticler
• ^:esc^^,xclz ^i.^^d de;►el.op mental pral;xaxns ^vllici2 ha.^• e ^x0 Clireefi efLe..t on pr ogram
gestalts ar ciistonzez^ xequxxenlents. 	 . .
5ir:cc Iiractie^elijr alI encl-i#:en^ a:^cl samo nozx-end- i.tem haxcl^vaxe procltt.ctinn i^
govcrt^^:cl b.y speciiicatir^ns con4racttrally imposed b}^ the custrmex-, this speci-
fieatinz^ is do ;igtxe^l priz-z3ariiy to cac^er lirnited pxo:luction, • research anti
devclar;,nent, a^1cL Can^pany-spon.sare.cl hard^vaEe pxograr^^s.
A.PPLICAIIL'ITY
This spccificatian is applicable to program hartt:vare prc^duce^ ui^.tler tl.es^
COI7(iltigll ^ ;	 "
a^ ^'rrheit txo ether clua^it}f central spcci^icatiota is invoked by= a contx-ac^.
b ♦ 	 ^^^hr .^ T 4l.:Y Lli ii ivr V^ cQt^^ + tA.CL • Ll:^^^.14.+^LV ^rV^ G^.i ^+ ^ '^ il a^! J{.2. 1T^J tii14 `11G.^IL Lli \. ^J?Y}.^J ^v
ivli.x,.ixnuxrx Qualify C;oni:rai Speciticat:ion. 	 -
c. C)t^ I:..ocl:lYeed- fcn3ed grabxa.n^s where #here is na Ca32tr2ct ^^,ith a. cuFto~ner.
U13JFC TIVL -.	 ^	 -
Qtaa^.#y attd x^:liabiLty shall be ^,ajor consid.erati,aus i^x the fabricatin:z of all I.,}:iSG
harcl^,^^are. T'he ebjectiv^ ay this spaCii±cata.ozx zs to establish a discii^?ina lag
quat;.^^}.and reliabi lity, consistent with the stave of hard^va^re dAv^lop:-ne_=^t ; ^tv}'sic:'rx
vii l l:
a. l^.ssuxe rxir:eting cantraet z• equ3rements and. the atijectives at L1^iJC progru:;xs.
h,• Facilitate orc;ez• ly and Econr^inicat transition to tltc next pszasQ of hardtvax•E.
developir^ent ow ` praductian,	 •
^ ^.
.,
^.	 ^
e. Provide the fre^:dorn ai action. necGssar}= for the tii:^el3 prasecxEt.n:^ of
•
	
	 resew; ch ar_d de:^welapix:cnt • cf£oxt and LimelS and. ecot±o:rti.cal zabri.c^.iian tsf
. hard,=fa^- ^.
^.	 Gt^tI7CI.,X^ES F't7i: US^^	 .
R^ :	
^ ::•
^^+ •. I
	
Tti:^ spccifi.cat:o^^. cati-fMrs ^ bro^t^a spcc^.ruxtz of harci^vari: proc?ucton as^d it.. 	 _	 = r ^'
	
-#^	 ^	 pI01":;;3UI1S s^::Il1]e appl^F^d anEl 7.:ltex pxet^:cl ^Lid7C2.^1ttS11,'^ LTr3.L^i Cl l.te: L;a1151L1cvs%^?C1i1	 i	 ^,z	 ^'
to Ls^c sta gy :; of haxd^^:are e?ot►elapr:rcr^t ant it-►±^.nc'.ECI use: o^lhcharcl=::are it^^:l^.	 ^ ^
	
^^	 ,...t
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'^U!'lLl'.E'Y ASSUl^1^3 T` C:1^' lti^Uli.L^4iL: ►
I'Uit rNC;t;^^:I;RXNG I;L'':al::_ZI:^:I^] FJ 1)L:1'l:;^J^Cl:^i411:.:;V'1' ^^I'iUCi)i^^^•IS
^.^IviSC IvIIN11^tUI+/l ^^U^1..L^TY C;O y 'J.'1t41, S^;^I^GI],lC.^.7.'IC^N
	
1	 (cazxt'cl y
.A.dccltt^^Ce cezYSi.d::x• atic^n
 
slxouid i^c gzvcn tc► tlxc pass^bi.lil:y that t'.evclop^z^zxt
harclw^^re zi}ay be t35e^t for. purposes 1,c}^oncl the oxiainal intent. For exarcaple;
cZrvcslopzz^zeiit uzxit may - become pr.o4otpi;e units ax-^d f,r gtot}`Pe units may z^Exco_^x;e
qualificat'ioi^, test u:^its..
	
5.	 F.1 ^U1E^ E?v^ENTS	 .
__...
	
5. l	 loct?z-nezYt^:ti on 	.
a. ^rawin^s, sketc7nes, sl^^cificatia_zs, t4st proccelures, atul^ar plalxnizz^
	
.	 docuxz3ezxts ttsec? to establish acceptance cri.tezia, fabr%ra,te, at^^d'tn ;est
shall be coz;.Lroll.ecl to tree tle^rce necessary to perixzit the +.texrz to oe
xepxodttced.	 .
b. Docux7xents nnay be rylar^:ed up and altered duritx^ fahricatior. ar testing,
as ^tztho^i^ed 1Jy t'^.e p^oba• ^.xxt z^xanz^er oz: rospai?;:ibze en^ir^.ee:rir.^ at=tnorit^,
btti xrzttst be sufficzexitly clear ^.txd icgibte that hardtivare caxx Ue reprGLt:ccc"s
fror:. t.1;c alLern.1 dact^=_rxexstat;^oti.
	
-
c. Proaranx maz:a^ers 'shall establish a perzrzar^en+ pxG^raxxl recorel wkzich :iii
aozxtaizi ar facilitate location of hard.: •are tabrica{zUZ,., t.ese arxd iz^s{sc<<:s c^r^
docuYnezztation su+_fic.ie;zt for fulfil;lzx► ent• os thy: Gox.npany oojectit^es.
	
•	 d. A zecorcl ox siq>Zificant evezxts af£ectin.e the, gt?a:ity e^ p^• ograzYZ har^.i*part
will bE kept in ezxou^h detail so that at progrzxxz coirzptr:ti.on a s,zmrrza.z:;^ of
I
	 the pragrarn call be rrzade.	 .
e. Test resalts will be recorded in a permanent t; rpe notebook or siraLlr
docurizerzt ^t•hiclx can tse i:dertified to tixe hardwa-re tested aEto' retain?c'. a5
part of the perxxsanerxt program recc^xds estaUlished bY^ tlxe proorarzz z^^azuti;er,
I}a9:e of test ^.nd pextinent candi.ti.an; inllt"e:ncir,^ test r^:sults tix-il! be rcc^:r^?wd.
^^^'	 f.	 ins ec4:ioza xesttlts and ^.xia eetioxy ^di.sc;^ au.c^.es will be. xeca_ded asP	 P	 P
establaslx^rl by ^:he Pxobrarn Quali#;y Plan and rctainrd-x the same ^^z^zx^,r
as test results.
^^
^._
^.
General }'lroskxnanslli,p
a. ^ttali.ty of General `^torkxn«nsl-zp shall. ^e o1 a caliber that will r,F. ►lzer
jeopartli.ze tltc ti5cfuln^ss of the h^^rd;;^^tx•e nor cox^:prozmise the L_'.^iSG
r^pzatatio:t for gtta:lity hG:rc^c•are.
`	 :...-	 i
.-
^1_TAI.,i"^Y,,fLSa).1k211Nr'	 r^l'^^UJ.P ^'^^	 1R•	 ^^^'^ ^:.^
	
,,..^:i: :r^.,.-
- a.^Ux r^^c^.^L^;^.^a.r.^ iZI^;5E:1}:C:I^1 ^ Iarv^^Lt?^.'7,^It1^l T ^,".^GC:^I'u^.R^lS
X^h/tSC^ IS^i^i^I^h'IU^ ^U?11^TY C^i^^`1^GJ„^^'^^C^I^^aCE1'^:tC)ti3
^.2
^^
G4nexaL ^:^T ar^;in^.ensl:i^ (carztii:i ed}
_ _,
b.	 ^'iz^: oi^;^ni7ztiun as^xgt+ed iti:;pec^t^^:an ^:espo?iSihilis^t by 2iir pr^arxZZZ,
^ { quell`}t ,^ Latz shall dctcrmiite i^'tc iizwpcc#ion at?c#1.aar^laGy an.cl pLrfo_..
i„-,^ i:ns^EC^. an anri tcsE ^unciiar. , as nc?c^cssary to ensure COITl}^il^t[1CC \VYiSi
tihc reclt^ircn^ents of 5.2, s:, above.
4
5.3 RCC eivi^l!; 3.?isl^ecLion	 .
^.
-	
..
^Ll.l sti^con^^actcd^ax ^.urchased n^atcriai sli^ll be insZx cted t;pazi xe ctip: xox count,
ir3:entifica^ia;i, 	 and- ^ar_-,age, 2rzd zrx adciiti.c ► .•z shall be stzbjectucl to ins^sectiar_ an.^.
test au xcgttzed for.ver.ifzc^.ii.an o^ cozzzpl.^i^.nce ^vi.th other a.^.:• ceptance cxiyeria
as d^fiized liy the su.hcantract or	 order.puxci?^.s^:i^
5,^ Equir.,tzzc rti_for l^ard^.vare Insf ec#i on_a^r_d Test
.	
.
Inspr.c4aait and t:,st egtzipz:zent crnplo}-ec3. fio dete^. • nzine per. tiliClzt hardt;^axc
cha •rac*.e:ristics siz^attid ^,e cal:^.bxa.ed a_ ixequf:i?tLy a: necessary to asstzr4
^; xequired ae4tzrzc}^,
	
The calibration should oe alai-zzst n^e2st?rement stn:^c^^z•cis
_ txae^-:atb1F: tc^ ^l?zz rational E3ureatz of Stan.rlaxds, e^:cei^t vrizere the st^:t•e--a^-:h^-art
`
^^.
^13'aC:itiC't^$ CG 3z^pI].ar_ce.
5,5
-	 -
Non^Gazuorznizz; Riaterza.l
^^ Sub"ect to cortxacttta.L L^mitati G:15 rzzd the CoQnizaut L^ivisia^l' s 	xOG^'C11^i ::S 	 w'-eJ	 b	 P	 ,
^xo4xan^ rnanagcr ax nis^ desiUnee ^a . g zt^^.^.t^e-ar alter rec#uix::z^ents 2s necessary
.3 zcea^zzpLish probxa.zn objectives:
	
Ph}^sica.l acid futzetianal character-is'. •ics at lri^
com ^lei:4cl }taxdtivare vrhicl-Li	 ^	 do not rzeet the xeauiremenfs a^ t_hc•. dacunletzta.:ion s^^e.iL
^ ^
be r:corded and dispos^.tio:-.ed in, accox^.arzce tvith Divi.sionai prc,cetzutes .
^	 ^	 .
i '"`6.
	 F'IN.^.L P,T3Y-OFF Aide ilEa..TVE^Y
	 -
t.
}	 G, ]: ^	 Aite,: ail a^.spec^or: and tests are corr^pleted; the. ap .pxanriate nzan^tgerf5 }
^	 ar designere(;;^, in accorda:ace w7.th P^•^ i^ianal pre^;ed.tr^•s,: sh^^.l1 k^e the ^ina.l
':^
	
	
azatlzoxity as to ^.1=er^Z^x t?:^.har.d^.cr2.re meets the design :equixerz^nts aizd
o^j •=r_tivcs of the pr^ararFZ a:nd is reariy far deiivexy to tine cttstoanex.-
,:
.^
^l ^l.
^^	 _	 li I^S.,^ci:^.G.I^rrey ,, G^;^i^..zan.
LI^^C i-^rodut^^ tll^tc.razice }td^^sor3^ rc^axcl
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^	 ^	 FORM U-9A MAIItUFACTURERS' E}ATA REPORT FOR FRESStJRE VESSEES	 ^` . J
	
(Alternate Farm far Single Cftaml^er, Completely Shop -Fabr'scated Vessels Only] 	 - ; ,
	
'	 A5 €3equired 6y t€te Provisions of the ASME . Cade Rtsles, Set:tiav^ VIIt, Oivis9an 1
^. Manufactured by AEb1N PRODUC^S^ TI^TC. Q$^ DEAN ST^E '^ ^ BROOIi^,YNs N^W XCRK{Name end eddres of manufeeturar 	 ^	 ^_
2. Manufactured for ^^' .its^.^l^^^ ^^  ^^^_._r._. _^ ^^" __	 ^iName and address of purchaser} 	 '
3. Location of Installation	 •	 ^
f^mt a and address)
A. Type	
_	
NA	 Vessel No.	 ^LI..^.._(Horiz., or vert. ta:sic)	
^97^	
{Mfg^s Serial No.}	 {CftN}	 {Drawing No.l 	 ^► ^.:
Yeari3uiit{Nat'l 8rd No. ► 	 k	 '
^^ ^
	
&. The cham )cal and physical propert )es of ail parts meet the requirements of material specifications of the ASME i301LE=R 	 ^ , r
^^	 AND PRESSURE VESSEL CODE. The design, construction, and workmanship conform to ASME Rules, Section VRE. Division
^` ^	 i	 .^ and Addenda to	 .and Cade Case no.	 ,{Year}	 foate)	 ^
^	 Spacial Service per t,IG-'E20{d} 	 {1	
^	 ;.,} ^	 Manufacturers' Partial Data I-ieports properly identified and signed by Cammissfontrd inspectors have keen furnished for
^ ,,;:^,.I I	 the following items of the report:	 -	 -	 --	
-	
^ ._ ,
t"	 {Name of pert, item number, mfgr'a name and identifying stamp) ^	 ^ -..
,	 l	 ry	 4'
•^	 J.^i)
	 tl
6. Shell: Material ^^ ~ ^Q-^ r	 Nominal Thickness ^^^ ^^ in. Corrosion Allowance..._ 	 J ^ fn.	 _- :;;i5pec. No., Grade} 	 ^ p re
Diem. ^^	 ft	 _ in. Length  ft	 in.	 '. ^ ^
^CTR^i~ RFS. WEFT}
	 -7. Seams Lcngitudina, 	 R.T. _—	 _	 _. __ _ Fffirienry . _ ._. 	 5b	 l{Welded, Dbl . 5na1. Lad. Butt! 	 {Spot ar Fui^)	 -
i-!.1'. Temp ^	 __..^_ F Time	 ____.^ Girth	 '{Wetded, Ubi, Sngi, Lap, Bun}
R.T.	 Spot, Partial, or 1=ulf}	 No. of Courses
i.
'I
--	
t
-	
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE i
We certify that the statements made in this report are correct and that ail details of design, material, construction, and
workmanshi of this ve 1 conform to the ASME Code far Pressure Vessels, Section Viii, Divlsion^i.p	 ^
cote ^^: ^^^gned ^^R^ItC^^"w 	by	 t^ .:,,^^.,_ .^^
r -	 fact rer)	 f epresentati^ei	 ^
"U"•Certificate of Authorization Na. _
	 ^	 expires ^_ ^'EBRUARY 28,	 , t9^8	 '^
_	
,
CERTIFICATE OF SHOP iNSPECTiON
DEAN PRODUC^S^ IItiTC. 	 9$5 DEAN S^'REET, BIfLY11i s N.Y. 1].238_Vessel made 6y	 at —.
I, the undersigned, holding ^I'd ^',atxunission Issued 6y the National Soard of Soifer and Pressure Vessel inspectors andlor the
State or Province of 	 ^Vtts^	 and employed by A^,I,^TIAI^E MUToIl'IS.CO .have Inspected the
pressure vessel dasct ,bed in this Manufacturers' Data Report on 	 19	 , and state that,
iu ii^r uaai vi' ^^ty ^^ii^vti ic+:;yn a^^u i.^oiitse` , ilea Lids ): f^ ;atl:ier `k:,.: GuR^:::;:.tBd il:iv ^='^^^4.'C L_..^^1 ?.. ^^C^: ^^.^.^^• .•,'t*h AGnns ^Q^S,
Section VIII, Division 1.
By signing th is certlf)cate neither the Inspector nor his employer makes any warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the
pressure vessel described in the Manufacturers' Data Report. Furthermore, neither the Inspector oar his employer shat} be
Habit: in any manner for any personal injury or property damage or a lass of any kind arising from ar connected with this
inspection:
Date t^s-	 '
Signed ^ ^ •	 ^^^^	 Comrttissions ... 	 l^"^;t 8ourd, State, Province and No.}
y ^	
..
,: -.._
{7!751
	
This form (EUOtt78) maybe abtairied from the Order Dept., ASME, 3+35 E. 47th 5t., New York, N:Y, t0ai 7 	 µ '"
j 	
f 	
4'^2I
-	
^	
1-. ..^_.._:
^.
i^
!1
J
'.	 •.
13.
	
,.	 ,..	 _.
,-	 .	 ,
+	 ^	 a.
	
^^
3 ^^'	 `.,^,;'	 .
fOAM >rl-3A (i3ACKE
i3. Pleads: (a} Material 	 N^^	 [b} Material{Span. Na„ Grade)	 {Spec. Na„ Gruda)
location	 Minimum	 Corrosion	 Grovirrt	 ICnuFkle	 Elliptical
('fop, Bottom, Ends)	 Thickness	 Allowance	 Radius	 Radius	 Ratio
C
ial
{b)	 ^^^-
Conical	 HamispheNcal 	 Flat	 Side io Pressure
Apex Angle	 Radius	 piameter	 {Gornex or Concave
la)	 --	 .
Ib)
If removable. kalts - used (describe other fastenings}	 {NtetarieG Spec. No„ u, stze, No.f
Constructed for max. allowable working pressure ^ psi at max. temp. ^^^ F. Min, temp. (when
less than -^2D F) ^ F. Hynrostatic, pneumatic, or combination test pressure _^^^- _psi.
9. Safety Valve ^ut^ets: Humber	 Size	 _ Location
tD. t^nzz[es:
Purpose	 laiam.	 Nominal	 Reinforcement	 Flaw
(Inlet, t7utiet, p ra'n}	 Number	 or Size	 Type	 11llaterial	 Thickness	 Material	 Attached
11. Inspection openings:
Manholes No. —	 Size	 Location
H2ndh^IPS No. ^	 5ixe	 Locatior,
Thresded ivc.	 Size	 ?.ocation	 .--
12. 5upporas: Skirt	 Lugs	 Lags	 Other(Yes or not	 {Ho.}	 INo.1	 ii]escribe}
..
^^o^`^c^^^ ^^ Tx^,
^^zt^^ ^^ ^s ^oo^
zz
_	 ..	 o, ,. .,
F Wit.
.^.L... ,
^^
^ j ^	 ^	 i^^,
.DEAN PRODUCTS, INC. ^^ I I o` Material far Shop
7E AN,
	 ...
	 ,^. ^^
{ ^ .CUSTOMER : ^	 , I .	 }	 ^,	 OUST. RD. No.
^	 -- .	
-	 -
3 ^^ ^ .^	 '
..
DEANF.D.No,_____r_F _^..___
^`	 DEAN ^/R G.NO.	 •.: •.^^'
^_
PATTERN
No. TYPE MATERIAL GAGE
GUTTING
31ZE
PIECES
	 ^
REQUIRED REMARK5
^^ L_)1 ' ^"7 = '.^ `^.1
	 1, ^ '•^• •'	 '/ .	 ^	 1 ".	 .	 ^/`. t ^ 1 ^`'^ i +^ ,	 -	
_
-^
t ^	
_
7	 t ^
..,
r'	 ,'•1	 ^ ^	 .
^	 ^.
,.
— _
k
L
I
ACCESSORIES PER STANDARD DRAWINGS
n GAGE PIECES ^
MATERIAL or TYPE SIZE R6QD SHOP DWG. NQ. F2EMARKSSCH . No.
1
11 ^_.^ 1i ^^^ ^ ^	 '	 _^	 y,	 ^ ^
^ N
Z l^
^ ►—
,4 4 ^ .. _
.
^^	 1
4 ^.
r
.	 ^	
^
^	 •	 . 	 ^	
.
_.^ ^	 -.	 ^_
' •-	 ---^	 .J
^ s	 ,,	 , ,
,NGLES ^
^
h . s i
	 r i -- ► 	 ^. r	 ^ L_	 ^.	 ; ...' 1 Z	 1	 ^	 ..	 _,
AND
_
.TAB 3
r•r
AND
.	 ^
,,
ACKETS 2 3 r^Y
	
, ^ ^ DATE^ ..
GNKQ 8Y '
• _s_ PG.	 OF__
.	
w
__._ ..
_.. _.
•-	 3^l, ^	 I	 . ,	
-	 ^
,DEAN PRODUCTS, INC. ^^ ^ l of Material far Shop	 DEAN s=.o. ^^. ^._
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^^
FOREWORD
^^
This r-sport preses^ta a review and summery ^# the wor- k
	
^^	 eonducted by Losklieed-Huntsvil4e for NASA-Marshall Space
Flight Center under Contract NAS8-25569, "Design and Develop
^	 _	 ^	 ^ _	 tuber." This work wa.s
	
.- r' 	 the Modification of the Hat Gas Test GYia
begeu^ on 19 September 1975, and the hardware wars delivered
an 17 December 1975.
1.1J
The NASA-MSF`C Contracting Officer's Representatiives
	
:• ^	 for this cdntra.ct wer:.e Dr. K. E. McCoy, 5.&E -Ep44 and Mr.
R. N. Stone, S&E -ET.lB.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
On 17 September 1975 Lockheed -13untsville received a contract from
NASA-MSFC to modify and fabricate a .low-enthalpy hot gas test facility for
testing large thermal protection system ( TPS) panels in support of the External
-- -Tanlc (ET) and Salid Rocket Booster (SRB) TPS development parograms. A pre-
lminary design of this facility had alr-- early been completed under a sepaxatety
funded stuay.
fihro^tghout the design, every effort was made to: { 1) rnni^mze east;
{2) meet the requirernenta of srnulatng the flight environrxxent as cidseiy as
possible.; f3) rise as much existing har-dware as possible from a set of backup
hardware previously fabricated. fox the high enthalpy version of the MSFC Hot
Gas Test Faeitity; and, (4) test large ' (22 x 113 ineh^ panels .
The design requirements and ca^pabl^tes of this 'modified" facility are:
Will run. qn hydrogen^ar, as apposed to hydr-ngen^air or hyd:rogen^
oxygen for the present e:onf.gu.ration
• Wild .run without the stearn ejector system, i. e., it will exhau. st ^q
atmospheric pre-s sure, This w11 greatly reduce operating cost
and complexity
e Will run. large panels (over :113 rr►ehes long and 22 inches wide)
,. „
• Will. xequir^:,n.o wail cao.ing water except for the existing water-
cooled copper combustor section, i.e., non.. e of the new parts
will. be. wrater-cooled
• Will simu^ate the effect of varying q on streaks, i, e, i Do they
stop when they proceed i,^nto a low q region?
• Will srnulai.e local pressure, heating rate, shear and erithe.ipy
near - body point 74.6.5., (.Figures Z, 2 and 3 pxesent plots of these
pararrieters for a comparison with flight vehicle values as listed
in Table l..) The heating rates will be tetrbulent without exang trip
aphe'res.
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Table 1
FLIGHT VEHIC LE VALUES (REF. 1)(55 N. MI. AQA TRAJECTORY AT TIME OF MAX. HEATING = 1._1.0 SEC.)
ExEernal Tank Body Point qcw
{Btu/ftZ ;eec)
PL(Psia)
u5hear
{lbf/ftZ)
Max. Heating Point on
LO^C 'Tank (BP No. 7065) 10.2 2.5 3.2
S:R,B Shriek Iz^npingexnent
Point (BP Na. 7325.} 1.2.4 3.9 4.0
Orbiter 5haek Tsnping.errient
Point {BP No. 7430) 11.9 3.7 4.1
L^+SC -^IREC TM D4g6690
• Will simulate shock impinger^nent effects on ET/TPS {Orbiter/ET
and SRB/ET shock impingement areas)
• Wili simulate- eryogenic backface tennpera #uxe using a cryopanel.
a Tlxe flow#i^eid chemists; will closely simulate Shat of the vehicle
ib flight {air): The earnhustion products fc^r the. design operating
poini are:
„^ons.titueat
	
Mans.. gractian{%}
H2O	 5, 8
NZ	^	 74.9
O^	 17.8
Ar	 1.5
^ The recovery enthalpy for :this rrsodi^fied eharnber is 4Z5 Btu/lb
as compared to 424 Btu/I`b for the flight vehicle at a trajectory
time of I10 sec ands (n.ear the time of maximum #xeating} for tiie
55 n.z'ni., AOA design trajectory,
6
.,. ,:t,^^ _5...,
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?^	 L	 Section 2:;_.
,:- GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILFTY
AND COMPONENT HARDWARE
E
^;,: Figure 4 shows an artist's sketch of the modified facility. This sketch
was taken from the proposal (Ref. 1}, and several design changes were made
..	 since them. However, the basic facility/components are the same. (No photo-
{^^- ^	 gr-aphs are yet available of the completed fac:ilty.} The facility consists of:
. ^^ (1} an injector body; (2} water - cooled copper combustor; ( 3} stainless steel
throat section; (4} .nozzle section; ( 5.) test section or duct; (b} thrust struchtre;
(7} two support stands; (8} tamers mounts and light brackets; (9} eamera^light
^^	 ^	 purge boxes.; (10) one + '`live" cai^bration panel; (1l} three''du^x^:y" calibration
a'L.;	 panels; ( 12} four cooling-water manifolds; ( 13'} a stainless steel eryopanel to
^^^	 provide a .cold: ET tank wall panel substretcture simulation.; (:14} tVt►o angular
^ ^	 ^
^	 ..^	 seals inside th:e bottom: of the duct where the foam panels mate with the g i.d.e-
^-	 wa;.ls; and, (15j two "tai^lgate ' ^ seals.
^	 ..
Ea.c^h of these components is described in. th.e following sectigns. Final
t	 dr-awi^ngs of all eorrnponents have- been delivered tt► NASA with the hardware.
The injector body and combustor are .riaociified existing hardware.. Ali other
^	 components ar--e n.ew.
2.1 INJEC'T^R BODY
T'he. in .jeet.ar wa► s modified as follows:
^^	 The ' ' Rig^irxxesh" injector face was re-moved and a. new face of 304
stainle .sa was made with. the :same burning hole locations but with
additional .rows of air 'bleed'' holes to allow a large increase in
the air flow rate. Also m:ew six rn^ani-folds a.nd manifold feedline
pipes were ciaade and welded %n place of the old ones, Alao the feed
read enlar ed to accoammada^e the lar er air flaw rate N:owere
_	 u h the ^,n' ector bod side. wallsholes frntn the rnan►folds thro
^,	 g	 y	 S	 g
changes were made to the hydrogen manxfolcls, lead:-.in p}pes, or
injection tubes. The injector face was sealed .n place with R'I'^l
-	 7
^, 6[^!:l1E
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r;^ther than being welded in place so it can be removed ^ any
additional modifications are required.
2.2 WATER-COOLED COPPER C^MSUST4R
The combustox was obtained €raxxi^ the NASA warehouse,, separated from.
the capper throat section and used "as is" except for drilling and tapping one
hole for the char^nber temperature measurement thermocouple assembly, T-his
hole is on the #ap side about one inch upstream of the carnbustor/t^hroa inter-
face.
The capper throat section was returned to NASA "as is" and will not be
used in this facility.
x.3 THROAT SECTIQN
A e:otnpietely new throat section was made. It is 304 stainless steel and
has an inside throat height of one inch ra#her than the approximately 0, 3l inch
height of the olci cooper throat. It is made of four parts: top and bottom:,-and
two side plates welded together at the sic3e.s. The throat section has no water
c ooli^ng.
2.4 NU^^.LE SECTION
The nozzle is nnade of mild steel. it i.s eesentially atwo-dimensional
expansion nozzle. The entr-ante height is apprgximately 1.5 inches and its
exit height is a:ppraxicnately 8 ni_hes. Zt ^s a ''half-cone" ox "half nozzle''
design; al.. the expansion tieing ^sn the top side .with: the .bottnixi.flat. The expa^,-
lion angle is 15 de,greea, and the exit mode number is about 3.6, Tine nozzle
has a 0.35 inch lateral expansion to allow far boundary layer growth along the
side walls (fl. I?'S inc`h on either side).
2.5 TEST SEC TION/D[J-C T
The test section: is made of x^xzild steel. :It has two rectangular view ports
or windows on top for taking .movies .du:rin>g th.e .tests. L- . fight and carr^era t^ipuntn,g
9
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brackets are also psovided r
 as well as purge boxes .for safety purposes since
G^ is involved. The cacx^era brackets allow fox moving the samaras ug and
down and for airnin :g at various angles. The duct is essentially rectangular
except for the approxi :rnately 1 inch taper on each side wall and 2 inch taper
on the top wall to allow for boundary layer growth, Thee bottom is flat. The
foam test panels a-re mounted in the bottom of the test duct resting on the cryo-
panel and belted in place from the bottom. The maximum panel size is 2 x 2.25
x 113,3 inches. Two angles are used as seals along the sides of the Panel where
they mate with the sides of the duct.
'^
^u
iY
iu
^^	 2. b THRUST S':^ RUG TUBE AND SUPP4R T STANDS
The thrust strueture was changed frorta that shown in Fig. 4. It is .now
an overfunder design a nd sits on a "sawhors-^" sf^nd s-irnilar to those shown
in Fig. 4. Fcsyr height alignment bolts are provided for aligning th:e duct to
th.e nozzle, and rollers are .Provided under the duct for longitudinal rn.ovement
of the duet away fro;rn the nozzle.
Z. 7 WATER N1A ►1VIFDI:.DS
These manifolds provide cooling wader to the copper combustor. A water
pressure drop of aliaut40 to 5U psi i•s predicted bo supply a sufficient coaling
water flow rate.
-	 -Z..B CA:LII3RATIDN AND DUMIVIY GALIBRATIQN PA^TEI.S
One "live" eal^bra:tion panel a.s .provided to measure pre.ssu.res and heat-
%n.g rates along the bottom of the duct where. the foam panels will tie tested. This
panel is approximately 22 inches wide and 2t^ inches Iong. It i.s to be ,placers at
various posxton.s along the duct during each of several ealb_•,^.t;c:r, runs to deer-
m;i:ne the environment. ^'hre e
 slummy panels are provided tp alter:^ate with the
calibration panel as spacers a. s the "live'' p a..riet' ie moved to each position,
I ^!
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Twenty ••two pressures and 22 adjacent heating rate meaaureme^nt loca-
tions are provided in a cross patters to get distributions both along and aCrosg
the. duct length and width. These locations axe numbered and etc ;zed on the tap
of the panel for- reference/data reduction pu-rpases. Pressure tubes and .thermo-
couple leads approximately 12 feet long are provided and numbered with co:rree-
poneling numbs:?• f.
Heating rates are to be measured using the stanelard "thin-skin/thermo-
cnu^^le" method using chrotne:l-alu :ru:el thermocouplQs. Data reduction curves
have already been made for ohta .ining heating rates from the temperature
versus tit-n.e traces.
It is expected that the time required for the pressures to atabilixe will
be about 5 to 10 seconds which will also be sufficient time to obtain heating
rates.
Z,9 ^RYC7PANEL-
An "off the shelf'' cryopanel was bought and insfa}led. inside the duet.
It is tnad:e of 3.04-L s:tain:less and certified for a l35 psis pressure capability. It
is mounted on a 1 in. thick layer of rigid ceramic (Glassraek) foam. insulation..
The insulation was used to reduce heat loss fraKn the cryogen (LN 2 ) to the heavy
steel bottom wall of the test section during chi11. -dAwn, etc.
"Tailga .te" pieces were also p rovided at the emit eind o£ the du.^,^.L iso seal
a	 around the t.op of the cryopanel: and also to seal araun.d the pressure tubes
3 ^^
a^sd the rmoc Duple leads.
^.. ^
.c.:
^:,.
. ^:
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S[7PPaRTING ANALYSES
Mont of the support^.•n,g analyses were completed during the preliminary
	
jF]	 desi.gn pfiase. However, several addti pnal stres s analyses were conducted
	
C^	 during this modficatiox^ffabrcatiron phase. Thee included stress analyses of:
	
^^^	 1. Bolts ,:onnectin^g thrust structure to its support stand, R-esultt
large r:^a.rgin of safety.
2. Problem of having the hot (uncoaled) stainless steel th^raat sec=
tion.laalted to t-he water-cooled copper combustor (Refs. 2, 3 and
4): Results showed that there will be some slippage between
these parts, but no atxess problem,
3, Rod bo.its coanectn^g injector, eomliustor, threat and nozzle
flange, (altowable dry torgse 2Q0 i:n=lb).
4. Effect of three sides of te st seetxon being. heated while bottom
is c-old due to its being protected by the foam panel. Results:
large positive tnargi^n c+f safety, rnaxi:muzn deflection of 4.172_
ixl:ch in middle of duet upper wall.
5, Nozzle. section pressure . and thertr^al loading. Result: a 1-3^4 inch
suppo:rb angle was added to the original design. across the top of
the nozzle,
^^..
Ln addition to these stress analyses, an gnition^burning/mixutg analysis
of the cbrn►bustor ''flow field" was p^:rfoxmed (Ref.5). This was a two damen•-
sional finte^rate analysis where the :ignition was started on the side of the com-
°^ bustor. (srnulat.ing the flame igniters) and allowed to propag-ate. across the wie3th
of the combustor toward the centerline. The flame front rea .ehed the centerline
a.bo.ut two-thirds of the way riown the combcstor. This means that the large
air•
 Elc^w wi-11 not "flar^xae aut" th,e flame front. It ^s felt that this analysis was con-
serva,t^r.e and that the propagation will actually be €aster ttan predicted: :Haw-
ever, it is assumed that the igniters a.re burning contintzousl}► , which is the ,planned
operatiUnal txl.ocle. If the igniters are turned of£ the flange is quickly` extinguished
due to the quenc hin.g r ea.etian s,
12
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Section 4
PROOF TESTS PERFORMED
'Five proof tests were conducted as follows: 7 .
	
LJ	
-	
_4.1 VACUUM TEST DF TEST SECTION/NOZZLE
^	 Since the pressures inside the nozzle and test section are less than. atmo-
^._ . spheric during facility operation (Fig, 2.) a vacuum leak test was perforrried.
The test section was lsolted to the nozzle a:nd both- ends blanked off. The windows
^^
were mounted in place and a vacuum pump .used to bring the inside pressure down..
The pressure did not reach the planned test point of T.0 psis. However, it stabi-
	
j^	 lizec! at a-Bout 1.3 psis true to ti ► e cornbna;ton of small leaks around the
	
`-'	 blank=off .plates at the ends, and the small pumping capacity of the pump at this
	
+ ^	 pressure level, At Chia poi^rst the purr^p was .shut down and the valve closed.
	
--^	 A -pressure-ruse rate and internal volume - was treed to calculate the leak rate.
	
^ ^	 The value #urried oust to 'be 0.13 in-Hg^min, as catripared' to an alkowa.bke value of
	
3	 2.36- in-Hg/min. This wars therefore declared to be an acr-eptab]:e leak-rate ,proof
teat.
	
^^^	 _
^^.^
Thin allowable leak rate was established as follows; a. criterion of 4% of
	
^^	 th.e mass. flow rate iri a I in. wide- strip of boundary layer was a stabl'ished a s a
value to assure no flow d.i-sturbance. This yielded a mass leak .rate of 0,_00.3
°lbm/sec which converts, with the proper volume, to 1..1.64 psis/nrdn or 2.36
	
-^	 in -Hg/min.
^_i
	7	 4. Z PRESSURE TEST OF' THE 'tWATER M^3IVIFOLDS
	
^^'	 The design water Ares-sure for the water manifolds is 50 psis. A proof
prAG^ure of 60 psi. wa.s selected fcir leak checks, 'The four nmanifuld`s were con=
	
^^	 netted to le copper Gombu.stor, and. the two ei,re.ui;ts were filled with water and
	
^	 th.e air bled- out. They were pressurized to 60 psis using an argon pressure bottle.^A
Some small leaks were found in. the braze joints and i,n the copper eomb.cts^tor encl
plugs.- These were stopped and the systeriz retested- until- no leaks were seen.
13
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4, 3 PRESSURE TESTS OF THE INJECTOR , COPPER C4MBUST^R, THROAT
SEC TxON U1VZT
The design ehamben pressure during operation is 100 Asia, t^^erefore a.
300 Asia value was selected- to give a "safety factor" of 3. The purpose of thus
•	 ^	 -	 ld joints in the air aad hydrogen mariifalds, and the 0-test was to check the we
rig ^oi^nts between the throat/cocnbastor and the iej^etor^combustor.
The unit was assembled with a blank plate used on the downstrear:. end
of the throat section aid B ^-.nuts/plugs in each of the manifold feed li^nea. ft
was o^rgxiaily pr-opo.sed. that this 300 Asia pressure check be perfor-med using
helium gas. However, this was ''outlawed" by Loekha.ed safety pers^^*^nel
and a hydros atic test was sub sttuted. That is, the. unit was filled with
water and the air bled out and then. it was pressurized using an argon pressure
bottle with regulator,
Three tries were required before the full 3Q0 psi pressure was obtained.
On the first two tries leaks were abserv.ed a.t the 0-rin:g and a t the seal between
the throat anr] blank plate. These were stoppeel by using an "oversized" (fatter}
O-ring anal by using a thck^:r blank pinta plus bolting the nozzle i n  place to
let the fla^n:g.e. serve to stiffen the blank. plate so it didn't b:uige q.ut artd cause a
leak.
do the third. try a pressure of approximately BOO .Psi was rea.
 ehed at which.
tirrme the C7-rings. started tea^kixig. During d:ssassembly of th e
 unit after this last
test it wa.s dis.covexed that bath the copper combustor and the throat section lower
wall .lead taken nn a permanent deformation. Figure 5 s^hgws the. extent of this de-
forrxiaton of the copper, In the middle the de#orrna.tipn was xxaea su rec} to be about
0,2 in. The steel section. was deformed about ,050 .in. Thus also caus:ei3 Pome
"egging" of the rod-bolt holes.
This problem was mrned^iately brought to the attention of the Techr^ital
COR of the contract, it was d^ec.ided that we should try to straighten
those parts back to their orgina}: past'ion. on a hydrauli-c pres-s. This was.
14
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accomplished without a great deaf of extra effort and the straightened pa rte
were re-inspected by NASA representatives. The steel throat section went
back into place tg wiahiri about 0,007 inch. of its original size, aad the eop.per
was straight enough so that the r- od: 'tio^ts "fell €hroug^^' without effork
Since no Leak was observed on the welds at 300 Asia and the O-rings did
not 1_ eak until approximately this value:, it was dec,derl that the tee :t objectives
had been met axed therefore no further tests were performed.
An + after-the-fact" cursory stress analysis showed t-hat sorxxe permanent
deformation of tl.e copper should have been exp.ecued. This wa.s an oversight
on our part and should- have been caught before we conducted the test.
A c3ye-penetrant test was ode of the copper combustor after it vvas
pressed back into shape and n^o cracks were found..
4.4 HELYUM PRESSURE TEST OF THE HYDROGEN MA. NiFOLDS, FEED
PIPES, AND HUR.IVER TUBE5
The 92 GH 2 burner tubes w-ere blanked off u. sing ''shrink" tnh:in.g and ta^.^cen
to the NASA-M. SFC test dab shops fgr a helium leak detector test. The unit was
purged and then pumped up to 30 ps;a and ''sniffed'' thorowghl:y. N^o leaks were
fn.und.
4..5 WELD ,TOINT TESTS WITH DYE PENETRANT
All. weld j.oint:s were checked using a "Zyglo'' dye.-penetrant #est _kit, No
problems were found.
^^
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Section 5.
INSPECTION/42UALLTY ASSURANCE
All parts were irispectec^ before delivery and found- to meet requirements
^ specified. on the a;pQlieable drawings .(see Section 7, Ap.plicab:i^e D^curr^en..ts,
r drawing numbers aad titles}.
A separate document (Ref, b) has been written to a-over quality assurance
this protect. I^nclttded in this document: are: material certifications, LMSC
inimum Quality Assurance Statement.,. subcontraeted 'uvork nspec#inn €urrn,
elder certfcation, welding rod certifeation/specification references, NASA
c ep:ta^nc a f.or rn, DD -2 50., ete.
i7
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INSTRUMENTATION
a
In addtiots to the 22 pressure and heating rate m.eaeurernents rovidedP
with flits '''live" calibra-tiara panel as diasussed earlier the faiawing "fa.clity"
i^nstrumentati^gn is ,provided, ^r
• Combustion charriber pressure tap
Gombus t4n chamber temp eratur-e thermoct^;xple a.sse:mbl.y, (Omega.
brand, chromel-alumel, 1/lb inch diameter, with inconel sheath,
ungrounded junction, rrla.x temp capability -- 21D0°F, approximately
2-11/16 inches along, extends tea centerline of combustor, located
, about 1 inch upstre.arn of throat./combustor interface.)
• Nozzles upper wall terrmperature: Ghramel-alurnel thermocouple,
located abflut 2 inches downstream of throat/nozzle interface,
s Test section/duet upper-wall tecxAperatures; Two chromel-alumei
ther.rnor.duples are provided: one about 2 in:ekaes dc►vvnstr-cam of the
.nozzle/test secti.an 'interface and one about 3 inches upst-.ream of
test section exit plane.
• Test section upper wall pressixres. Seven pressure tap locations
are :provideed on -the test section u*^^te r •x,all, These are more or
less equally distributed along the duct en.gth,
In acltlit'tr^n to• this i:nstrutnentation, consiei:eration i.s now being given to
the addition of acoustic nstru^men:tation: The purpose of this is to determine
how well this facility simulates tl^e flight a.cou-s#ics
 environment. This has been
discussed with .NASA-M. SFC acoustics personnel and their estimated acoustics
level is t4'0 to 165 dB. 'l'hey have also roads a rc^eommendatio.n as to the
type of instrumentation to iri^stal'1. If it is decided to add these transducers,
they can be ^nstated .in one. o€. tl^e ''d^rnrriy" calibration .panels.
iS
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Section 7
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The doeutnents app icable to this facility are covered %n the Reference
i	 ^ ^^ section.
'r'	 , . Also tl^e fo];lowin :g drawing_ s are applicable:
^^
` r N'o. R8U 104 _Mod^:fi^catan to HGF InjeetQr
No. R80105 Znjector Face Plate
No, R'80186 Throat Seeton
Nn, R80107 Nozzle
`^ No, R:8010.8 Test . Section
-	
^.
No. Ft80109 Calibration Pane.^l
Na, R8011'.0 Calibration panel ( Dutxiimy)
=: No R:8C111 Combustion Charribe^r Water-ln Manftild'
'., No. R-801 LZ Combustion Chamber Water -out Max:i^fold
No. R$0116 Glass Window Spac er
.,^ No. R$O11 '7 Zest Panel Spacer
Nu. R80119 Test Section Support
Nq. R8.0120 Sgttgtn Support Plate
No. R80121 Side Plate Tlaruet Structure
^ No, R$OI22 Side U^Plate 'Thrust Structure
-^^ No. R80Z23 Corribustion Char'rttier Support
^ IVo. R$-012.5 Thrust Structure Assembly
No. R8015 .6 Long F'oarn Panel
No. R80157 Hale Pattern Template. - HGF' Panel
-	 .	
.^ Final copies of there drawings were. delivered to the NA5A-MSFC
^-^ Technical COR at the end of the. contract perigd.
^^
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Sect:gn 8
LOAN OF w1NLOWS
Thee two quartz windows and -frames used on the tap of the test section
for camexa viewing ports are on loan (without charge} from. Lockheed to NASA,
T'he pre sen6 loan period is one year. Zit ie expected that this loan period can
be extended at. the end. of one year if needed. These windows are from a surplus
wind- tunnel awned by Lockheed. Under- the terms of the loan agreement, if
Lockheed should need these windows before the ehd of the loan period, a three-
month .notice will. be given so that replacement windows rraay be made or pur-
chased. Nowever, th^ie need is x^ot expected :to occur.
20
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Section g
DELYVER Y OF HARDWARE 	
If
Delivery of ali applicable hardware was made by L-oekheed-Huntsville
to NASA -MSFC ari 17 Dec emlie r 197 5. It wa a accepted and received Linde r
foxrr^ DD-250. Croveznment furnished parts (copper eorn^u-star and throat
see:ttons) were a.. l;so returned o;r ac:ee.pted under this same form.
i
r
i
t
^.s
section 14
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATQNS
l	 i a. l CALIBRATION PANEL LOADING
'^	 -The. ea^libra^tion panel has a front and rear edge, obviously located by the
dixeetrnn the pressure leads run. The "durrtmy" calibration panels have dowel
^^;^	 alignment pins for mat:ng to the •front of the duct, to each other, and to the "`live"
calibration. panel. These dummy panels also have front and rear edges. These
_	
- -	 -	
-...
.are starred on the lateral edgea^ " ^'R and RR." The "'FR" edge goes nearest
the combo :scion charriber end of the test aeetop. These dut^nmy panels also have
position numbers 1, 2, 3, Panel No. 1 .goEg nearest the combus .ticsn chamber,
sac.
1Q.2 MATING GAP CONSIDERATION
When the caiibrat^on panels are loaded they i^rxu.st be sealed at their gaps
^_^. on .the sides andfront. This i:s rege^ :ired to prevent redistribution of the pies-
r _,	 sure along the test sectioxi which would foul the flow fie-ld. 'This will tie done
1	 usi.n:g 2 -component RTV as they are loaded into the teas section from its down:-
^_^
stream end. On the sides two .angle " seals" are provided, RTV gaslceta are
attached to these rails already. However, sortie add.itianal wet RTV will be re-
...
quired to obtain a proper seal This R'I'V' can be rerrxoved without a .great deal
of effort from these su.rfaees i•£ th.ey are not primed. (This has been. tried and
^rv^ i^t works, }
^. Also the. twp
 tai gate pieces must be sea-led with RTV to prevent air froitn
^.	 being drawn. into the cavity under the eryopariel . and .calibration panels during
^^	 faca'lity firing.
^2
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1 Q. 3 FAGiLITY CALIBRATION
Lockheed personnel wild be available for helping monitor and corer-dinate
facility checkout/calibrating and data reduction/analyses.
Terriperature tune histories have been predicted for each of the calibra-
tion panel heating rate a-real. Heating rate and pressure predictions -are shown
on Figs. 1 anal 2^reapectsvely. Upper walk pressures 'have also been predicted.
The tirx^e required to get pressuxe and heating rates is estimated at 5 to
10 seconds, TtYe acoustics instrumentation will also obtain sufficient data in
this tune pexiod.
At least four runs will be required for calibration = one for each of the
.live calibration parallel pos%tions.
10.4 FOAM PANEL- DESIGN
A preliminary design d -rawin^*, of the foam panel has been ma :cl.e -- Drawing
No. R80156.
There a. re two 'basitc ways these panels could be made. The simpler, and
less expensive from a manufacturing sta:ndpaint, is recommended. as shown on
the c3rawrig. This is simply a f-lac plate 1/8 irieh thick aluminum backup. struc-
ture with drilled anal tapped holes for ri^ountng from the Bottom. The gap ar joint
between the foam sides of this panel and the test section wa^,ls would be sealed
with the two a. ,n^^l.e sea la coated with R'TV. The disadvantages. of this design is
that if the RTV gasket 's- now on the angle seals ' do not eomp:letely seal a :gaiinst
the foam, then ^'wet 11 RTV will, h,^ye to be used during . panel . ioadisl.g to cnsul'e a
seal. This rxieans 'the angles may stick to the foam and. have to be cut loose after
each -test.
Th.e second approach would- be to have the panel tnaaufacturer furnish a
substructure w$ich extends tip the walls of the duct far enough to be bolted
23
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I
..^
in place at the holes which presently hold the angles in pla ce. This would give
^{
^_;	 a "breadpan" for the foam to be sprayed into and it vvnnld then be "stuck" to the
side s and no seal would he required at the foann/metal interface.
^ .I
t ,.
As stated earlier, the first ( sicnpier) approach is recomtrriendeci at least
5 ?
	 for the first batch of panels. An alternative, which is praba.. bly advisable, is to
<<
;. w have MSFC spray some 'trial" panels of the sixxa , ple design to see how they
^
'^	 will actually work.
_;
10.5 FACILITY DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY N^TE5
c.
The facility consists of two basic units: the parts upstxeam of the nozzle/
^ !	 duct interface and then the duct itsetf.
f^	 -
The first assembly is held together- with 18 rod bolts 3/8 inch in diameter.
^I Silicone U ri^n .ga are provided between the injector body/clipper coctabustor and
,: between the copper combustor and steel throat. These 0- rings a re quoted to b.e
good up to 700°F for short periods of ti^r^ne. However, they are not predicted to
get this 'hot and therefor= ^ rio clisasserYably or replacement of these between runs
;^^ is :requ.ired. However, period44 inspection: of these is recorinnnended. If there is
,.-
a leak at these joints during operation it should be obvious fraim "'burn rriarks''
on th.e outside. If the temperature capability turns out to be a problem, then
^^
' J	"Vtron" O-rings are .available which are good- to higher temperatures.
Specfica:tions for these Q-rings are Parker Re#. No. 2 -^35, r^ize I 5.9'55
,.^	 inch i.d„ and 0 . 2I0 inch cross -sectional diameter.}
^^
^..
Dowel. pi;rrs are provided-for ali . ginrnent at -the throat nozzle interface and
nozzle/d•uct interface. N'o ali .gn:ment pins are provided :betwe:en the copper com-
bustor and steel threat because of the differential expansion problerr^ during oiler-
ation because theth .roat is eat water cooled. The alignment between the in-
jectox body/capper combustor ^s pro^^ided by a "bows" that hits into the copper.
24
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^- Alignrra,ent between the nozzie^test section is controlled by .four threaded
studs, t^^o in each cif the test section suppor-t stands. These allow lateral and
horizo.ntdi adjustment of the test section to txiatch up with the nozzle dowel pins.
Longitudinal movement of the test section is provided by rollers on top of these
	
z	 two stands.
When assembling the facility the mating su:rfa.ces should be aligned to ob-
fain the best c^riatch of joints at their Lgwer surfaces. This is because flow dis-
r'	 turbances axe critical on the lower wall where the foam is to be tested.
An RT'V "mold-iri-place' s
 .gasket is provided between the nozzle^tes^t sec=
ton. If damaged i# ie easily patched or :rep laced.
	
jj	
Recommended torque on the rod bolt nuts is z^OU in, -1b-dry. R_ecorz^^^iend^ed
^ 5
	
^.,;	 tightening pattern is: alte-mate tap and botto=n; star-t in middle working outwa^cd,
	
.^
	
Go over pattern three times..
i	
_.
.,
Fteeomr:nended torque on nozzle/teat section rrmatin:g flange connecting bolts
is 35 ix►. =];^b-dry. Tightening patterns are the same as for the rod bolts.
:r
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Section 11
FACILITY OVERALL DIMENSIONS
Figure b shows a sketch of the assembled facility with overall da.rn.ez^sions,
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S ecti°n 12
^?^, FACILITY DATA SUMMARY
f
^ The following information is presented in. summary form for quick ,	 .^:';	 ^,_
reference in the future use by the reader. ^	 ^.^,r^^^^
4 ir•.
^,
R
^ Nominal Run Conditions ,
} Pc = 100 psis ^^,^^
T,l, = T c = 1773°R = 1313°F
Theoretical values ^	 i
TR = 1b20°R = 1120°F
	
using I00°J'o burning .'^.:
efficiency
H,^ = 472 Btu/lb
E HR = 425 Btujlb, {R. F. = 0.9)
y
C T	= 2630 ft^sec
Maximum predicted run time:	 120 seconds.
^ Lirnit9.ng^ factor on run time:	 temperatures of '.	 ^^;
nozzle and duct.
^ Propellan.t Flow Rates
Air	 W 29.1 lb^sec
GH2 = 0.1914 lb^sec	 Assuxnix^g _
Q/F = 152	 C^` ;.
• Propellants Pressure Drop Across Injector Face _	 '
;y..
Air ^• 3 5 psi `^^
r	 _.
i
GH 2 --- l0 psi
-
`
...
r	 _. 2y
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Material 304-L
Nominal Size: 22 -1^8 x 1lg in.
Proof Test Pressure: 135 psia
Predicted Pressure Drop: ?0 psi
Predicted LN 2 Flow Rate: 36 gprn
Connections:
Inlet: 0. 5 in. M. F. Pipe Thread
outlet: 1.0 in. M. F. Fipe Thread.
® Foam. Panel
t,
^:
-	
Nominal Size: 22.25 x i 13.30 x 2.0 in.
;:
k	 ^ Water Mani£o1d
In7.et Pressure: 50 psi
Flow Rate: 56 gpz^n
w O-Rings
Quantity: 2
Material: Silicone Rubber
_	 Size: 15.955 in. i.d., x 0.210 in. Cross -Sectional
diameter
Specification No: Parker No. 2-385
^ Calibration Panel
Pressures: 22 L:
_ .	 Heating Rates: 22	 ''
_ ^	 Thermocouples: Type K (Chrornel Alumel} 	 ^'
Material: 30^-L Stainless Steel
Nominal: Thin-Skin^T. C.
	
_ '.
-'. ^.
. 
^	 Location Thickness: 0.030 in. -h.O1	 ^^_.
^.
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LMSC-HREC TM D496690
Plate Thick^-iess: 3^8 in.
Size; 22.25 x 28.44 x 2.00 in.
^ Dummy Panels
Sizes:
Panels 1 and 2
22.25 x 2$.44 x 2,00 in.
Panel 3
22.25 x 2?. 81 x 2.00 izx.
Mme. ^^rial: Mild Steel
Plate Thickness: 3^8 in.
® Bolt Tarque:
In,^ector^Caznbustor jThroat^Nazzle
Rod Balts: 200 in-lb (dry)
Nozzle^Duct Bolts: 35 in-lb (dry)
® Wind ow Size:
Glass: 4-1^2 x 20 in.
Tnside Frame: 7-1^2 x 22 in.
Outside Frame: 10 -5^8 x 24 in.
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